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Editorial Preface 

I am pleased to introduce this issue of  JWIL which illustrates well the rich and diverse terrain 
that constitutes the field of  Caribbean literature and literary criticism; it features essays that examine the 
work of  writers and artists from Guyana, Trinidad, Canada, Haiti, Barbados, Jamaica and New Orleans, 
written by scholars from the region but also from Europe, North America and Australia. The essays deal 
with themes as far ranging as hurricanes, ghosts, bildungsromans, Indo-Caribbean masculinities, trauma, 
feminism, saturated landscapes, the aftermath of  the plantation, mental illness, intergenerational gender 
formations and constructions of  history, all of  which contribute to our understanding of  the complexities 
of  the past and the present of  the region and its diasporas.

The first section of  the issue continues the important work started by the November 2016 JWIL 
issue with its special focus on Caribbean ecocriticism. This is an urgent and growing field which points 
out, among other things, the importance of  an interdisciplinary approach to Caribbean Studies and 
we are happy to be able to feature here the work of  Russell McDougall and that of  Melanie Otto 
who use multiple lenses to focus on the ways in which the forces that affect the region—natural and 
anthropogenic—shape and reshape our literary and cultural theorizations and representations of  
it. Meteorology in McDougall’s essay becomes a means of  challenging our spatial containment of  
the region, of  linking Louisiana to Jamaica, of  producing a literary counter-discourse to Caribbean 
exceptionalism and of  revealing “hidden geographies of  environmental crisis with clear transnational 
implications.” In examining the aesthetics of  hurricanes in the work of  Lafcadio Hearn and Erna 
Brodber, McDougall leads us to a broader, fertile, conceptual terrain for assessing Caribbean literature 
and sovereignty. In Melanie Otto’s essay, which looks at the way the landscape of  Barbados is read by 
Kamau Brathwaite and visual artist, Annalee Davis, rab lands—the terrain rendered useless in the 
aftermath of  the plantation— figures anew and is recuperated in a language of  landscape that addresses 
the trauma of  the past. Otto tracks the ways that the land itself  becomes an archive for both Brathwaite 
and Davis, inspiring multimedia creations imbued with deep personal meaning and with radical 
implications for how to engage ethically with history. 

The past haunts all of  the essays that appear in this issue. The second section of  the issue features 
work by Robert Sapp and Kaisa Ilmonen. Sapp examines the representation of  ghosts in Myriam 
Chancy’s Spirit of  Haiti in order to theorize what he calls a poetics of  haunting, one that links Haiti and 
its diasporas and that brings to light silenced stories and a unique Haitian historical consciousness. Kaisa 
Ilmonen’s essay on the literary traditions that have informed the shapes that Caribbean writing has taken 
illuminates some of  the ways in which Caribbean women writers especially have wrestled with their 
painful inheritances and have refashioned them to their own purposes. Ilmonen traces, in particular, 
the use of  the form of  the bildungsroman and the limitations and the possibilities embedded within this 
genre for Caribbean women to represent the complex raced, classed and gendered realities of  their lives. 
Ilmonen calls the ambivalent forms that emerge “talking back” but Jean Y. Lee’s essay in the next section 

Lisa Outar
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of  the issue on Ryhaan Shah’s version of  the bildungsroman also leads us to consider the unheard primal 
scream issued by Caribbean women at home and in the diaspora at the impossible choices they often 
face when negotiating the shards of  historical and personal trauma. 

The final two essays in the issue constitute a special focus on gender constructions in Indo-
Caribbean literature and film. Lee’s essay adds to the work of  theorizing Indo-Caribbean feminist 
interventions that Gabrielle Hosein and I featured in our recent anthology, Indo-Caribbean Feminist 
Thought: Genealogies, Theories, Enactments (Palgrave Macmillan 2016), work that has been underway for 
over thirty years now with the publications of  Patricia Mohammed, Rhoda Reddock, Rosanne Kanhai, 
Joy Mahabir, Mariam Pirbhai, Brinda Mehta and many others. The two essays in the special section of  
this issue of  JWIL focus in complementary ways on constructions of  Indo-Caribbean masculinities and 
femininities. In her analysis of  Ryhaan Shah’s A Silent Life, Lee identifies what she calls a postmemory of  
indenture that influences the gender relations of  multiple generations of  Indo-Caribbean women. Shah’s 
novel and Lee’s analysis of  its taking up of  the trope of  activism on the part of  Indo-Caribbean women 
pushes back in particular against continuing stereotypes of  Indo-Caribbean femininity as passive, tracing 
instead matrilinear genealogies of  resistance but also transmissions of  historical trauma. 

Anita Baksh’s essay on the fiction and film work of  David Chariandy and Ian Harnarine 
respectively contributes to the vibrant field of  Caribbean masculinities (one shaped in part by JWIL’s 
special issue on Caribbean Masculinities edited by Michael Bucknor in 2012) and it brings attention to 
the still underexplored area of  Indo-Caribbean masculinities. The essay shifts direction from work that 
has been done by Michael Niblett and Rhoda Reddock recently that focuses on the waste that is laid to 
the Indo-Caribbean male body by the plantation and by the destructive effects of  the long trajectory of  
indentureship to thinking about affect and the tender relations men pursue within the constraints of  class 
and the hardships of  immigration. Set against the backdrop of  hegemonic constructions of  Caribbean 
masculinity, the turn that Baksh takes to looking at the more recent cultural productions of  Indo-
Caribbean men provides important contrasts to what was offered a generation or more ago by writers 
such as Seepersad Naipaul, Samuel Selvon and V.S. Naipaul. The insights that Baksh offers on the 
complexities of  negotiating masculinity, Indianness and working-class status are as relevant to the region 
as to the multiple second sites of  the Indo-Caribbean diaspora.  

In the wedding of  visual and written narratives in Baksh’s essay and in Otto’s, this issue of  JWIL 
also contributes to a capacious conception of  the literary to better understand the terrain that Caribbean 
cultural producers negotiate and translate in their work. It is no accident that some of  the writers 
discussed in the issue such as Myriam Chancy and Kamau Brathwaite produce work that traverses the 
boundaries of  the written and the visual. This troubling of  the hegemony of  the textual will continue 
into our next issue of  the journal which will examine the mutual influences of  literature and electronic 
media in Caribbean literature.

Finally, the pairing of  the two book reviews by Simone Alexander and Carol Bailey offers the 
genealogical perspective that we should have when considering Caribbean literature and Caribbean 
women writers specifically. In her examination of  Daryl Cumber Dance’s In Search of  Annie Drew, 
Alexander assesses Dance’s quest for a fuller picture of  the woman who influenced so much of  Jamaica 
Kincaid’s writing and appeared so unforgettably in them: Kincaid’s mother, Annie Drew. As a literary 
foremother to a generation of  Caribbean women writers, Kincaid’s representations of  womanhood and 
feminism in her literary translations of  her mother shaped international understanding and expectations 
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of  Caribbean literature. Alexander’s review suggests the kind of  talking back referenced by Ilmonen 
as a character deeply familiar to us from Kincaid’s work is allowed room by Dance to be fleshed and 
rendered complex and we are able to see her as both a product of  her times and the ways in which 
Kincaid deployed her to great effect at a particular moment in Caribbean literary history. 

Carol Bailey’s review of  Tanya Shirley’s superb collection of  poems, The Merchant of  Feathers, leads 
us to consider different, less repressive narratives of  female sexuality and womanhood in the Caribbean. 
Bailey illuminates the lyrical ways in which Shirley explores the personal, social and historical pressures 
on Caribbean women’s bodies while also celebrating the pleasures and joys to be found in embodiment 
and sexuality. While the collection deals with a wide range of  Caribbean social issues, Bailey emphasizes 
Shirley’s centring of  female experiences and notes the importance of  this contribution to Caribbean 
poetic traditions.

The artwork that appears on the cover of  the issue is that of  the Indo-Trinidadian artist Shastri 
Maharaj. Entitled Full Moon, this haunting image, which suggests both the lyricism and lingering traumas 
of  Caribbean landscapes, is evocative of  the various themes covered in the issue and we are particularly 
pleased to feature the work of  an artist who has been an advocate for arts education as a means of  
combating poverty in the region and of  empowering young people.

As JWIL continues down its path of  online only publishing which we hope will result in this work 
reaching greater audiences and in allowing better access to Caribbean scholarship by those in the region, 
we thank you for your support of  the journal and invite you to share news of  this new issue with your 
networks. We welcome your submission of  critical essays or book reviews examining our rich and ever 
expanding field of  Caribbean literature. Our next issue will be edited by Glyne Griffith and will focus 
on the question of  how text and electronic media shape each other. We invite papers that examine past 
and current intersections of  Anglophone Caribbean literature with radio, television, and internet media 
platforms. Please see our website at jwilonline.org for more details. In our commitment to supporting the 
visual arts, we also continue to invite submissions from Caribbean artists who are interested in having 
their work appear on our covers. Happy reading!
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The Revelation of  
Hurricanes in the 
Camouflaged Caribbean
Russell McDougall

In August 2005, Hurricane Katrina started tracking out of  the Caribbean, made first 
landfall in southern Florida, and of  course devastated the city of  New Orleans.  Of  all the 
Gulf  States, Louisiana is the most connected by culture and history to the Caribbean, and 
New Orleans has often been regarded as a Caribbean city. But it took the costliest national 
disaster in the history of  the United States to bring New Orleans into clear Caribbean focus. 
As Andrés Duany says, we see it now in retrospect, before its ruin, not as one of  “the most 
haphazard, poorest, or misgoverned American cities, but rather [as] the most organized, 
wealthiest, cleanest, and competently governed of  the Caribbean cities.” 

The inadequacy of  the US government’s recovery response left the surviving 
residents angry as well as traumatized and in the debate that followed—from which we now 
see the emergence of  hurricane studies—the cause of  the government’s failure also came 
into focus. It was geopolitical: a combination of  racial and geographical attitudes. New 
Orleans was the South, and it was black. In fact, from the point of  view of  the contiguous 

Tracks of  North Atlantic Tropical Cyclones (1851—2012) . Source: Wikipedia
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(or continental) United States, New Orleans, according to Spitzer is “south of  the South.” It belongs to 
a dislocated water-world of  qualitative difference. It is, from the northern perspective, exceptional.

This maneuver, of  course, is part of  a much larger repertoire for maintaining the North/
South divide. This is not the place for me to address the complexity of  that operation—or to review 
the various counter-moves that have been proposed to reconfigure the Americas by Wilson Harris, 
Stelamaris Coser, Édouard Glissant, Michael Dash, Philip Boucher, Peter Hulme and others. But in the 
popular imaginary, the most powerful representational system to embrace the extended Caribbean is 
meteorology. And the most distinctive and unifying feature of  the picture it produces is the hurricane. 
The ancient deities of  these forceful winds were a central component of  indigenous Caribbean belief  
systems. Wilson Harris (144-150) has traced the indigenous myth-mutations of  hurricanes from Central 
to South America through the Caribbean: from Quetzalcoatal (the plumed serpent-god of  the winds 
in Mexico), to Yurokon (the mainland Carib spirit of  the jungle), Huracan (the Aztec god of  the storm) 
and Kukulkan, the feathered serpent of  the Maya. Columbus encountered the force of  tropical storms 
on his second voyage in 1495. Hurricanes so fascinated and terrified European sailors and settlers that 
they soon became a sign of  tropical otherness. The geography of  the Caribbean Sea acquired the 
character of  danger; and as Suvendrini Perera has shown, dangerous geographies are geographies of  
difference. The first recorded English usage—“furacanes” and “Haurachanas”—occurs in Richard 
Eden’s 1555 translation of  Peter Martyr d’Anghiera’s The Decades of  the Newe Worlde or West India (OED). 
But the Spanish word, “huracán,” as Hulme observes, had been taken in turn from the Arawak. In fact, 
as Sharae Deckard says, the word is “a palimpsest of  the long eruptive history of  multiple colonizations, 
dispossessions and exterminations in the Caribbean” (27). The continuing use of  the hurricane in 
colonialist discourse as a means to focus the region’s violent alterity is well documented.1 But, as 
Deckard says, it retains “the trace of  Amerindian cultures and socio-ecological relations,” and, “from 
the first articulations of  Caribbean identity,” the hurricane has been crucial to the varying poetics of  
the region (25-45). The Spiralist movement in Haiti provides perhaps the most radical and therefore 
obvious indication of  distinctive Caribbean hurricane aesthetics. But there are many others.

In this essay, I compare the work of  two authors who could hardly be more different in how 
they locate the Caribbean, or in the identities they fashion from it: Lafcadio Hearn and Erna Brodber. 
Hearn is a nineteenth-century writer, born in the Greek Islands, who today is best known for his writing 
about Japan rather than the Caribbean. Brodber, on the other hand, is a contemporary Jamaican 
author, who has immersed herself  in the storying of  her community. For obvious reasons, then, we 
would not normally expect to see these two in the same frame. For the purpose of  this essay, what places 
them there is meteorology. Bringing them together, I hope to give some indication of  how hurricanes 
act as transnational agents of  a powerful literary counter-discourse to Caribbean exceptionalism.

Meteorology is inherently cartographic (Monmonier 213). Indeed, weather science is hard to 
imagine without the maps that visually organize and communicate its observational data. Yet, until 
relatively recently, the professional discourses of  cartography and meteorology belonged to distinct 
sub-fields of  geography. It is true that meteorology was slow to achieve its cartographic potential. Until 
the eighteenth century, it focused on spectacular but singular events like storms and earthquakes rather 
than on the broader conceptual terrain of  what we now understand as the weather. We can in fact date 
the birth of  modern meteorology quite precisely to the English scientist Francis Galton’s invention of  
the weather map in 1861. It seems so simple. He just gathered information from all the weather stations 
across the country for the past month and plotted it onto a map. But of  course, to make weather visible, 
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Galton had to invent a new symbolic language. Today, as a result, when we think of  the weather as 
a system of  high and low pressure troughs, we do so visually. But our understanding of  it depends 
upon the literacy level we have achieved with the symbolic language of  meteorological cartography. A 
functional literacy in the language of  the weather map enables us to decode its patterns of  stillness and 
movement and hence to activate the narrative potential of  its visual field. 

Without cartography, the territorial sovereignty of  the modern state is hard even to imagine. 
Yet cartography is particularly challenged by Caribbean space—by its postcolonial liminality or in-
betweenness (Bhabha), by the tidalectic dynamic of  its repeating islands (Brathwaite; Benitez-Rojo), 
by the runaway places of  marronage (Price; Thompson), by its serial dislocations and displacements, 
its proliferation of  officially unacknowledged micronations (McDougall), and so on. The reason for 
this difficulty is that cartography is generally incapable of  thinking outside the spatial concepts and 
boundaries of  the nations it serves. To give but one example, the Leeward Maroons of  Jamaica (now 
centred in Accompong) have never ceased debating the land allocation they received from the 1739 
Treaty. Specifically, the Treaty stated: “That they (Leeward Maroons) shall enjoy and possess, and their 
posterity for ever all the lands situated and lying between Trelawney Town and the Cockpits to the 
amount of  fifteen hundred acres, bearing northwest from the said Trelawney Town” (“The Jamaican 
Maroons”). No map of  the notoriously inhospitable Cockpit Country could be given to locate the 
boundaries more precisely because the British had found them as unconquerable as the Maroons 
themselves. Recent attempts to fix the boundaries have led to great controversy, with a plethora of  
different proposals from various stakeholders; and the Maroons have been critical of  any attempt by 
the government to delineate the boundaries of  Cockpit Country, which would in effect fix and therefore 
limit their own spatial relations with it. The Maroons’ distrust of  cartography recognizes that maps in 
fact create the boundaries they purport to represent, and that cartography is a cypher of  the State, of  
which they prefer to remain ambiguously independent.

Meteorological cartography, however, is different. The dominant feature of  its visual field is 
movement. It therefore sets unique narrative conditions, more attuned to the Caribbean time-space 
continuum, and the most striking of  these is that nations can only be minor players. They serve only 
as reference points loosely associated with landforms, points of  orientation rather than of  fixation. 
Charted landscapes, according to Dominican-American author Julia Alvarez, obstruct narrative (175). 
But the interactive maps of  contemporary geographic information systems are now beginning to clear 
the blockages of  nation-centred cartography; and the logical end of  this unblocking is a post-national 
cartographic revolution. Meteorology has led that revolution. The cartographies it produces can 
never be fixed or finished; they produce an open field, a system that is always in process (Caquard and 
Cartwright 101-6). Robert Tally proposes that, in the age of  globalization, the task of  utopian thinking 
should be to project a new post-national cartography that can make sense of  the flow of  transnational 
powers. But when Melanie Otto holds the Caribbean up as a universal model for overcoming world 
division she sounds an unintended warning (107). It’s important in my view that the Caribbean 
modelling of  identity in flux not be co-opted to a globalizing neoliberal agenda whereby the rich grow 
richer and the poor grow poorer.

*

Lafcadio Hearn, as I have said, was born on a Greek island. But he was soon abandoned by 
his Irish father and Greek mother and brought up as the ward of  his great aunt in Ireland. She sent 
him to school in France, then England, but his education ceased when her money ran out and he was 
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abandoned again. He was just nineteen when he emigrated to the United States, with neither money 
nor prospects. He found a job as a reporter with the Daily Enquirer in Cincinnati, but was fired after 
his marriage to an African-American woman, which in 1880 Ohio was illegal. After the marriage 
ended, he moved to New Orleans, where he lived in the Creole Quarter; and over the next decade—
as a writer, translator and newspaper correspondent for Harper’s Weekly, Scribner’s Magazine and other 
northern papers—he was a significant influence on shaping the national perception of  New Orleans as 
a place of  Vodou, debauchery and decadence. It’s even been said that Hearn invented New Orleans as 
a kind of  alternative reality to post-Reconstruction Jim Crow America (Starr xii). The OED credits his 
1890 novel, Youma, with the first appearance in print of  a word that has proved to be deeply significant 
in Caribbean discourse—“creolization” (Bongie 154).

Chita, his first novel, published two years earlier, is based on the unnamed hurricane of  10 August 
1856, a catastrophe considered at the time as “unparalleled” in US history (“The Gigantic Tragedy at 
Last Island” 6). But there was no historical data available to facilitate local comparison. Hearn also had 
no way of  knowing the hurricane’s itinerary. The track plotted more recently from historical data by the 
Hurricane Research Division of  the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the United 
States shows that it was first detected in the eastern Gulf  of  Mexico. But by that time, and by today’s 
measure, it had already developed hurricane status, which means that it probably originated further 
east, closer to Cuba. 

Its first landfall was Last Island, 76 miles to the south of  New Orleans. Last Island was 
completely submerged. And when the water receded several days later, all that remained was a series of  
sand bars. Last Island had become a repeating island, which subsequently had to be mapped in plural. 

Before the hurricane, Last Island was 25 miles long, “a long, low streak of  green bound around 
the edge with a line of  dazzlingly white sand” said to have been one of  the most beautiful beaches in 
the world (“Fate of  an Island” 11). But, at its highest point, it was no more than five feet above sea level 
and the hurricane proved its “tipping point” (Sallenger 165). Although it was not a particularly robust 
island, it was nonetheless a very popular vacation destination for Louisiana’s social elite, some of  whom 
had built holiday cottages there, though most stayed at the grand luxury hotel, where there was live 
music and dancing every night in the Great Hall. On this occasion, the hotel was packed, for it was 
the height of  the season, and it was not only the heat from which the holidaymakers sought refuge, but 
also the yellow fever epidemic, which in the past three years in New Orleans had caused the deaths of  
almost 13,000 people. As it was, the hurricane swept all of  the merrymakers on Last Island into the sea, 
adding three or four hundred more people to the year’s death tally.

This was a highly charged symbolic event. Last Island was one of  the barrier islands, which 
mainlanders regarded as their first line of  defense against the invasive weather that sometimes swept 
up from the south. The natural barrier had cultural resonance, as a cordon sanitaire, to keep the terrifying 
possibility of  a Caribbean tsunami of  black revolution at bay. Yellow fever was endemic in Central 
America and also in several of  the Caribbean islands. But it was the success of  the slave revolt on Saint 
Domingue that instilled the fear of  future shock. Despite New Orleans’ best efforts to curb Haitian 
immigration, the influx from the first Black Republic in the Americas had quickly doubled the free 
black population of  the city (Johnson xix). 
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The second symbolism of  the hurricane, however, is a retrospective imposition, following from 
the collapse of  the Confederate dream and the destruction of  the Southern slave states in the Civil 
War. The “ghastly desolation” of  Last Island, as William Boelhower puts it, is a synecdoche of  the 
fallen South (118). In Hearn’s novel, the Union forces conjoin on Last Island with the Black Jacobins 
of  Saint Domingue who had ended Napoleon’s American dream. Among the skeletal remains of  
drowned trees that litter the sand bars in the hurricane’s wake, some appear as “vast broken columns,” 
an image of  antebellum ruination (10). But others appear as the living dead, like zombie trees, reaching 
out mutilated stumps in despair from their deepening graves. Even those few that have withstood the 
“barbarian tides” of  the South (10) and are still standing have had the soil torn away from their roots. 
The fantastical terrors of  the tropical sublime mingle with nostalgia for the vacationing planter elite 
swept away by the storm.2 

Hearn’s tracking of  the hurricane’s invasion is revealing. The story he recounts of  Last Island 
begins with a summer’s day so luminous that it is inexpressible, though also typical of  the place. 
Denizens of  “the paler zones,” the narrator warns, will struggle to know what he is talking about. The 
readers who will understand him best, he says, are those “who have seen the splendor of  a West Indian 
sky” (12). In this way, Hearn calls upon the Caribbean to underwrite his narrative of  the Louisiana 
islands, even while observing that tender tint of  colour and spirituality in the gulf  days that he claims 
is lacking in the Caribbean. The first physical sign of  the hurricane appears on the horizon as an 
immeasurable fold of  green water in a gulf  picture that for months has seemed infinitely blue. The blue 
of  the Gulf  of  Mexico compels awe. It is “something vital, something holy, something pantheistic: and 
reverentially the mind asks itself  if  what the eye beholds is not the Pneuma indeed, the Infinite Breath, 
the Divine Ghost, the great Blue Soul of  the Unknown” (12). Blue is the colour of  tropical spring, calm 
and peaceful—“as something into which you would wish to melt utterly away forever…” (13). Green, 
on the other hand, is the colour of  the incomprehensible Sphinx, ungodly Nature, originating south of  
the horizon. 

On the first day there is no wind. The pleasure-seeking planters know that there must have 
been a big blow somewhere. But the winds are at the witch’s bidding, the wicked witch of  the south. 
Perversely, when the wind starts, it blows from the northeast. It freshens day by day until breath 
becomes voice, the witch’s voice, moaning across the world. The vast yawning abyss of  blue turns 
completely green: first the water, then the sky. And the air turns grey. All luminosity is lost. The 
Shrieker, the Sky-Sweeper, the awful Sea-Wind of  the South is here to deliver death and destruction.

The narrative that unfolds in the hurricane’s wake only extends the chaos. It begins with 
seemingly the sole human survivor, a Creole child, the orphan of  the storm, who has washed up on 
a neighbouring island—perhaps the one where the narrator sits on his log listening to this story. She 
retains no knowledge of  her parents, of  who she is, not even her name. The hurricane has rendered her 
memory tabula rasa. A Latin fisherman and his wife adopt her to replace their own daughter who has 
died in Spain. They name her Chita, after their daughter, Conchita (a diminutive for the Spanish name, 
Concepción, and also for the seashell, concha). But, remarkably, Chita’s biological father has survived, 
literally in the character of  the living dead. He wanders in vain seeking his lost daughter. He studies 
medicine, becomes a doctor, and journeys to a remote Creole village to rescue an old friend from yellow 
fever, but the friend succumbs. As it turns out, this is the village where his daughter now lives. But, by 
the time she finally appears to him, he too has fallen ill; and, in his delirium, he mistakes her for his 
wife, who really did die in the hurricane. And then he dies, never knowing that his daughter lives. 
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It is the hurricane that sets this labyrinthine narrative of  serial displacements in motion, a 
hurricane that has no name and no clear point of  origin but more agency than any of  the human 
characters in the story, who are mired in the darkness of  their loss and unable to track their way into 
the light of  meaningful relation to one other. If  this is a parable of  the South, it contains not the 
remotest trace of  possibility for recuperation. And that seems to be Hearn’s parting message to North 
America before launching himself  out into the Caribbean and writing himself  into the literary history 
of  Martinique as a forerunner of  the Créolité movement. He describes himself  as a bee setting forth in 
search of  honey. 

*

Nomadic and diasporic identities, while not the same, have much in common: both refuse the 
limitation of  borders and origins; both are transnational, mobile and interactive. Hearn was a nomadic 
writer. Erna Brodber is a diasporic writer, who nonetheless, prefers to remain in Jamaica where she 
was born. As a professional sociologist, as well as a writer, she has made herself  into both a vessel and 
a celebrant of  local memory. In her home village of  Woodside in the parish of  Saint Mary, she has 
created a space in the spirit of  emancipation for developing a shared consciousness of  black culture, 
both local and diasporic. In her essay, “Re-Engineering Blackspace,” she cites approvingly Kamau 
Brathwaite’s proposal that “the writer’s own socio-cultural background and orientation” should serve 
as his/her “navigational aid” (Brodber 74; Brathwaite 33, 38).3 But locating oneself  in the field of  
Caribbean identity, as Brodber sees it, requires tracking along two different axes at the same time, 
one containing all the possible shadings of  the black-white continuum, the other all the different 
orientations of  the European-African continuum. This is how one locates one’s “address,” like plotting 
latitude and longitude to the point of  intersection that marks a “global address” on the world map. 
One’s sensibilities are fashioned by one’s location on these twin continua. The closer to black on one, 
and to African on the other, the more affective one’s attachments to the location. The closer to white, 
and to European, the more detached. Blackspace, as Brodber conceives of  it, refers to a subjectivity 
that is generally subsumed within the wider field of  creole identity. Understandably, then, Hearn and 
Brodber locate themselves very differently in creole space. The hurricane tracks differently through 
their writings as a result. 

In her 1997 novel, Louisiana, the creative impetus for Brodber’s navigational approach to 
plotting of  identity is factual coincidence: Saint Mary is the name of  a parish not only in Jamaica but 
also in southern Louisiana; and Louisiana is a place in Saint Mary Parish, Jamaica. The hurricane in 
the novel, rather than being a literal event, is a psychic phenomenon, a centrifugal force of  narrative 
that expands through time and space to absorb all of  the affectively detached characters into one 
community. Like a hurricane on a weather map, it requires a specific kind of  visual literacy in order to 
be seen, for the novel has its own symbolic language. The hurricane at its centre is entirely metonymic, 
cast in the image of  tape spooling around and around as the frustrated ethnographer, Ella, records an 
elderly subject with whom she cannot connect. Their relationship is initially detached, scientific. But, 
as the tape turns gradually, the characters begin to spin into each other, and from the outer rim of  their 
lives other characters also are drawn into their relational vortex. Blocked formations give way to a kind 
of  telepathic communication and the tape recorder becomes increasingly redundant as the deceased 
subject, Mammy, speaks from the dead through Ella’s mouth. Ella, who has struggled to connect from 
the beginning, turns out to be the Vodou horse rather than the rider of  this storm. There are words on 
the tape, when she plays it back, that she did not know she could speak. The narrative is polyphonic, 
intergenerational and interactive, with a mobile geography and characters who speak through one 
another. Ella is entranced, a channel for Blackspace, the Vodou hurricane, which speaks in tongues. 
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Hurricanes slice time differently to written history. For those who have experienced them, 
Brodber has said, they operate as “key markers of  time,” more memorable and powerful than 
political events (“Oral History” 21). Lives track toward death in ways that history cannot record. In 
Louisiana, Lowly’s death, for example, is caused by pneumonia, which she caught four years earlier in 
a hurricane—the hurricane that finally takes her home. “Pneuma”, the root word for “pneumonia”, is 
the ancient Greek word for breath (usually translated as the “Breath of  Life”), which, as we have seen, 
Hearn relates to the great Blue Soul of  the Unknown. Pneumonia turns the body blue. But Lowly’s soul 
escapes in a blast of  breath; and Anna imagines herself  as “a green turtle sitting by a hole in the wall,” 
watching out to sea for “the winds to blow from the old West Indies,” so that she too can be carried 
home (20). 

To track this unwinding narrative, Brodber looks to jazz and the idea of  improvisation striving 
toward free form. Transcriptions from jazz are technically possible, but generally miss the point, like the 
tape recorder. The point is emancipation, not documentation, an identity formation that can only come 
from reimagining the connections that make a community—which is the opposite of  the vision, for 
example, that underwrote the progressive demolition of  public housing in post-Katrina New Orleans, 
which, as Gary Kinté Perry suggests, is consistent with a wider trend toward the erosion of  urban 
Blackspace across the United States. As a sociologist, Brodber is revered for pioneering oral tradition 
as an acceptable and viable source for academic research in Caribbean social therapy and policy. In 
fact, the inspiration for Louisiana was a series of  interviews she conducted with elders in rural Jamaica 
for the Institute for Social and Economic Research at UWI. She published two scholarly monographs 
based on that material, now housed at the Institute in the form of  14 volumes of  transcription and a 
great many hours of  taped conversation.4 So it’s fascinating to find, in the novel, that the tape recorder 
misses the whole point of  Brodber’s project, which is to complete the work of  emancipation through 
speech. As Peter Hitchcock says in his study of  imaginary states, “The centrifugal element in Caribbean 
discourse is precisely its dialogism, its will to an expansive definition of  what is shared or exchanged in 
communication” (50). But, if  we accept the hurricane as an image of  Brodber’s emancipatory project, 
it is worth keeping in mind that centrifugal force is only one of  the forces responsible for the hurricane’s 
circulation. As Bakhtin explains in The Dialogic Imagination, “Every concrete utterance of  a speaking 
subject serves as a point where centrifugal as well as centripetal forces are brought to bear” (272). In 
Louisiana, speaker and listener merge in a new identity formation, which comes from Brodber’s efforts 
to reimagine the relational community of  the Caribbean diaspora in Blackspace. There are things that 
we will never hear on the tape, or that will not be intelligible if  we do: the “wind whispering,” the “shoe 
patter” of  solo-and-circle and Vodou ceremony (45), the turtle with its weathered eye to the hole in the 
wall, a woman in North America tracking the emigration narrative of  her own ancestry in reverse, who 
is the vessel of  the diaspora, a horse mounted by its spirit world, whose name is Ella, but also Louise 
and Anna. And all this is spinning into Louisiana, as Ella finally names herself—a place where the West 
Indies and the United States coincide. She puts her eye to the hole in her solid silver pendant, scans the 
horizon for the winds that blow from the old West Indies, and finds herself  in the eye of  a hurricane, 
which is Blackspace. 

*

The space that Hearn discovered in New Orleans and then entered into in Martinique is a 
space in nature characterized by the coincidence of  colours, where people, he says, are like “tropic 
lizards,” able to “change color with position” (112).5 This is the space of  créolité (Confiant xii).6 Brodber’s 
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Blackspace, on the other hand, the space of  the diaspora, which the turtle sees when it looks through 
the hole in the wall, is the spinning space of  Black Consciousness. In that space, as Suzanne Césaire 
sees it, camouflage is self-deception. Camouflage has—as Conrad puts it in Heart of  Darkness—the “taint 
of  death, a flavour of  mortality,” because it is the “civilising” lie on which the life of  colonialism relies 
(27). In this camouflaged life, strict boundaries apply, relations are obscured and identities limited. 
Hurricane Katrina blew the camouflage away from New Orleans. It was an act of  destruction that was 
also an act of  revelation. But it should not have been a surprise.

As Monique Bégot and Pascal Buleon remind us:

…it is not by default or by approximation that the boundaries of  the Caribbean 
can be variously defined: the Greater Antilles, linked in turn to the Lesser 
Antilles archipelago, fit into a first sea basin closed off by the coasts of  Venezuela, 
Panama, Yucatan and Florida, itself  capable of  integrating a much larger basin by 
including the adjoining Gulf  of  Mexico as well as coastal Texas.

The mainstream news coverage of  hurricanes generally works to maintain the camouflage so that 
disaster appears as a function of  nature rather than of  social conditions maintained by geopolitical 
segregations; and the maps produced maintain those divisions. They not only represent their 
boundaries, they also create them. Yet hurricanes track across the extended Caribbean in ways that 
are unpredictable. The ecological disasters that occur in their wake expose hidden geographies of  
environmental crisis with clear transnational implications. Hurricanes defy political cartography.7 To 
the hurricane, Galveston is as good as Guantanamo, no better, no worse; 8 and it doesn’t matter whether 
New Orleans is in the United States or in the Caribbean. 

But, as I said earlier, the flux-and-flow of  Caribbean identity modelling should not be seen as 
providing a universal panacea for social divisiveness. Hurricanes cause real suffering, the experience 
of  which is different in Haiti than in Miami, or even in New Orleans. In part, this is because “the 
institutionalized practices for managing and ordering the life and health of  the populations” in these 
places is qualitatively different (Perera 33). As Stuart B. Schwartz puts it, the impact of  a hurricane—
including what kind of  “natural” disaster it is classified as—differs “according to the social and 
political arrangements” that pre-exist it and those that follow it (382). But the geopolitical apparatus 
of  exceptionalism also makes the trauma of  disaster less visible, seemingly less significant—and 
important—in some places than others. What I have tried to show in this paper is how attention to 
literary meteorology might contribute to lifting that camouflage of  exceptionalism from the Caribbean 
region. Among the narrative events of  Caribbean meteorology, hurricanes are both the most 
environmentally and culturally definitive and the most resistant to neoliberal strategies of  containment.  
Almost every hurricane that strikes the southern United States passes through Cuba first.  

With the Environmental Humanities now bringing “nature” and “culture” into more productive 
relation, which in the Caribbean have been radically disjoined by colonialism, the open-field culture 
modelling of  the region is evolving in new ways (e.g. Deloughrey; Handley). Meteorology has the 
potential to extend the Caribbean ecocritical project, contributing to the material turn in the broader 
field at the same time as accounting more specifically for the “atmosphere” of  Caribbean literature.  
There is no action—human or otherwise—that is not in some way affected by the narrative (dis)order 
of  the weather, and meteorology supplies a crucial dimension for understanding literature’s quest for 
meaning within that (dis)order.
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* This is a revised and extended version of  a paper given at the Australian 
Association for Caribbean Studies (AACS) Conference at the University of  Wollongong in 
2015.

Notes
1 See for example Peter Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Europe and the Native Caribbean 1492-1797 and 

Matthew Mulcahy, Hurricanes and Society in the British Greater Caribbean, 1624-1783. 

2 The concept of  the tropical sublime has a variety of  permutations across the Caribbean. For Jose 
Quiroga, it “consists in the transformation of  paradise into pestilential swamps, into the torrid 
and insalubrious negativity of  the mangroves and of  that blinding light that informs the universe 
of  the Cuban writers, Julian del Casal and Reinaldo Arenas” (411). For John Wharton Lowe, 
it is “a rhetorical device” that writers have used to express the inexpressible or “awe-inspiring” 
aspects of  the natural environment, but also “to limn” certain “cultural vectors” (such as the 
“racial sublime”) (quoted by Marr). The emergence of  the tropical sublime in Hearn’s oeuvre 
is underscored by his nomadism but the locale of  his earliest explorations “South of  the South” 
was the islands off the Louisiana coast.

3 Brathwaite’s views have evolved considerably since the time of  his 1974 publication, where 
he offered the controversial view: “White creoles in the English and French West Indies have 
separated themselves by too wide a gulf  and have contributed too little culturally, as a group, to 
give credence to the notion that they can, given the present structure, meaningfully identify or be 
identified, with the spiritual world on this side of  the Sargasso Sea” (38).

4 These research materials are now housed in the Documentation Centre of  the Sir Arthur Lewis 
Institute of  Social and Economic Studies (SALISES).

5 As Chris Bongie explains, Hearn’s extended stay on Martinique resulted in his playing “an 
influential role in the development of  French Caribbean literature, in both its modernist 
and postmodernist phases” (154). His transcriptions of  island folktales found their way, for 
example, into the literary journal, Tropiques, initiated by Aimé and Suzanne Césaire in 1941, 
but Hearn is also a significant forerunner of  the créolité movement formed in the late 1980s 
in response to the perceived inadequacies of  la négritude initiated by Aimé Césaire, Léopold 
Sédar Senghor and Léon Damas. (Jean Bernabe, Patrick Chamoiseau and Raphael Confiant 
acknowledge Hearn as a significant precursor in their 1989 manifesto Éloge de la Créolité / In 
Praise of  Creoleness.) Much has been written about Martinican créolité, but for my purposes Valérie 
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Loichot’s brief  definition will suffice: “praise for the culturally and racially mixed, a defiance 
of  the pure, accompanied, paradoxically by the threat of  essentialism under the cover of  an 
embracing of  diversity” (57).

6 Raphaël Confiant, in his introduction to Hearn’s Two Years in the French West Indies, credits him 
explicitly as the inventor “of  what today we might call ‘multiple identity’ or ‘creoleness’ [créolité]” 
(xii). 

7 As Sharae Deckard says, hurricanes “disrupt the space and time of  the human everyday, 
interrupt social patterns of  labour and recreation, and subvert anthropocentric notions of  the 
privileged status of  humans in the natural world” (26). 

8 It is the fact that hurricanes do not know “the difference between Guantánamo and Galveston,” 
as Marc Lacey points out, that has made the weather “one of  the few topics on which the United 
States and Cuban governments regularly engage.”
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Reading the Plantation Landscape 
of  Barbados: Kamau Brathwaite’s 
The Namsetoura Papers and Annalee 
Davis’s This Ground Beneath My Feet: 
A Chorus of  Bush in Rab Lands
Melanie Otto

and I bent down
listening to the land
and all I heard was tongueless whispering
as if  some buried slave wanted to speak again

Martin Carter

Queens Anne’s Lace. Photo credit: Ewan Atkinson
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Tongueless Whispering

In his 1951 poem “Listening to the Land,” part of  which forms the epigraph to this essay, the 
Guyanese poet and activist Martin Carter expresses “the discursive paradox” of  recording a history 
that has been violently disrupted, at best diffused, and in most cases erased (DeLoughrey and Handley 
5). Yet the “tongueless whispering” of  the Caribbean earth continues to speak to those who have 
made it their task to listen, decipher, and interpret it. Evelyn O’Callaghan argues that “Caribbean 
landscapes are texts in their own right, huge canvasses on which history has certainly painted very 
different pictures over time and which can be read in very different ways” (O’Callaghan, “Looking”). 
Similarly, the Guyanese writer Wilson Harris has described the Caribbean landscape as an “open 
book”: “The landscape possessed a life, because, the landscape, for me, is like an open book, and the 
alphabet with which one worked was all around me” (3). At the same time, the editors of  Caribbean 
Literature and the Environment rightly point out that “there is probably no other region in the world that has 
been more radically altered in terms of  human and botanic migration, transplantation, and settlement 
than the Caribbean” (DeLoughrey et al. 1). Consequently, what is being read, and how, is not at all 
straightforward, nor is there just one possible interpretation of  the “tongueless whispering” of  the 
soil. Using these observations as my starting points, I look at how the poet Kamau Brathwaite and the 
visual artist Annalee Davis read the landscape of  their native Barbados in search of  historical clues 
and personal meaning. In the process, both artists create a language of  landscape that offers a sense of  
belonging and redemption in the face of  the lingering traumas of  history that characterize the region.1 
Choosing both a poet and a visual artist reflects my wider interest in different forms of  discursivity and 
their often fluid boundaries. More specifically, it allows me to engage with how different approaches 
to artistic practice articulate what Elizabeth DeLoughrey and George Handley in their introduction 
to Postcolonial Ecologies have referred to as the “recuperative role of  place” (5, emphasis original). While 
DeLoughrey and Handley emphasize “the impossibility of  fully translating place because of  the historical 
violence that produces ‘tongueless whispering’,” my own reading foregrounds how both Brathwaite 
and Davis create media that engage in acts of  imaginative recovery and translation of  seemingly 
irretrievable or lost narratives encoded in the ecosystem of  the Barbados landscape (5, emphasis 
original). In this sense, the reading of  landscape is open to interpretation and depends for meaning on 
who reads it and in what context.

In addition to their choice of  medium therefore, Brathwaite’s and Davis’s racial and ethnic 
backgrounds are crucial to how they receive and subsequently translate the tongueless whispering of  
the land. Brathwaite’s work is culturally and politically primarily Afrocentric. As a descendant of  slaves, 
he reads the landscape for traces of  their history and for a version of  the past that does not appear 
in official colonial documents or dominant versions of  historical narrative. The Namsetoura Papers, first 
published in 2004, blends poetry, personal essay, visual images and archaeological reports, creating 
what Anthony Carrigan has called a “formally inter-discursive” text (85). As such, the diverse discursive 
forms employed by Brathwaite speak and relate to each other, creating a multimedia environment in 
the process. Thematically, The Namsetoura Papers is a response to Brathwaite’s return to Barbados in the 
late 1990s after many decades spent living and working abroad, and his settling in the new home he 
calls CowPastor in the district of  Christ Church on pasture land that was once part of  the Wilcox sugar 
plantation.

Annalee Davis is of  white creole descent. She keeps a studio on Walkers Dairy, formerly a 
sugar plantation, which has been in the possession of  her family for the last one hundred years, while 
the island itself  has been home to her ancestors, who came to Barbados as freemen, planters and 
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indentured labourers, since the seventeenth century. Davis’s 2016 multimedia exhibition This Ground 
Beneath My Feet: A Chorus of  Bush in Rab Lands explores how the ground of  the family property contains 
and records history.2 For Davis, as for Brathwaite, the ground beneath their feet is an archive that 
demands to be read as the layers of  the past are excavated, either deliberately or accidentally, and 
interpreted. While a large part of  Davis’s exhibition is focused on drawings of  typically Barbadian 
rab land plants or weeds, many of  which are drawn on archival documents, such as plantation ledgers 
from the 1970s, the ground itself  holds traces of  the unrecorded dead for both artists.3 In his reading 
of  The Namsetoura Papers, Carrigan argues that Brathwaite is “sensitive to the ‘ghosts’ of  the past, which 
bequeath stories and historicities to landscapes” (80-81). The same sensitivity can be said to apply to 
Davis as well.4 For both artists, the land and what it contains inspires the creation of  “inter-discursive” 
multimedia works while its history is read not as a single story but as a collection of  discursive 
fragments.

Land Shaped into Plantation 

In its basic definition, landscape means “shaped land.” Most, if  not all, landscapes today are 
man-made and, as cultural landscapes, connect places to people. In other words, cultural landscapes 
create a sense of  history and belonging; they express narratives of  culture and regional identity. The 
plantation landscape of  Barbados is one particular, if  extreme, version of  cultural landscape. Britain’s 
colonization of  the Americas was largely by private enterprise, and in the Caribbean the economic 
purpose of  settlement dominated. Especially with the arrival of  sugar as the main plantation crop, the 
connection between place and people became principally an economic one. In addition, the plantation 
economy altered the landscape of  the island so radically that the ecological and climatic impact was 
significant. When Barbados was first colonized by the British, the island was covered in dense forest. 
These woodland areas quickly receded as colonization and settlement expanded, so that by the mid- to 
late seventeenth century the forests had virtually disappeared (Handler, “Escaping Slavery” 187). In 
Brathwaite’s own words, Barbados was a “total plantation”, meaning that all of  the island was used for 
agriculture and plantation economy (“KB/Xtending”). Barbados lacked what most other Caribbean 
islands had: an environment that could not be cultivated and so could have served as a site for 
ecological and cultural resistance. Despite retaining wooded gullies and caves that served as temporary 
hideouts for runaway slaves, colonial Barbados never had such “sites of  environmental opposition” 
(DeLoughrey et al 3) that could have harboured a permanent rebel slave community (Handler, 
“Escaping Slavery” 189-90). For this reason, Brathwaite regards the rab and pasture lands of  Barbados 
as the only “spiritual alternative” to the spiritual death of  the total plantation (“KB/Xtending”). 

This landscape is important to Brathwaite and Davis alike. In the exhibition catalogue to This 
Ground, curator Holly Bynoe defines rab land as a typically Barbadian landscape: “In Barbados it refers 
to land that was formerly under sugarcane cultivation and has been left to grow wild plants. The term is 
usually used in a disparaging way signalling land that is deemed unsuitable for agricultural production.” 
As such, today’s rab lands are reminders of  the ecological impact of  deforestation and the introduction 
of  plantation economy monoculture, leaving the topsoil thin and exhausted. During the plantation era, 
rab land was infertile and inaccessible land on the margin of  the plantation grounds, often used as spots 
for workers’ chattel houses (movable cabins) (Potter 11). For Davis, the rab lands provide the archive from 
which she works through the complex involvement of  her ancestors in the plantation and slave economy. 
It offers the material, often literally, from which she creates her art. For Brathwaite, on the other hand, rab 
is associated with political and intellectual resistance and as such with the figure of  Caliban: 
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Prospero
Wilcox Plantation

of  which CowPasture is the rab. the Caliban. the waste. the land no
good for planting sugarcane. (NP PDF 10; Hambone 137)

Earlier generations of  white creole artists and writers in the Caribbean, most famous among 
them Jean Rhys, expressed a deep emotional attachment to the place precisely because of  their 
ambivalent position as (former) owners of  land and people, both subject to colonial violence. The work 
of  Annalee Davis can certainly be read in this context. Brathwaite’s poetic universe too is very strongly 
influenced by an environmental imagination that is explicitly expressed as such in The Namsetoura Papers 
but also in earlier publications, such as History of  the Voice as well as Mother Poem, Sun Poem and Barabajan 
Poems. For Brathwaite, knowing the names of  local flora and fauna, “so rare in Caribbean people” 
(The Zea Mexican Diary 192), is a way of  identifying with the Caribbean as home, which, he intimates, 
is often absent in the descendants of  slaves precisely because it implies an acceptance of  their slave 
origins and the slaves’ intimacy with the land they worked. Yet, in addition to creating a sense of  
belonging, Brathwaite suggests that ecological knowledge has anti-imperial potential. In much of  his 
writing, Brathwaite aligns tourism in Barbados and the wider Caribbean with the historical plantation. 
In the more immediate context of  The Namsetoura Papers, the destruction of  biodiversity in the service 
of  an expanding tourist industry is compared to the monoculture (ecological and political) of  the sugar 
plantation. As such, ecological knowledge and protection of  biodiversity in the island becomes a way of  
articulating freedom from “MENTAL PLANTATION MENTAL SLAVERY” (Brathwaite, “Kamau 
Brathwaite and CowPastor”). In the case of  both Brathwaite and Davis, then, the Barbados rab lands 
evoke a passionate personal attachment and political commitment that they explore in different ways in 
their work.

Kamau Brathwaite, The Namsetoura Papers

The immediate context of  The Namsetoura Papers, apart from Brathwaite’s homecoming, is the 
expansion of  the Grantley Adams airport, affecting the land of  several properties in the area, including 
CowPastor. At first, Brathwaite accepts this without resistance. A large part of  The Namsetoura Papers 
consists of  a detailed and lyrical description of  the house and the surrounding countryside, a verbal 
memorial to a place on the verge of  loss. The text also records how the poet and his wife set out to take 
a photographic record of  the place for the same reason. This “field trip,” however, leads the poet to an 
encounter so extraordinary that he decides to protest against the airport extension, the loss of  his home, 
and the ecological destruction of  the pasture in the wider context of  “development” in Barbados. 

The Namsetoura Papers is a condensed version of  “the Namsetoura papers,” a dispersed archive of  
writings by Brathwaite and others on the particular matter just mentioned. These include the website 
Save CowPastor, originally set up by the poet Tom Raworth in 2005 in response to the then immediate 
threat to CowPastor; the two collections of  poetry Words Need Love Too (one published by House of  
Nehesi in 2000 and the other by Salt in 2004) where the central poem, respectively called “The 
Nansetoura of  CowPastor” and “Namsetoura,” appears; The Namsetoura Papers themselves (Hambone 
17), subsequently published as a PDF in a slightly different format on the Save CowPastor website; 
“Poetics, Revelations, and Catastrophes: An Interview with Kamau Brathwaite,” conducted by Joyelle 
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McSweeney; and Brathwaite’s own Namsetoura & the Companion Stranger, related in theme and format to 
The Namsetoura Papers. As is characteristic of  Brathwaite’s work, different versions of  the same texts and 
themes are often translated across publications. Therefore, The Namsetoura Papers, both in its Hambone 17 
and Save CowPastor versions, has to be read in conjunction with those other publications. 

The Save CowPastor PDF version of  The Namsetoura Papers opens with a Kikongo proverb: “Where 
your ancestors do not live you cannot build your house” (3). On his archival field trip, Brathwaite 
encounters the ghost of  one such ancestor, the spirit of  a female slave, who reveals herself  as 
Namsetoura and who addresses the poet as her “great great grandbrother” (NP PDF 52; Hambone 170). 
Communication with the spirits of  the departed, a central aspect of  African-Caribbean spirituality, is 
of  great importance to Brathwaite’s artistic practice. Spirit communication informs his poetry not only 
in theme but also in form, where the written word or the empty space on the page becomes a vessel 
through which the spirits articulate themselves. The poet describes himself  as very attuned to what 
he calls the “spiritual presences” of  the pasture (McSweeney). This spirit reality reveals itself  when 
Brathwaite attempts to take a picture of  a spider in its web that, as it turns out, happens to be in the 
same spot as Namsetoura’s unmarked grave. In his conversation with Joyelle McSweeney, Brathwaite 
explains that Namse is a version of  Ananse, the African-Caribbean spider trickster, an important figure 
in Brathwaite’s poetry. The spirit’s name is also a reference to nam, Brathwaite’s word for spiritual 
essence and the submerged African survivals in the Caribbean, and by extension a version of  the life 
force of  the universe that is common in African beliefs and sometimes compared to the Christian Logos 
(Brathwaite, Barabajan Poems 241, 256-57). Through nam, Ananse is linked to the Akan sky god Nyame 
or Onyami, whose name also makes an appearance in The Namsetoura Papers (Brathwaite, “An Alternative 
View” 56). Brathwaite further explains that “‘toura’ is a way of  telling stories” (McSweeney). The name 
of  Namsetoura is thus associated with trickery, storytelling and spiritual survival.

When Brathwaite attempts to take a picture of  the spider in its web, his digital camera 
mysteriously breaks (suggestive of  a form of  trickery in the context, engineered by Namsetoura), and 
the analogue camera he uses instead captures not the spider but the face of  Namsetoura herself  on film: 
“we get this pic. ture. not of  spiders spiderwebs. but this. the one shot out of  a whole wide roll of  blacks 
& blanks of  flim. this Nam- / setoura” (NP PDF 45; Hambone 165). The photo is included in both 
versions of  The Namsetoura Papers as visual evidence of  this encounter. Elsewhere, Brathwaite describes 
this experience of  seeing Namsetoura on film as a gradual receding of  material reality and an equally 
gradual exposure of  the spirit dimension of  the pasture embodied by Namsetoura: “[…] four pictures 
came out that afternoon. One spider, normal looking, in the web, the second one, still reasonable, in 
the web, the third spider seemed to be receding from our gaze, and the fourth shot came up was the 
image of  Namsetoura” (McSweeney). The camera opens a brief  window onto another reality “its sun’s 
eye illuminating my own eye into the at last spirits & magicals I’ve nvr known before tho they are here” 
(Brathwaite, NP PDF 43; Hambone 163). 

The conceptual difference between digital and analogue photography is interesting to consider 
here. A photograph taken with an analogue camera carries a physical trace of  what it depicts: it 
captures the light as it falls on the recorded object (Loughnane 15). Brathwaite’s account of  how the 
photograph came to be therefore emphasizes Namsetoura’s actual presence. Namsetoura’s snapshot 
portrait demands that we engage with it as real and documentary. Digital photography, on the other 
hand, is removed from the physical reality of  the recorded object as it captures the image through 
binary code (Loughnane 15-18), which may be one reason the spirits of  the pasture refuse this archival 
method. In Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes observes that “in Photography I can never deny that the 
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thing has been there” (76, emphasis original). As opposed to art forms such as painting, drawing or the 
written word, photography emphasizes the reality of  what is recorded. Consequently, the intention 
of  photography “is neither Art nor Communication, it is Reference” (77). This very much aligns 
with Brathwaite’s own intention, which, at least in the first instance, is documentary. In addition, 
photography makes the past permanently present and seemingly alive: “[…] something has posed in 
front of  the tiny hole and has remained there forever” (Barthes 78, emphasis original). For Barthes, this 
presence of  the past creates “the melancholy of  Photography” (79), which relates to the nostalgia that 
motivates Brathwaite’s archival field trip. 

However, as “the living image of  a dead thing” (Barthes 79), Namsetoura’s photograph is also, 
and perhaps solely, a “memento mori” (Sontag 15). As such, the camera is ill equipped to record the 
rab lands as living and spiritual landscape. Ultimately, it remains a discursive device from the realm 
of  Prospero or “backra culcha” as Namsetoura later says (Brathwaite, NP PDF 52; Hambone 170). A 
different form of  narrating these events is necessary, one that is attuned to the tongueless whispering of  
the buried slave beneath the poet’s feet. Brathwaite chooses poetry in its very ancient form, emphasizing 
its oracular quality by letting Namsetoura speak through him in an act of  spirit possession. In his 
reading of  The Namsetoura Papers, Carrigan argues that the poet’s acceptance of  Namsetoura as part of  
the reality of  the pasture rather than a figment of  his imagination “undermines binary understandings 
of  the visible and the invisible by asserting their entanglement” (Carrigan 84). Namsetoura’s subsequent 
revelation that Brathwaite has inadvertently stumbled upon her unmarked grave drives the poet to 
consult the archives on the place (Carrigan 85) and to defend what he calls her “little property.”

One of  the words Namsetoura uses when addressing the poet is gyaNyamebiriw, which has its 
origins in Asante Twi. Biriw implies possession “in both its senses,” i.e., spirit possession and ownership 
(Brathwaite, Words Need Love Too [2004] 78). Brathwaite traces both meanings back to related words 
in the Twi language: abíribiriw, “epilepsy. sacred insanity. Possession,” and biribíwa, “the little property 
which is (still) left to me,” which he understands as “a ref  to CowPastor” (Words [2004] 78). Through 
Namsetoura’s intervention, her injunction to protect her “little property,” the poet begins to contest 
the airport extension and to defend the historical and ecological heritage of  the pasture against this 
and other forms of  “development,” such as the expansion of  golf  courses for the tourist industry. 
Despite Brathwaite’s belief  in the existence of  a grave in the spot where he encounters Namsetoura, no 
archaeological fieldwork has been conducted there. In his conversation with McSweeney, Brathwaite 
speculates that up to one million African slaves could have died in Barbados, though there is only 
one official slave graveyard on the island, on the nearby Newton plantation, where archaeological 
research has been undertaken. Poet Melissa Kwasny raises an interesting point in this context: “Even 
if  his estimate is cut in half, the small island would be literally made of  the bones of  his ancestors from 
Africa. Any possible ground could be a gravesite” (17). In the absence of  more tangible evidence, the 
only visual sign for Brathwaite is a nearby grove of  trees, which he reads as suggestive of  African burial 
customs: 

and right on the ridge. behind the old ruin of  the slave attendant cabin a calabash a 
clammacherry an old cordia. nunu. nuni. man piaba and a dark obscure i don’t even kno. 
some croton and a small army of  the smallest cactus you have ever seen. decorated w/pale 
yellow marks & spikings. some even looking like a soldier crabs. and all these in a space & time 
relation to each other and now to somehow me. these xtrasensory & semination < signs that 
usually mark the graveyards of  the Africas. (NP PDF 5; Hambone 132) 
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The trees and plants listed here are all non-food bearing and are, in Brathwaite’s own words, 
“traditionally connected w/slave ceremony, ritual, naming, burial” (“The Rosie Doc”); they indicate 
the spiritual parameters of  the slaves’ spatial ordering of  the landscape. The Namsetoura Papers therefore 
raises important questions about how we read the landscape: how does one bear witness to the 
unrecorded dead? How does one read their presence in the landscape? What inscription does one look 
for? What language do we use to create an archive for the voices of  the dead who never left any written 
documents? Namsetoura chides Brathwaite for “eatin de backra culcha” (NP PDF 52; Hambone 170) and 
urges him to consider different forms of  inscription, speaking in a mixture of  Bajan nation language 
and Twi:

Write dis in flesh
befo the next red season brunn

Doan write i down in coral
Dat is white water quarry quarrel

Write i inside my umfôbody berry burnin coal
gyaNyamebiriw
gyaNyamebiriw
gyaNyamebiriw

Gya Only under God the Nyame fire 
But only from my bosomtwa – 

Yu tink i sick yu tink i slick 
i slack?  

-Yu know whe bosomtwa? –
wha crack it so? 

Only from my bosomtwa mi tell yu 
tell yu –

 
An the chilldren chilldrens 

of  these wounds – 
th 

Liberation
          (NP PDF 53-54; Hambone 171-72)

Namsetoura’s language is both sexual and spiritual in nature. When she alerts the poet to his duty to 
save her “little property,” she does so by pointing to her sexual organs and reminding him that she is 
his (fore)mother. She puns on “Bosomtwi,” sacred lake of  the Ansante (where “years ago” Brathwaite 
had made his “pilgrimage”), but says “bosomtwa” instead, which Brathwaite translates as “the sacred 
lake of  pussy” (Words [2004] 79). Water functions as a spirit conductor in much of  Brathwaite’s poetry, 
connecting Africa and the Caribbean spiritually. In his CowPastor writings more specifically, Brathwaite 
refers to a “wet-season pond” which, he claims, is of  crucial importance to the ecosystem of  the pasture 
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and was essential in sustaining the lives of  the slaves (“from Kamau”).  This well is close to the sacred 
grove of  trees and Namsetoura’s grave. In fact, it becomes synonymous with her “bosomtwa.” In this 
way, Namsetoura’s body and grave become an alternative archival receptacle, a way of  the land to 
record and inscribe the history of  its slave population, a history that emerges and can be read while 
observing the lay of  the land.

Brathwaite links his own reading of  the landscape to published archaeological reports, in part 
to verify his own observations and perhaps also to appeal to a more scientifically-minded readership 
that may demand evidence for his claims. In The Namsetoura Papers, Brathwaite creates a connection 
between CowPastor on the former Wilcox plantation and the excavated slave graveyard at Newton. 
The Newton cemetery contains an interesting find, the only “prone burial” in the area, referred to 
as “Burial 9” in the archaeological reports, “unique not only to Newton but also to early African 
cemetery sites in the Americas” (Handler, “An African-Type Burial”).  The grave contains “a young 
adult female, around 20 years of  age […] probably interred during the late 1600s or early 1700s.” 
Publications on West African burial practices reveal that prone burials were only performed under 
exceptional circumstances, usually when “the person was considered to have socially negative traits or 
had been convicted of  witchcraft, a criminal offence in all West African societies.” The archaeologists 
working at Newton therefore concluded that Burial 9 contains a “witch or sorceress -- in any case, 
someone who, following African custom, was feared or socially ostracized because she was a vehicle 
of  supernatural contagion” (Handler, “An African-Type Burial”). Passages from the African-American 
Archaeology Newsletter and Historical Archaeology discussing the Newton graveyard are cited verbatim in The 
Namsetoura Papers and are followed by the description of  Brathwaite’s encounter with Namsetoura. In 
this way, the text collapses both locations into one and implies that the woman of  Burial 9 is in some 
way related to, if  not identical with, Namsetoura herself. In addition, Brathwaite describes Namsetoura 
as mutilated in a similar way to the woman in Burial 9. By extension, this mutilated body becomes a 
metaphor for the land mutilated by plantation monoculture and the violent history recorded in both 
burial sites. However, by collapsing the story of  the unnamed woman in Burial 9 with the story of  
Namsetoura, Brathwaite also commits his own act of  erasure. While the reports on Burial 9 included in 
The Namsetoura Papers are meant to strengthen the account of  Brathwaite’s own encounter, which indeed 
they do, the nameless woman of  Burial 9 recedes further into anonymity, reduced to an instrument in 
furthering Brathwaite’s call for the conservation of  Namsetoura’s “little property.” 

Brathwaite’s attempt to protect Namsetoura’s grave as part of  the heritage of  the Barbados 
pasture is also connected to his concern for the ecological and environmental heritage of  the island 
landscape more generally. Rab land was traditionally the place of  slave cabins or chattel houses, many 
of  which still exist: “[…] historically the black people of  this island, descendants of  slavery, were not 
allowed to own land – were not even permitted to build unless the houses were of  a certain dimension, 
made of  a certain material and shd have no foundational connection w/the earth – a terrible metonym 
in itself ” (Brathwaite, “KB/Xtending”).  These chattel houses are a unique aspect of  the cultural 
landscape of  Barbados, and together with the pasture they represent the “spiritual alternative” to what 
Brathwaite calls the modern plantation of  tourism, development and foreign investment.  

Also significant in Brathwaite’s desire to preserve the pastures and their historical heritage is 
the village of  Thyme Bottom, “what in Ja we wd call a Free Village,” the closest thing Barbados has to 
maroon heritage: “the slaves of  this plantation lived along this ridge and what we had here until a few 
weeks agao [sic] was their descendants – who turned to independent cattling (hence CowPasture) and 
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blackbelly sheep herding, gardening, welding, seamstresses etc and a foreday morning horizon of  cocks” 
(Brathwaite, “Letter”). The airport extension and creation of  golf  courses to attract more tourism not 
only have a considerable cultural impact but also affect the biodiversity of  the island as land converted 
into golf  courses, for example, is “difficult to reclaim […] as agricultural land” (Brathwaite, NP PDF 39; 
Hambone 159).

In the postscript to The Namsetoura Papers, dated 2003, Brathwaite finds the grove of  trees around 
Namsetoura’s grave nearly gone. Elsewhere in his CowPastor writings, he laments that the wet-season 
pond had been filled with rubble due to construction work on the pasture. And in 2011, he writes:

i return to CP to find our Thyme - my past present fewcha – gaan; our Serengetti - all the cows 
black-belly sheeps goats fowls the white rhode-islann fowlcock egrets donkeys guinea birds etc – 
gone gone gone 

Xcept for the brave green spaces kept by the few remaining residents, the whole place is into 
depressing overgrowing wildernesse. the Govt still in negative limbo if  we will have to move or 
whether i will be granted the xtension for my planned Bussa-Namsetoura Cultural Centre and 
the dream of  a beautiful pristine Pasture. . . (“+++SaVing CowPastor” 8)

In other words, he finds the tongueless whispering of  the land in its diversity of  plant, animal and 
spiritual life threatened and in many cases overwritten by the monolingual tongue of  “development.” 
In this way, ecological destruction becomes synonymous with an erasure of  archives, an act of  violence 
against collective memory (DeLoughrey et al 2). In fact, the Bussa Centre, named after the Barbadian 
rebel slave Bussa and envisioned in The Namsetoura Papers as a cultural centre for artists and a new home 
for Brathwaite’s personal archive, is here represented as continuous with the natural environment of  the 
pasture (Brathwaite, NP PDF 40; Hambone 160). 

While much of  Brathwaite’s writing is characterized by a sense of  impending disaster and 
catastrophe, such as he experienced at CowPastor, much of  it also has a magical quality and engages 
with a magical reality that is ultimately redeeming. Brathwaite’s answer to the loss of  ecological and 
historical archives in the landscape is to commemorate and store them in his poetry. In her interview 
with the poet, McSweeney raises this issue with regard to Brathwaite’s 2005 collection of  poems, Born to 
Slow Horses:

JM: I have one last question for you. Several times, now, unfortunately, you’ve been in a 
struggle to find a secure place for your archives. And in this new book, you have so many forms 
in it: elegies, of  course, and drum songs, and newspaper clippings and letters, anecdotes, essays.  
It seems like the archive itself  is almost becoming a poetic form for you.

KB: I hadn’t thought of  that. I suppose the only way to keep the archive is to write a 
poem! 

Ultimately, for Brathwaite, poetry becomes the only possible archive and the word on the page or the 
word performed an archival vessel. At the same time, this is also an acceptance of  defeat. Throughout 
his CowPastor writings as well as in The Namsetoura Papers itself, Brathwaite laments the lack of  public 
interest in the preservation of  his archive, a concern that goes back to the destruction of  his home in 
Jamaica by Hurricane Gilbert. By preserving memory, personal and communal, in the form of  poetry 
alone, Brathwaite implicitly aligns the threat to his physical archive with his slave ancestors’ strategies 
for spiritual survival on the plantation. In Gods of  the Middle Passage, Brathwaite argues that with their 
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material culture under constant threat of  erasure, story, poetry and dance became the only possible 
means for slaves to ensure the survival of  communal and ancestral memory: “So that Kromantin 
captured, stripped and slavered, ‘with nothing but his breath,’ the slave could wait. In having pparent 
[sic] nothing, he had everything” (2). Brathwaite’s statement that “the only way to keep the archive is to 
write a poem” gestures towards a contemporary political climate that is little different from the cultural 
economy of  the plantation. 

Annalee Davis, This Ground Beneath My Feet: A Chorus of  Bush in Rab Lands

“Where your ancestors do not live you cannot build your house.” The Kikongo proverb is as 
applicable to Davis’s work as it is to Brathwaite’s. Yet, while Brathwaite is descended from people who 
never owned land, connecting the threat of  his own dispossession to a long history, Davis lives on land 
that has been owned by her family for at least one hundred years. “The plantation sits deep inside 
of  me,” she says in her opening essay of  the exhibition catalogue (“This Ground”). Like Brathwaite, 
she walks the ground to listen to its tongueless whispering, but she, like the older poet, also goes to 
the archives to uncover what lies hidden in the ground. This Ground Beneath My Feet includes written 
historical documents, such as plantation ledgers and family wills, through which those who lived on 
the farm before her speak to her and, through Davis, to us. In theory, her endeavour to articulate the 
stories of  the past should be much more straightforward than Brathwaite’s—she has recourse to the 
written archive—yet her position as a descendant of  white creoles in a racially stratified island makes 
her project just as complex and complicated. Veerle Poupeye, author of  one of  the first books on 
Caribbean art, argues that exploring an identity with roots in the plantocracy is “a painful subject very 
few Caribbean artists have tackled” (204). As such, This Ground Beneath My Feet is a timely and necessary 
intervention. 

Davis describes the difficulty in negotiating her complex position in the opening essay of  the 
exhibition catalogue:

While walking these fields I consider the historical complexities of  what lies beneath 
the soil, a virtual slaughterhouse. Walking across this landscape and poring over family 
archives disrupts the notion of  a single history with one set of  coordinates articulating the 
plantation as the sole (colonial) instrument. Rather, it becomes a kind of  base line, which 
other notes exist in concert with. The audacity to compose other arrangements, to strike 
new chords, allows for alternate utterances to take place, and for different understandings 
to unfold across these grassy grounds. (“This Ground”)

Davis alludes here to the need to create alternative narratives to the dominant ones passed down 
through colonial documents. She also highlights that sugar cultivation is only one aspect, albeit a 
decisive one, of  the ecological history of  Barbados. With sugar monoculture no longer the dominant 
economic model of  the island, other narratives now have room to emerge. Davis interrogates these 
other narratives in relation to the rab land vegetation and its potential for increased biodiversity. 

The same introductory essay is prefaced by two excerpts from Kei Miller’s The Cartographer Tries 
to Map a Way to Zion that acknowledge and express Davis’s need to question her own privileged position 
as a descendant of  the plantocracy as well as the validity of  received and possibly outdated forms of  
historical narrative. The two passages from Miller’s collection, one told from the perspective of  “the 
cartographer,” the other assuming the perspective of  “the rastaman,” sum up the central theme of  
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The Cartographer Tries to Map: the different and often conflicting ways of  reading place and articulating 
knowledge. This is mirrored in Davis’s own uncertainty expressed in her personal essay and her artwork 
itself, as opposed to one of  the first colonial writers on Barbados, Richard Ligon, whose scientific 
certainty about the history of  the island is unmistakably articulated, “[i]llustrated with a mapp of  the 
island, as also the principall trees and plants there, set forth in their due proportions and shapes, drawne 
out by their severall and respective scales.” Ligon’s A True and Exact History of  the Island of  Barbados, 
first published in 1657, is cited by both Brathwaite and Davis as a foundational document of  colonial 
Barbados. However, each artist questions the certainty of  the cartographer and historian Ligon with 
their own contesting sources of  knowledge, which, as those of  Miller’s rastaman, are more uncertain, 
yet informed by an experience of  place that is both personal and anti-imperial. In this context, 
biodiversity as envisaged by Davis and Brathwaite functions as a metaphor for systems of  knowledge 
conceived in opposition to a Western scientific episteme, challenging its status as dominant (mono)
culture in the process.  

Like Brathwaite, Davis affirms that she has fallen in love with the land, but her love is 
complicated by her social and racial position. As a consequence, she attempts to articulate multiple 
points of  view, whereas Brathwaite, despite the inter-discursive nature of  his Namsetoura writings, 
privileges only one, the tongueless whispering of  the slave. In a similar way to Brathwaite, Davis, too, 
hears the spiritual presences and ghostly hauntings, the tongueless whispering of  the land and is aware 
that different ways of  archiving these are necessary:

I walk the fields in early mornings or late afternoons. They seem to have a voice and 
are speaking back. What once were acres of  uninterrupted, well ordered Saccharum 
officinarum are now a disarray of  red-tipped grasses, Elder Bush, Wild Plumbago, River 
Tamarind, Ink Vine, Jack Lantern, Clammy Cherry, Broad Path, Cerasee Bush and many 
other wild plants forcing themselves up through this ground beneath my feet. (“This 
Ground”)

This passage is remarkably similar to Brathwaite’s description of  the sacred grove of  trees, which is 
suggestive of  an immediate and personal experience of  place that challenges official narrative. Yet, in its 
emphasis on biodiversity, and especially when read against Brathwaite’s interpretation of  the pasture as 
spiritual landscape, Davis’s challenge is also decidedly anti-imperial in a wider political context. In this, 
she assumes a position that allows her to critique her inherited privilege.

Focusing on Jamaica, this new narrative of  place is also articulated in Miller’s collection, 
particularly in the series of  “Place Names” where places and their names are read and reread from 
multiple perspectives, as for example in “Shotover”:

Shotover – so named because our people, little acquainted 
with French, could make no sense of  Château Vert. And
talk truth, Mr Backra, dat was too stoosh a name for
your house. ‘Green and fresh,’ you said. No –  it did just
mildew and old; a house which, like yourself, has since
returned to the fold of  Portland’s earth. But oh Mr 
Backra, if  through the muffle of  mud you should hear us 
traipsing on your ground, one of  us asking – how it come 
about, the name? you will discover that when victims live 
long enough they get their say in history: Well sah (an
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old man answers), in dem dere backra days, bucky-master had 
was to catch back the runaway slaves, so him would draw for 
him long musket and buss gunshot over dere, and gunshot over 
dere, shot dissa fly pashie! pashie! all bout de place. And so 
comes we get de name. (Miller 41)

Using a range of  different artistic media, Davis’s work, like Miller’s, attempts to reconstruct often 
conflicting versions of  history and narratives of  place. In a similar way to Brathwaite’s Namsetoura 
writings, the themes expressed in This Ground are more widely dispersed in Davis’s work and not solely 
confined to this exhibition, which represents a condensed version of  this theme. Additional material 
from the artist’s website and Facebook pages, where she promotes much of  her work, will have to be 
considered in the process.

Based in the history of  the island, This Ground Beneath My Feet is a personal story told through 
a variety of  visual and scribal discourses: drawing, pottery, photography, as well as “White Creole 
Conversations,” a series of  written and recorded interviews with people who are identified as white in 
Barbados and the wider Caribbean, making Davis’s project as inter-discursive as Brathwaite’s. While 
whiteness as a racial category is the basis from which Davis’s work develops, her art itself  engages with 
the fragmented nature of  Caribbean culture in both theme and form. A recurrent image in This Ground 
are the potsherds the plantation soil keeps turning up. These are either clay shards from pipes used in 
sugar production, pottery produced by slaves for their own use, or pieces of  porcelain from cups and 
plates used in the plantation Great House. In one series of  drawings, F is for Frances, Davis uses coloured 
pencil drawings of  the shards to spell out the name of  the slave girl Frances whose manumission is 
requested in the 1815 will of  Thomas Applewhaite, who was then the owner of  Walkers Plantation. We 
know nothing further of  the life of  this slave girl, except that she lived on the plantation. Davis presents 
us here, as does Brathwaite in relation to Namsetoura, with a case of  lost archives and lost memory: we 
know of  Frances only indirectly, through the document of  a white plantation owner; she has not left us 
a record of  her own. Like Brathwaite, who offers himself  as a vessel through which Namsetoura can 
speak, Davis uses delicate pencil drawings on plantation ledgers to make the tongueless whispering of  
Frances visible to us. Yet Davis’s discursive medium, pencil on paper, is based within a Western tradition 
of  drawing. As such, it has less oracular immediacy than Brathwaite’s poetry-as-spirit-possession, nor 
does it have the documentary power of  his Namsetoura photograph. Instead, it draws attention to 
the difficulty or even impossibility of  recreating a voice from the past without discursive mediation, 
especially if  that voice speaks from a different racial and historical position from that of  the artist.

In this very tangible way, then, the art of  Annalee Davis works with the fragmentary nature of  
archival knowledge in the Caribbean and highlights both its discursive possibilities and limitations. 
The most powerful metaphor of  this is the sculptural centre piece of  the exhibition: a tea service made 
from local Barbadian clay in which Davis has incorporated potsherds found on the family plantation. 
For Evelyn O’Callaghan, who wrote one of  the catalogue entries to This Ground, the tea service evokes 
the often quoted lines from Derek Walcott’s Nobel lecture: “Break a vase, and the love that reassembles 
the fragments is stronger than that love which took its symmetry for granted when it was whole. […] 
Antillean art is this restoration of  our shattered histories, our shards of  vocabulary […]” (Walcott 69). 
As Brathwaite’s poetry becomes a vessel through which the ancestral spirit Namsetoura speaks, so 
Davis’s tea service brings together the disparate archives of  the different strands of  Caribbean history 
that are pooled on and in the plantation ground. From the tea set, the artist has served bush tea at 
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various cultural events, such as the Empire Remains Shop in London in August 2016.5 The ingredients 
of  the tea are collected from the fields of  the family farm and adjoining rab lands. At “The Colloquy: 
Wild Plants as Active Agents in the Process of  Decolonisation,” held at the Empire Remains Shop, 
Janice Cheddie emphasized that bush tea was not traditionally served in a tea service, an object of  the 
Great House; it was boiled in a pot and served in a mug for medicinal or ritual, not social purposes 
(Davis et al.). However, the participants of  the Colloquy also draw attention to the creolity of  the land, 
the traffic of  plants into, out of  and within the Caribbean. So while bush tea was cultivated by slaves, 
it was also served to slave owners when they were sick, thus crossing the threshold into another social 
space and diffusing the boundaries between the races, obliterating any notion of  “true” origin in the 
process. Likewise, the once traditional and local ingredients for bush tea, such as cerasee and vervain, 
collected from the rab lands surrounding the plantation can today be bought in London shops (Davis 
et al.), further contributing to the idea of  creolization and its related notions of  cultural indeterminacy 
and connection. In this way, Davis’s work engages with the field of  colonial botany and the circulation 
of  plants around the colonial Atlantic. 

Related to this interest in botany is Davis’s 
use of  the pattern of  the Queen Anne’s lace plant. 
The pattern appears in the form of  crocheted 
earrings, the fabric of  a dress and in various places 
in her drawings. In the series Ledger Drawings, the 
piece Edith Gertrude Theodocia et al shows a family 
group portrait drawn enmeshed with a Queen 
Anne’s lace design. The dominant colour is red, 
with the deepest areas appearing in the rosette 
patterns themselves, and the support, as the series 
title suggests, are plantation ledger pages that were 
once in use. From the edges of  the round lace 
patterns emerge the tangled roots and vines of  rab 
land weeds and plants, reaching out and connecting 
the group of  people sitting for the portrait. The 
same group appears again in Long Drawings, a 
series of  drawings on long paper panels. The panel 
Walkers 1660–present shows the rosette-shaped lace 
at the top of  the drawing, which itself  is composed 
in layers. The layers show, in succession from top to 
bottom, the family portrait, a map of  the plantation 
grounds, a drawing of  the Great House and the 
rab land grass with its roots creating a similarly 
entangled, though structurally more chaotic and 
unpremeditated, pattern as the rosette design at the 
top. The rab land grass, especially, defies the notion 

of  a single root and draws attention to the plants’ power to diffuse and heal. As such, it also works as a 
visual metaphor of  Édouard Glissant’s notion of  a “poetics of  Relation” in his book of  the same title. 

A photograph of  fabric in Queen Anne’s lace pattern introduces the section “White Creole 
Conversations” in the exhibition catalogue, where Glissant is referenced directly. The essay in this 

Figure 1: Edith Gertrude Theodocia et al (from the Ledger Drawings series) 
Acrylic on Plantation Ledger Pages, 22” x 16”, 2014. Photo credit: 
Mark King
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section is prefaced by a quotation from Glissant’s Caribbean Discourse: “Creolization is, first, the unknown 
awareness of  the creolized.” Here, the Queen Anne’s lace pattern is symbolically aligned with the 
processes of  creolization in the Caribbean, as well as the inevitable entanglement and connectedness of  
races, classes and cultural practices signified by the concept. In this context, it is instructive to consider 
that Glissant himself  uses a botanic metaphor, the rhizome, “an enmeshed root system, a network 
spreading either in the ground or in the air, with no predatory root stock taking over permanently,” 
to illustrate his understanding of  creolization and Relation (Glissant, Poetics of  Relation 11). While it is 
seductive to read the cultural interpretation of  the rhizome or Queen Anne’s lace—and the processes 
they are meant to embody—as predominantly anti-hierarchical and mutual, both Glissant and Davis 
are attentive to the violent origins of  creolization in the plantation economy. Significantly, the Queen 
Anne’s lace rosette appears as a support for cups with sugar-
sweetened tea in a number of  Davis’s drawings. This suggests 
that the motifs and symbols Davis uses for her discourse on 
the family land are derived from the material culture of  the 
plantation and its history and, on the surface, often support 
the hierarchy inherent in Caribbean plantation culture (the 
layers in Walkers 1660–present are suggestive of  this hierarchy). 

However, while acknowledging her complex and difficult 
ancestral entanglement with the “total plantation,” Davis also 
creates metaphors of  healing which are derived from the plant 
life itself, which she finds on the former plantation lands. The 
series entitled Wild Plants shows common rab land weeds drawn 
on plantation ledger pages. Davis presents us with a visual image 
that revises or overwrites the history of  the “total plantation” 
with its “spiritual alternative”: the vegetation of  today’s rab 
and pasture land. The simplicity and fragility of  the artist’s line 
emphasizes the redemptive nature of  the exercise. In her artist 
statement, Davis says that the process of  phytoremediation, 
the plants’ capacity to absorb toxins from the soil, provides a 
structure for her work, “allowing reconciliation with the land 
and the virtual slaughterhouse that lies below it.” As such, the 
plants create an alternative reading of  the plantation landscape, 
a redemptive story out of  the toxic history recorded in the soil. 
Davis’s ecological knowledge, in other words, works towards 
creating a sense of  belonging that includes ownership, quite 
literally, of  the diverse plantation histories buried in the ground 
beneath her feet by telling them in a way that works against the 
hierarchical and imperial structures she has inherited through 
her family history. 

In this context, it is instructive to remember that 
despite its imperial name, Queen Anne’s lace is a wild flower 
and often regarded as a common weed. The plant “seems 
particularly comfortable growing where the earth has been 

Figure 2: Walkers 1660–present (from the Long Drawings series) 
Latex on Paper, 77” x 22 1/2”, 2014. Photo credit: Mark King.
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disturbed or affected by people, and the soil is not 
very rich” (Melia). As such, Queen Anne’s lace is a 
symbolic part of  the process of  phytoremediation, 
while at the same time appearing as an imperial design 
in Davis’s work. This double meaning of  the plant 
as well as the healing and connecting influence that 
Davis ascribes to it in her art work is supported in a 
short series of  photographs entitled Sweeping the Fields. 
The photos show the artist wearing a cape or shawl 
made in Queen Anne’s lace pattern, sweeping the rab 
lands with a broom in a gesture that is reminiscent 
of  cleansing rituals found in many different magical 
traditions. The cleansing and detoxifying aspect 
of  Sweeping the Fields as well as the symbolic use of  
Queen Anne’s lace may overwrite the more imperial 
connotations of  Davis’s botanic metaphors as well as 
the violent origins of  creolization, yet both introduce 
structural shifts that reflect on how the complex 
formal aspects of  Davis’s work challenge artistic 
convention. Sweeping the Fields, for example, is part 
performance captured in stills and part self-portrait. 
As such, the photos document a work in progress, and 
this documentation in turn becomes the work itself, 
leading to a hybrid archival method working across 
artistic media and genres. In this use of  hybrid media, 
both Davis and Brathwaite articulate an interest in the 
possibilities of  different forms of  discursivity.

Painted Books and Written Images: Reflections on Form

There are many reasons why Brathwaite has tended to publish the same or similar texts across 
different publications, but the most enduring lies in the more or less accurate rendition of  his distinctive 
“Sycorax video style” and the willingness, or not, by publishers to engage with it. In ConVERSations 
with Nathaniel Mackey, Brathwaite describes his video style as “a mural, with the video [...] at last making 
the mural go” (207, emphasis original). Through the poet’s play with font size and visual images, “the 
poetry gets closer [...] to a kind of  cinema-painting” (207). Brathwaite envisions that the poetry “will, 
thr(u) these senses, become more public in the sense of  more shared, more part of  the community? — 
large-scale statements shared at important visible levels by all (many? most?)” (207). The Sycorax video 
style aims to merge movement, sound, script and image, aspiring to something like a total work of  art. 
Brathwaite has compared his video style projects to the illuminated manuscripts of  medieval Europe 
and/or the hieroglyphic writings of  the Egyptians, Mayans and Aztecs (ConVERSations with Nathaniel 
Mackey 166-67). His essays often refer to the hieroglyphic stele of  the ancient Mayans, which serve as 
a model of  the kind of  picture writing he envisions in his video style. More closely related, however, 
are the hieroglyphic books of  the ancient Mayans, even though Brathwaite does not write about this 
connection in any detail. Mayan hieroglyphs “are partly phonetic (glyphs which stand for individual 

Figure 3: Desmanthus vergatus (from the Wild Plants series) Latex on Plantation 
Ledger Pages, 22” x 13”, 2015. Photo credit: Mark King.
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sounds) and partly logographic (picture writing in which a glyph stands for an entire word or concept)” 
(Christenson 33), blurring the boundaries between image and text. Brathwaite’s video style combines 
scribal and visual elements and translates them into postmodern computer graphics. Like the Mayan 
codices, Brathwaite’s multimedia texts function as ilb’al, “instrument[s] of  sight or vision” (Christenson 
34), though with a different emphasis on what vision means. The Mayans used the codices partly 
for divination (Christenson 34). While there is no divinatory aspect to Brathwaite’s video style texts, 
they can be opened almost at random on any page, mimicking the practice of  bibliomancy, with new 
meanings and narrative combinations emerging as a result.  
 
 In this way, Brathwaite’s video texts combine words and images, making little distinction between 
them in the narrative. The Hambone version of  The Namsetoura Papers is the one most fully rendered in the 
Sycorax style, which means that it is also the most visual. The nearby airport, for example, is rendered 
as a computer graphic image of  an airplane on a runway. The “maroon rooster” that is part of  the 
living landscape of  the pasture is depicted in visual form (the rooster is also an omen of  the impending 
destruction of  the pasture as Brathwaite finds the animal dead one morning). One could argue that, in 
many cases, the images are illustrative rather than fulfilling an independent narrative function, but they 
do introduce a conceptual space that allows for a wider field of  interpretation, which may otherwise be 
absent. In post-Renaissance Western culture, the division between writing and image is not only sharply 
defined but is also a hierarchical one, with primacy given to the written word over the visual image. 
Collapsing the visual and scribal continues the observation made by Carrigan about Brathwaite’s refusal 
to see Namsetoura as a figment of  his imagination. In relation to Namsetoura, Brathwaite “undermines 
binary understandings of  the visible and the invisible by asserting their entanglement” (Carrigan 84), 
and by extension he refuses hierarchical and divisive thinking. In the context of  the Mesoamerican 
painted books, which equally make no or little distinction between writing and image, Brathwaite’s 
video style is an expression of  an American reality and episteme that, through its indigenous presence, 
harks back to a heritage rooted in a shared experience of  place. In this context, Barbados becomes part 
of  a wider American reality.  

Davis too traverses the boundaries between writing and image in addition to working across 
a range of  artistic media. In many of  her works on paper exhibited as part of  This Ground, she 
interrogates the dynamic between writing and drawing, two disciplines that are intimately connected 
but also hierarchically divided. Among the visual arts, drawing is the most difficult to define (Pergam 
4): “Many contemporary organisations concerned with drawing resist a definition, preferring to 
acknowledge drawing as a fluid and evolving MEDIUM and subject. Some suggest that drawing is 
‘mark making,’ ‘works on paper’ or marks that express visual ideas” (Moran and Byrne 6). In addition, 
an emphasis on line aligns drawing conceptually with cerebral activities such as writing. Deanna 
Petheridge has therefore described the drawing hand as a “thinking hand” (11-12). As graphic art, 
drawing also shares the same root with the Greek word for writing (the ancient Greek “graphein” 
means both writing and drawing). As such, writing is related to drawing and has its roots, in terms of  
human evolution and individual development, in visual representation: “At an early age most children 
spontaneously engage in mark making using whatever material comes to hand: pencils, crayons or even 
found materials, such as food, dirt or sand. This mark-making process prefigures writing and is a natural 
process by which infants attempt to understand their environment and their experience of  it” (Moran 
and Byrne 6).
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Like most visual artists, Davis uses drawing to understand and gain knowledge. In her case this 
involves gaining knowledge of  the plantation landscape and the layers of  the past contained in the soil. 
In Walkers 1660–present, she mimics the layers of  history by structuring the drawing from top to bottom 
with images representing either concepts or historical periods. In Shards, however, she undermines 
the layered hierarchy by drawing the coloured shards of  pottery formerly contained in the soil (their 
ghostly imprints can still be seen) in the sky, above a sugarcane plant. She subverts the monoculture 
history of  the plantation, symbolized by the sugarcane, by elevating the fragments of  other stories into 
a position of  visibility that challenges the power and status of  the cane and, by extension, colonial and 
postcolonial plantation history. Likewise, in the Ledger Drawings and Wild Plants series, she gives primacy 
to the drawn line, emphasized by its dominant colour red, over the faint handwriting on the plantation 
ledgers. In this way, her drawings overwrite the monoculture of  the plantation and its history with 
plants that attest to the bio- and cultural diversity of  Barbados and, by extension, plantation America. 
In addition, the entangled roots that appear across a range of  Davis’s work are indicative of  a visual 
“poetics of  relation” that works against a racially divided society inherited from the plantation era.  

Metaphors of  healing and connection are numerous in the work of  both artists. Brathwaite 
and Davis share a belief  in the redemptive power of  art in the face of  the enduring presence of  the 
region’s violent past. Poetry as well as art object become symbolic vessels for this redemptive power, 
while also gesturing towards the absence of  more sustained efforts at conservation, both ecological and 
cultural, in the region. Brathwaite and Davis create media that engage in acts of  imaginative recovery 
of  seemingly lost narratives contained in the Barbados landscape, yet they do so in a way that highlights 
the fragile and fragmented nature of  this recovery. The gourd as ritual container or vessel appears 
frequently in Caribbean arts, usually in the context of  the region’s African and Amerindian heritage. 
It has a prominent place and meaning in the opening poem “Gourd” of  Olive Senior’s collection of  
poems Gardening in the Tropics. Senior’s gourd is an image that expresses the same kind of  hope but 
also uncertainty and fragility that is addressed by Davis and Brathwaite. By coincidence, “Gourd” is 
a poem arranged as a visual image. The following quotation cites only the lower half, which looks like 
an open vessel, highlighting the open and fragmented process of  recovering obliterated narratives that 
Brathwaite and Davis engage in, whereas the whole poem is in the closed shape of  the ritual container 
or rattle mentioned in the following lines:

        . . .   If
all we can manage is to rattle our stones, our

beads or our bones in your dried-out container,
in shak-shak or maracca, will our voices
be heard? If  we dance to your rhythm,

knock-knock on your skin, will we
hear from within, no matter

how faintly, your
wholeness
resound?

(8)
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Senior’s searching questions addressed at the gourd receive no answer but rather express, like The 
Namsetoura Papers and This Ground Beneath My Feet, a desire for the artist’s work to give meaning.

Notes
1  This notion of  a language of  landscape is borrowed from Édouard Glissant’s “The Novel of  the 

Americas” (Caribbean Discourse 146).

2 The exhibition was on show at the John L. Warfield Center for African and African-American 
Studies, The University of  Texas, Austin, from 15 September to 15 December 2016.

3  Walkers Plantation ceased sugar production in the 1980s.

4  Of  related interest in the wider context of  this argument is Anna Reckin’s Ph.D. thesis, 
“Landscape as Poem: Poem as Landscape. Space, Place, and the Visual in the Poetry of  Kamau 
Brathwaite and Susan Howe.” Here Reckin examines the dynamics between landscape and 
textuality in the work of  the two poets. 

5 The Empire Remains Shop programme was a temporary project in Baker Street, London, in 2016. 
Conceived in the 1920s, the idea of  the Empire Shops was to sell produce from around the 
British Empire. In her review of  Davis’s (bush) Tea Services, Janice Cheddie reflects: “Central to 
the Empire Shop was the idea of  the Empire as farm – a managed and productive landscape, 
selling to the British consumer the products of  the Empire as part of  Britain’s ‘enriching 
agricultural project.’” Though the Empire Shops never came into existence, the programme of  
the Empire Remains Shop is a response to the original idea. It “speculates on the possibility and 
implications of  selling back the remains of  the British Empire in London today” (“About,” The 
Empire Remains Shop).
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Chancy’s Spirit of  Haiti
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What is invisible and yet still lives is more powerful than 
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Myriam J.A. Chancy

In taking responsibility for history, individuals and 
peoples simultaneously transform themselves into the guardians 

of  the present and the enactors and enunciators of  the future. 
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In her 2003 novel Spirit of  Haiti, Haitian-Canadian author and scholar Myriam J.A. Chancy 
employs ghosts for a variety of  purposes. They reclaim debts; they offer comfort; they testify to 
unspoken or forgotten events; and they establish a link with diasporic Haitians that transcends 
geopolitical frontiers. Despite this variety of  functions, a common goal unifies these invisible agents: 
they confront and transmit the monuments of  Haitian history in ways that reveal silenced stories and, 
in so doing, become guardians of  the present and enunciators of  the future.

This study examines both the extradiegetic discussion of  history that frames the novel in the 
“Note to the Reader” and the prologue, as well as the poetics of  haunting governing the spirits within 
the narrative itself.1 Reading the poetics of  haunting in this way, that is, understanding the mechanics 
of  haunting in the novel in the context of  relating the past, reveals a unique historical consciousness 
within the diasporic Haitian imaginary. Furthermore, these ghosts, by their liminal nature, neither living 
nor dead, occupy a space between past and present, and offer a narrative device that allows the author 
to engage with the past while avoiding the pitfalls of  silence and mythmaking. Situating these spiritual 
encounters in the contexts of  diaspora, Chancy suggests that the past is not tied to the land but to the 
people who carry these spirits with them, to those who allow themselves to be haunted by history. 

In a 2012 article, Jo Collins reads Spirit of  Haiti in the context of  diaspora, comparing 
Chancy’s conceptualization of  displacement to Edwidge Danticat’s in The Dew Breaker (2004). Collins 
convincingly argues that Chancy writes diaspora in terms of  both exile and a direct link to the island, 
a condition she calls “dyasporic rootedness”: a long-distance connection to Haiti mediated through 
Vodou (Collins 135). Yet, she does not specify the mechanism through which Vodou operates. Similarly, 
while Collins understands the relationship to history in terms of  “tidalectics,” a term she borrows to 
privilege repetition and fluidity over causality and stasis with regard to national narratives, she does not 
sufficiently explain how this “tidalectic” relationship to history is achieved in Chancy’s text. 

Through a close reading of  spiritual encounters in the text, this study elaborates a poetics of  
haunting in the text that uncovers the mechanism through which Vodou maintains Collins’ observed 
connectivity and expands the diasporic historiography that she initially elaborates to reveal how ghosts 
allow for a relationship with history that uncovers forgotten stories and brings hidden injustices to the 
fore.

The Historical in Fiction

In her study of  the absence of  Haitian women from historical and literary documents, Framing 
Silence: Revolutionary Novels by Haitian Women, Myriam Chancy comments on the “condition of  exile 
many Haitian women authors undergo as they attempt to tell an untold story” (78). In her role as 
Haitian author, Chancy takes her turn at telling “untold” stories. The stories she relates in Spirit of  Haiti, 
however, are not, as is the case in Framing Silence, those of  revolutionary Haitian women marginalized 
by a dominant Western culture, but rather ghost stories from Haiti’s past that challenge Western 
conceptions of  history and frame a Haitian historical consciousness.2 Like the authors in her study, 
Chancy challenges “standard modes of  historicizing” from the outset of  Spirit of  Haiti (Framing Silence 
75).

Chancy draws attention to fiction’s potential as a medium for factual truth before the narrative 
begins. The text opens with an extradiegetic “Note to the Reader” that features an epigraph by French 
playwright Eugène Ionesco asserting the inherent truth in fiction: “Dreams are reality at its most 
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profound, and what you invent is truth because invention, by its nature, can’t be a lie.” As Chancy 
explains, “[Spirit of  Haiti] is a work of  fiction which relies on the framework of  Haitian history and 
culture, yet the author has taken creative license with historical details, Haitian geography and myths 
related to Haitian vodou” (5). Ostensibly, the “Note to the Reader” serves as a reminder that the novel 
should be taken neither as an historical monograph nor an accurate representation of  Haitian culture. 
Yet, the quotation from Ionesco affirming the truth in fiction and the novel’s attention to historical 
detail betrays an underlying will to find the historical in fiction and to assert that fiction is equally valid, 
or equally insufficient, as the history of  historians in imagining the past. 

Before ending the “Note to the Reader,” Chancy makes a point to thank the loas, Vodou spirits 
who assisted with creating the text (5). By initially drawing the reader’s attention to the interplay 
between history and fiction and then affirming the role of  spirits in the creation of  the text, Chancy at 
once frames a problematic relationship with history for diasporic Haitians authors while suggesting a 
means of  overcoming this obstacle: ghosts. The spirits offer Chancy a means of  engaging with history 
in a way that resists empirical fact-finding in favor of  the truth of  fiction, setting fiction on equal footing 
with history. In this way, the “Note to the Reader” relegates the text to a sort of  liminal space between 
the neither/nor category of  history and fiction. 

Further blurring the lines between fiction and history, Chancy anchors the narrative to a precise 
time and space. That the novel is situated within a historically specific time frame, the weeks leading up 
to the military coup that would oust Jean-Bertrand Aristide, and it expresses a self-awareness of  its role 
as a record of  history, suggest that the novel’s engagement with history functions in a similar fashion 
to what Linda Hutcheon terms “historiographic metafiction.” Indeed, Spirit of  Haiti might easily be 
considered with other “novels that are intensely self-reflexive but that also both re-introduce historical 
context into metafiction and problematize the entire question of  historical knowledge” (Hutcheon 54-
55). Another way in which Chancy highlights the novel’s preoccupation with history is through each 
protagonist’s unique relationship with the past.

Spirit of  Haiti follows the lives of  three individuals: Alexis, Phillipe and Carmen.3 Each chapter 
is devoted to the perspective of  one character. Though characters often remember events in flashback, 
the narrative itself  follows a linear chronology from the first chapter to the last (from 7 September to 4 
October 1991). Yet, the emphasis is less on the significance of  a single political event—the ousting of  
Aristide—than on how these individuals relate to Haiti: maintaining, cutting, or rediscovering ties to the 
island. 

Consider Alexis, a young Haitian travelling across the North American continent, to escape both 
the political implications of  his involvement with Aristide’s election and a legacy of  violence. Having 
lived under the authoritative rule of  “Baby Doc” Duvalier, he knows first-hand the horrors inflicted 
by the Tonton Macoutes on innocent Haitians. Reluctant to engage with the spirits that reach out to him, 
Alexis flees the past. However, despite attempts to escape, his hands retrace the past in his art. 

Unlike Alexis, his childhood friend Philippe lacks the means and desire to leave the island. 
Philippe stays on the island to remain in contact with the spirit voices he hears. Philippe works for tips 
as a tour guide at La Citadelle Laferrière but his real source of  income comes from a darker aspect of  
tourism: prostitution. As a result, Philippe becomes infected by move san (mauvais sang or bad blood), the 
Kréyol term for AIDS. Unlike Alexis, Philippe is receptive to the spirits and hopes to put them to rest.
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After Alexis’s flight from Haiti, the two friends are never reunited. However, they are connected 
through a shared acquaintance, a kindred spirit: Carmen. Daughter of  a Haitian mother and British-
Canadian father, Carmen works in the Haitian Community Center in North Montreal as a domestic 
violence counselor. Motivated by her interactions with Haitians living in Montreal, Carmen travels 
to Haiti to discover the lost connection, the untold history that is missing from her past and that, 
she suspects, she will not find elsewhere. As one of  her clients explains to her, “They won’t tell you 
things like that in the history books when you are growing up” (37). This interest in an untold past is 
intensified by the news that she is pregnant. Thus, Carmen’s return to Haiti is for future generations as 
much as it is for herself: “She did not want to have a child and not know what to hand to her, what to 
tell her about the past, her heritage” (73). 

 Each character displays a different relationship with history: for Alexis it is aversion, for Carmen 
discovery, and for Philippe propagation and preservation. Yet, before the narrative begins, the novel 
problematizes the writing of  Haitian history, reintroducing historical context as metafiction in the 
prologue.

In the Shadow of  History 

Following Hutcheon’s model of  historiographic metafiction, the prologue entitled “The Myth of  
King Christophe and the Citadelle” grounds the narrative to a real, historical figure, yet draws attention 
to his mythical status. While keeping the novel enmeshed in an historical context (Henri Christophe’s 
career as a chef, the human sacrifice that went into building his Citadelle, his death by a silver bullet 
are all mentioned), the prologue, however, does not follow a perfectly linear progression. The prologue 
opens with Henri Christophe’s birth as seen through the eyes of  his mother, Taffia. She sees the midwife 
going about the cleansing of  her bloody sheets and singing a “spiritual song.” Yet, the woman is more 
than a midwife. Her song stirs Taffia’s memory. 

Taffia recalls a violent scene of  torture that she witnessed years ago in which the midwife, as 
a young girl, was whipped and stretched out by horses in the public square. The scene culminates in 
the transformation of  the young girl into a spirit. Taffia explains, “Having absorbed the dreams of  
her people transmitted by the air to her in song, she became a midwife to all their hopes” (10). This 
transformation into spectral midwife is achieved through the songs of  the collected free and enslaved 
persons of  color witnessing her torture; she becomes wholly different and is said to take on the spirit of  
Ochún (10).4 Now, as the midwife possessed by Ochún, she pronounces a blessing over Christophe and 
admonishes him to not lose contact with the spirits, giving him a necklace for protection. Should he lose 
contact with the spirits, she warns, “I will return” (11). The prologue thus reinforces the central role 
spirits play as historical subjects.5 In depicting the midwife who assisted with his birth as an incarnation 
of  Ochún, the novel suggests that Henri Christophe’s very existence is set in motion by spirits. 

Through this historical detour, the narrative segues to a description of  the Citadelle Laferrière 
as it exists today: a monolithic monument to the president who became king. Yet the prologue ends 
with this rather cryptic reminder of  the greater, unseen powers at work on the island: “What is invisible 
and yet still lives is more powerful than monuments or words engraved in stone” (19). Intended as a 
legacy to one man’s power, the Citadelle simultaneously serves as a symbol of  a recurring theme of  
institutionalized violence and exploitation that pervades the island’s history. In the novel, it is the ghost 
of  José who attests to the power of  “what is invisible and yet still lives.” José, discussed in more detail 
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below, is a ghost who built the Citadelle and attempted to assassinate Henri Christophe in an act of  
revenge for the inhumane conditions in which he had worked. The spirit of  José challenges the idea 
that the Citadelle represents the legacy of  one man’s greatness but rather serves as a reminder of  the 
human sacrifice and exploitation of  power that went into its construction. Thus, while the example of  
Citadelle Laferrière suggests that some histories are so monumental they cast a shadow of  forgetfulness 
over others, the ghost of  José reminds us that these stories are never completely silenced. 

The figure of  José undermines the power differential at work within the telling of  history as 
understood by Haitian historian Michel-Rolph Trouillot in his seminal work Silencing the Past. In it, 
Trouillot discusses how discourses of  power silence some aspects of  historical events. In this example, 
the figure of  the ghost “lives on” to tell the story that the Citadelle would hide, demonstrating how 
ghosts keep stories alive and bring them out of  the shadows for those who choose to hear them.

In the prologue, the juxtaposition of  the spirit world and Henri Christophe’s Citadelle suggests 
that spirits transcend the history preserved in monuments and extend into the future as an indelible 
aspect of  Haiti’s cultural memory. Through a creative stylistic aesthetic of  weaving historical figures and 
spiritual encounters, Chancy’s text foregrounds a relationship with history that is bound, even obligated, 
to spirits yet conceptualizes haunting as a means by which spirits “outlive” oblivion and overcome the 
threat of  silence that Trouillot observes. Indeed, the figure of  the ghost may help to answer Trouillot’s 
questions: “How does one write a history of  the impossible” (73).6 Trouillot himself  suggests studying 
works of  fiction to offset the power differential that favors some versions of  the past over others. As he 
succinctly explains, “we do not consider professional historians the sole participants in its production” 
(25). Overcoming the void between Haitians and their past and finding ways to tell Haiti’s history are 
the challenges increasingly undertaken by contemporary diasporic Haitian authors like Chancy. 

Accessing History through Fiction

The semi-historical narrative employed by Chancy in her imagining of  Henri Christophe’s birth 
at the hands of  a spirit is an example of  what David Herzberger has termed a “scumbling” of  history. 
Herzberger borrows the term from an artistic technique in which a painter renders boundaries between 
layers of  paint less distinct, creating a transparent effect as the darker color comes through the more 
opaque but lighter layer. 

While Herzberger works with a corpus of  texts from a different time and place (historiographical 
and fictional accounts of  Francoist Spain), his concept of  scumbling is applicable to the chronology in 
Spirit of  Haiti, which juxtaposes Henri Christophe’s legacy of  imposed slavery and the ousting of  Haiti’s 
first democratically elected president. Interestingly, in both cases state-sponsored violence is employed 
by a consolidated source of  power (King Christophe or the Haitian army backed by the United States) 
and affects large numbers of  Haitians (the workers forced to build the Citadelle and the majority of  
Haitians who had elected Aristide). Herzberger’s description of  writing under the Francoist regime in 
which, “the absence of  choices and alternatives for framing the past [...] begets a narrowly constructed 
notion of  historical truth” might easily be applied to conditions surrounding the events that the Spirit of  
Haiti depicts (2). 

Scumbling Haitian history grants Chancy access to events that lie beyond the realm of  rational 
discourse. Édouard Glissant, for example, attempts to explain why so much of  Caribbean history 
remains “unexplorable” (Caribbean Discourse 66). He reminds us that, “The only written thing on the 
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slave ship was the account book listing the exchange value of  slaves. Within the ship’s space the cry 
of  those deported was stifled, as it would be in the realm of  the Plantations” (Poetics of  Relation 5). 
Glissant refers to moments in the past that can only be accessed through the imagination or can only 
be imagined because they fall beyond the provability of  historiography.7  Though the recordable facts 
of  the event, such as the personal accounts of  slaves during the Middle Passage, may be lost, engaging 
with history means fighting against oblivion and telling the untold story. 

Chancy uses both scumbling and haunting to undermine the “official” history in favour of  
neglected or absent stories. The scumbling of  fact and fiction that Chancy employs in the novel’s 
structure to blur boundaries of  past and present while drawing veiled or silenced histories into focus is 
complemented within the narrative through haunting. Moreover, according to Stephan Palmié, Jacques 
Derrida and Avery F. Gordon, further discussed below, haunting works toward a similar end: the 
uncovering and redressing of  historical injustices. 

Telling Ghost Stories

Presumably, the dead tell no tales. Consequently, it is incumbent upon the living to bring to life 
the unspoken stories of  the departed. This conception of  history, as a linear, unbridgeable gap between 
past and present, according to Stephan Palmié, has served as the dominant discourse in historiography 
since the eighteenth century (5). History’s role has been to represent the dead because they no longer 
represent themselves. Within this configuration, the practice of  telling history does not lend a voice to 
the voiceless, but rather speaks in their place. In retelling the stories of  the dead, they are influenced, 
even constructed within culturally specific codes (of  both narrative and historiography) that alter 
these histories. Spanning past and present, spirits bypass the need for mediation in the present and tell 
their own stories. For instance, in the novel, two spirits, José and Defilée Lafolle, emerge to tell their 
own, previously untold, versions of  monumental events from Haitian history: the construction of  
Citadelle Laferrière and the murder of  Dessalines respectively. In both cases, the spirits tell stories that 
undermine the dominant discourse.

Certainly any discussion of  haunting as a posture against institutions can trace its origins to 
Derrida’s understanding of  hauntologie, particularly the ethical component he expresses.8 Most recently, 
in his 2010 study of  how British Caribbean authors memorialize the Middle Passage, Stef  Craps has 
read Derrida’s call to live with ghosts as “a responsible way of  engaging with unresolved histories 
of  racial and ethnic oppression” (467). The willingness to live with ghosts, to accept that events or 
phenomenon are unfinished and may return, is perhaps most clearly articulated in Avery F. Gordon’s 
study of  absence as presence entitled Ghostly Matters (1997). Gordon understands haunting as absence, 
particularly exclusions from history through which modern forms of  exploitation and repression might 
be brought to light. This is especially true for forms of  repression thought to be finished. As Gordon 
explains in the preface to the 2008 edition of  her book, “Haunting is one way in which abusive systems 
of  power make themselves known and their impacts felt in everyday life, especially when they are 
supposedly over and done with (slavery, for instance)” (xvi). Gordon further elaborates Derrida’s call to 
live with ghosts in expressing a sense of  justice, a need to redress the exclusions and oppressions that 
have been omitted from the historical record.9 For Gordon, haunting uncovers forgotten histories and 
brings them to bear on the present, evoking a sense of  accountability for those who are willing to live 
with ghosts.  Likewise, in Spirit of  Haiti, haunting establishes a spectral connectivity between diasporic 
Haitians through a common history that stretches beyond the Middle Passage. 
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Spectral Connections 

Spirits are central to Chancy’s creative aesthetic. As mentioned, the first encounter occurs in 
the prologue when Henri Christophe’s mother recognizes the midwife as a young slave whom she saw 
transformed into the spirit of  Ochún. Throughout the novel, Philippe hears unnamed voices from the 
past, including José’s. Carmen’s unborn daughter also appears as a spirit, extending the link to future 
generations. Another spectral presence in the novel is that of  Défilée Lafolle. An important figure of  
Haitian history who has been depicted in historical, oral and dramatic representations, Défilée appears 
to Alexis in a dream and in a lost historical manuscript, “Diary of  a Madwoman”, that Carmen’s 
mother sends her.10  

The common factor for each of  these spirits is that they are linked to traumatic moments, 
moments of  crisis. The spirit of  Ochún incarnates the broken body of  the tortured slave. José’s spirit is 
cursed to roam Haiti because his eyes have been buried separately from his body: a punishment for his 
attempted assassination of  Henri Christophe. José also represents the countless lives sacrificed to build 
Christophe’s Citadelle. The madwoman Lafolle is not herself  a victim to such violence but witnesses the 
massacre of  Dessalines at the hands of  an angry mob. The apparition of  Carmen’s daughter, before her 
birth, is precipitated by emotional crisis: Carmen discovers that her boyfriend is cheating on her on the 
very day she is going to tell him that they are pregnant. Carmen has the strength to break completely 
with her boyfriend, but, as the text explains, she is not unaffected: “After Nick’s departure, her life was 
broken in two. It was into that torn space that all of  her deepest dreams had escaped and from that 
space that the ghost of  her daughter had emerged to keep her company throughout the day, holding on 
to her hand into the deepest of  sleeps at evening” (72). As the text suggests, the haunting comes out of  
this “torn space” caused by the emotional crisis she experiences. However, it is also a space that housed 
her deepest dreams, that is, not foreign to her but rather ignored or forgotten. Her daughter’s ghost may 
be seen as a latent spirit, always with her, waiting for the right moment to emerge. 

The various points of  origin also suggest a variety of  purposes for the ghosts. Carmen’s daughter, 
for example, begins to haunt her mother in an attempt to comfort her, to heal the torn space. José’s 
cursed spirit haunts the woods of  Haiti to bear witness to an untold story. The mad Lafolle lends her 
voice to a violent moment in Haiti’s history. Recalling the treachery of  the Haitian people, she cries out, 
“Papa Dessalines [...] how could they do this to you? How could they tear you limb from limb and leave 
you to rot in the dust you saved us from?” (111). The spirit of  Ochún, now in the body of  the midwife, 
steers the course of  Haitian history, bringing Henri Christophe into being and guiding his life (he keeps 
the necklace she gave him as a child until his death). 

The guiding force of  these spirits links the characters’ lives but also elaborates a connection 
through history stretching back to the Middle Passage. Two key elements for this are the necklace of  
blue stones mentioned above and Carmen’s unborn daughter. Both are associated with the African 
spirit Ochún. The necklace resurfaces throughout the novel, forging links between the characters, 
Haitian history and spirits. Christophe sees the stones when he first encounters the goddess Ochún 
wearing “a necklace of  indigo blue stones fastened to her neck” (14). He keeps the stones on his person 
until his death. When Christophe’s body is found, the stones are recovered by a blind man named 
Léogane who “feels a strange heat coming from the stones” (18). The stones stay in his family until they 
appear on Léah, a blind girl who grew up with Phillipe and Alexis and is said to have a connection with 
the spirit world. When Philippe first introduces her to the reader, he draws attention to the necklace: 
“[she is] wearing a string of  thick olive-shaped blues stones around her neck that resemble a necklace 
it is rumored once belonged to King Henry Christophe” (28). Later, Alexis dreams that Philippe’s tears 
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become blue stones that he leaves for Alexis, though their significance is initially lost on him (202). 
Eventually, in a moment of  revelation and recognition, Alexis comprehends the significance of  his 
laboured dreams and discovers an improbable connection with Carmen.  He says, “The dream of  the 
blue tears finally makes sense as I recognize the beads coiled around Carmen’s neck. She is the one I 
am to follow now, the one my heart will cleave to. Her child will be my child. I will teach her all I know. 
I will no longer be afraid of  the voices that haunt the jaundiced history of  our Haitian hills” (289-290). 
Whether or not the necklace Carmen wears is the same that Léah wore is never addressed, but its 
connection to Christophe and Ochún is clear. In the last quotation, the necklace serves as a link to the 
past while guiding Alexis on a course for the future: to raise Carmen’s child.

Carmen’s unborn daughter, like the necklace, is the embodiment of  Ochún whose reach will 
expand to include diasporic communities beyond the island of  Hispanola. During her trip to Haiti, 
Carmen has a revelation and “understands finally that her child is to bring a rebirth to these shores 
even as she grows far from it all, in the safety of  the North American continent” (210). Once she is 
aware of  her daughter’s role in the spirit’s legacy, Carmen herself  begins to hear the ancestral voices, 
“The voices, tormented, speak of  loss. L’Afrique n’est plu à nous. Africa is no more. What are these hills if  not 
our Africa? [....] They took our bodies, tore them to pieces with leather switches. They took the fruit of  our labors from 
our hands, our wombs” (268, emphasis in original). The last quotation explains the link to Ochún, as 
opposed to a Vodou deity, since it allows for a connection to a time before Haiti, before St. Domingue. 
Ochún, the spirit chained to the bottom of  the sea in Chancy’s narrative who evokes the Yoruba deity 
Olokun, is the link across the Middle Passage to Africa.  Both the necklace and Carmen’s daughter 
unite the voices of  those who survived the Middle Passage with those Haitians who have fled political 
persecution.

A Receptive Audience

Yet, the ghost’s influence is limited to the extent that the human interlocutor opts to engage and 
interact with these unspoken histories. While many spirits, named and anonymous, haunt the narrative, 
mortal individuals demonstrate varying degrees of  receptiveness to the messages they transmit. The 
clearest example of  this is in the contrasting characters of  Alexis and Philippe.

Alexis’s rapport with spirits is ambivalent: he hears but actively ignores them. His resistance to 
the spirits that haunt the island is manifested in his flight from Haiti. His departure is an attempt to get 
away from a seemingly inescapable history of  violence and oppression. He explains, “Yes, I will admit 
it: I am running away from Ayiti and all of  its misery, all its broken promises and terror of  a history” 
(22). For Alexis, the island, especially the Citadelle Laferrière, only propagates a history of  suffering, 
“We suffer still under the shadow of  what Christophe left behind” (21). Eager to flee the shadow of  
history, Alexis leaves Haiti in an effort to move beyond the ties to a mythical past, a history that he 
does not fully accept. Thinking about the story of  José, he declares, “I didn’t believe in the story. Why 
should I? It had so little to do with me, so very little” (54). This resistance to Haiti’s history makes Alexis 
a poor interlocutor for spirits. In fact, the spirit of  José who has come to visit Phillippe is reluctant to 
appear when Alexis is present. Still, Alexis recognizes the importance of  remembering even the painful 
moments, the violence inflicted by Tontons Macoutes which he witnessed. He understands that, “if  I were 
to forget, then I would not flee and perhaps I would return” (24). Alexis sees no escape from a cycle of  
repetition and explains to his best friend Philippe why he must leave: “Because I don’t want to live and 
die here like our ancestors have. You hear the spirits, Philippe. I don’t want to hear their moaning. They 
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tell us about this boy who tried to assassinate King Christophe. Do we want to end up like him? This 
place is a burial ground” (54). For Alexis, the ghosts transmit a warning, but rather than understand 
these stories, he attempts to flee from them. 

Philippe offers an important contrast to Alexis’s resistance. It is his openness to the ghosts 
haunting Haiti that allows him to establish a stronger connection to the spirit world. As Alexis explains, 
“all the while Philippe spoke to spirits I could not see” (52). Philippe’s willingness to engage with spirits 
stems from a desire to help. In response to Alexis’s explanation for leaving the island, Philippe offers this 
rebuttal, “‘You see [...] that boy [José] they said tried to kill King Christophe [...] his eyes were buried 
down there, somewhere. That means his spirit knows no rest.’ He turned to me with eyes of  sorrow, 
‘And who will put his spirit to rest, my brother, if  not us?’” (56). For Philippe, then, these spirits manifest 
an obligation to the past, a forgotten debt. Like Alexis, Philippe explains that he longs to leave “this 
place [Haiti]”, but he feels an obligation to assist the spirits (61). He too is caught up in the shadow 
of  history, but he attempts to dispel the darkness by being receptive to the spirits. Their different 
approaches to the spirit world eventually drive the friends apart: 

After that time, they spoke little of  the spirits. When the voices slid on the wind to greet 
them on that cold slab of  stone in the mountain, Alexis sat quietly and thought to himself  
to keep the voices from entering his mind, or he drew scenes of  his mother’s stories on 
the blank pages of  his schoolbooks, while Philippe breathed deeply and listened, always 
nodding in agreement with whatever it was he allowed himself  to hear. (67) 

This last quotation clearly presents their different perspectives. Alexis is blocking the voices he hears 
while Philippe is not only receptive but is in constant accord with the spirits. Through Alexis and 
Philippe’s respective resistance and engagement with ghosts, Spirit of  Haiti reveals that haunting is not 
a passive event, but, rather, active engagement with spirits and the past. As Alexis demonstrates, while 
they can be ignored, the haunting spirits of  Haiti’s past are never fully forgotten.

In Spirit of  Haiti, engaging the spirits of  Haiti’s past means being receptive to the untold histories 
and passing them on, becoming part of  a narrative chain that reaches beyond memory and history. 
For instance, during a moment of  spiritual possession, Carmen is told, “Tu es une racine [...] You are 
carrying one of  the daughters of  Ochún in your belly. The sea goddess has seen the future and she 
has planted a seed of  herself  in you for that future” (208). Through ghosts, the scattered seeds of  the 
Haitian diaspora take root, establishing a tenuous link with Haiti’s past, and blossoming on foreign soil. 
These hauntings facilitate human engagement with the past, lending agency to the otherwise impotent 
shades of  Haiti’s history. However, if  history and historical injustices are to be brought to bear on the 
present as Avery Gordon explains, individuals must display a willingness to be tied to history and its 
social effects.

Recovered Histories and Shared Heritage

Having considered the origins of  these spirits, who they were or will be in life, their motivations, 
and the individuals with whom they interact, we turn our attention to how these spirits interact with 
and influence the physical world. In the novel, as in the case of  José, hauntings often begin as voices and 
may take corporeal form. Yet, one of  the more intricate ways spirits influence the lives of  characters is 
through text: specifically, a found manuscript that Carmen’s mother sends to her. To view text as a form 
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of  haunting, it is helpful to recall Stephan Palmié’s conceptualization of  ghosts as historical referents. 
As discussed earlier, Palmié’s conception of  ghosts refers to un-recordable events in history (11). So, 
Palmié’s notion includes lost or forgotten relics of  Haitian history. 

Such is the case of  the manuscript sent to Carmen by her mother: “Diary of  a Madwoman.” 
The excerpt bears witness to countless other such unfinished manuscripts abandoned by authors fleeing 
oppression under the Duvalier years. Speaking of  the manuscript’s origin, Carmen explains, “It [the 
library where the diary was found] had been said to contain unedited and unpublished manuscripts 
from famous Haitian literary figures, many of  whom died young or were forced into exile by Duvalier 
père” (105-106). The manuscript found by Carmen’s mother was otherwise destined for oblivion. 
Thus, like the unacknowledged or unthinkable historical referents Palmié mentions, the “Diary of  a 
Madwoman” offers a firsthand account of  an unspoken moment in Haitian history.

Moreover, that the “Diary of  a Madwoman” appears within the novel, interrupting the narrative 
being told, as an anonymous manuscript dating from 1805, the year after Haitian independence, 
further highlights its spectral presence.11 Its positioning within the novel functions in a manner similar 
to Derrida’s reading of  spectrality in that it evokes time that is out of  joint (43). The found text creates a 
mise en abyme through which Carmen’s twentieth-century present coalesces with the first person narrative 
of  the diary from the nineteenth century, providing yet another example of  Derrida’s concept of  time 
unbounded by borders of  past and present.

Told from the perspective of  Défilée Lafolle, the former slave who is said to have faithfully 
accompanied Dessalines’s army (thus her name, Défilée, which means parade or procession in French) 
and who witnesses the murder of  Dessalines by an angry mob, the fragment focuses on the murder 
of  Dessalines but also prefigures the violent end of  King Christophe: “Christophe will soon ascend in 
the North. Like Toussaint before him, and Papa Dessalines, he will seek to make them believe that the 
future is paved with riches, gold and diamonds, that all is within their reach” (114). While the found 
manuscript’s placement in the novel evokes a historical consciousness unbound by notions of  past and 
present, its influence on the characters within the narrative’s diegetic space is guided by spirits. In fact, 
it is the spirit of  Lafolle who appears in Alexis’s dreams, setting his path on course to intersect with 
Carmen’s.

Whereas Carmen receives the manuscript from her mother, Alexis dreams the events it depicts 
in detail though he has no knowledge of  its existence. Indeed, despite his flight from Haiti and the 
meandering path he traces through the southern United States, Alexis is still haunted by the spirits of  
Haiti through his art. For example, he spends a laboured night completing the portrait of  a girl whom 
he has never seen but hopes will guide him: “I want to tear the picture but, instead, my hands move 
to hang it above the head of  the bed, so that she may enter my dreams and begin to provide me with 
some answers” (147). His reluctance to hang the picture betrays the fact that he suspects the portrait of  
having some connection to the spirit world. The next night, sleeping under the picture, his dreams are 
haunted by the scene previously described in the “Diary of  a Madwoman.” Recalling the dream, he 
says, “I see the girl in my drawing walking through the cane stalks like a ghost, untouched by the fires. 
She is following a woman whose apron is weighted down with objects I can not make out, and wild field 
flowers” (148). The woman he sees is Lafolle and the narrative relayed in the  “Diary of  a Madwoman” 
is lived out in Alexis’s dream. Waking suddenly, Alexis now contemplates the picture he drew: “I turn 
to look at the picture and it seems to me that I am not looking at a drawing at all but at a photograph, 
something closer to real life and that the little girl is smiling at me as if  to say that she knows who I am, 
even if  I do not know her” (149). Using the abandoned manuscript to unite these disjointed lives, the 
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text alludes to a shared, yet unspoken, heritage that unites displaced Haitians. For example, the fact 
that Alexis, who never sees the document, “witnesses” the same historic event in his haunted dreams 
suggests that this heritage is preserved and transmitted through spirits.  The ghost’s ability to transcend 
presumed frontiers of  past, present and future keeps the past alive in a manner that resembles Mieke 
Bal’s conception of  cultural memory: “Neither remnant, document, nor relic of  the past, nor floating in 
a present cut off from the past, cultural memory, for better or for worse, links the past to the present and 
the future” (vii). 

The notion of  a shared, unconscious cultural memory is further highlighted through Alexis’s 
and Carmen’s experiences throughout the novel. The former, reflecting on the trajectory of  his journey, 
leaving Haiti only to be reunited within a Haitian community in Montreal, notes, “It feels to me as if  
my entire journey has been made up of  a mosaic of  memories, some personal, others ancestral. And 
there is nothing I can do to stop the deluge of  images but to hope that it will bring me safe to shore” 
(172). Here, Alexis accepts the inevitable influence of  spirits he sees guiding his life. Similarly, Carmen 
acknowledges a reserve of  memory beyond her own cognizance, a plane of  existence, “in some time 
lost to her memory, lost to history” (160). The spirit of  Lafolle invoked through the found manuscript 
functions as an unconscious memory that exists beyond the characters’ lived experience. These notions 
of  time lost to memory, time lost to history, of  time lost outside of  recorded history represent the realm 
of  the spirit. In this way, spirits maintain and propagate the unspoken heritage that risks being forgotten 
or lost.

As mentioned previously, the same spirits that drive Alexis and Philippe apart bring Carmen 
and Alexis together. Thus, it is important to note that Carmen and Alexis are two characters, unlike 
Philippe, who have broken physical contact with Haiti and engage with individuals within diasporic 
Haitian communities throughout North America. Through this shared, asynchronous haunting by a 
historical event, the hitherto disparate narratives of  Carmen and Alexis will eventually intersect. In 
fact, the novel ends with Alexis and Carmen together in a taxi on their way to the hospital to deliver 
Carmen’s baby. The last line reads, “All three [Alexis, Carmen, and the cab driver of  Haitian origins] 
along with whispering ancestors following on wings of  wind, place their faith and hope in the new life 
about to be born, and the amber of  the rising sun at their backs” (294). The juxtaposition of  old spirits 
and new beginnings suggests that, if  Haitian culture is to survive beyond Haiti, ghosts will continue to 
be an essential component of  cultural memory within the Haitian diaspora. 

Conclusion 

An analysis of  the poetics of  haunting in Spirit of  Haiti reveals that ghosts play a variety of  roles. 
Some reclaim a debt to the past, others transmit untold stories, but all work to keep the past alive, 
especially for those Haitians who have left the country. These ghosts arise out of  moments of  crises or 
trauma. They bring to light events that traditional historiography obscures or, in the worst instances, 
silences. Yet, the novel also reveals the dependence of  spirits on human interlocutors. The ghosts 
themselves lack physical agency and depend on the receptiveness of  the living to hear and transmit 
their stories. They communicate through voices, dreams and even text. The last example, haunting 
through the found historical manuscript, suggests that there are other untold stories to be uncovered. 
Consequently, the reader’s willingness to hear and to believe these ghost stories is key to appreciating 
fully the Haitian historical consciousness.
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In Spirit of  Haiti, the figure of  the ghost serves three key functions. First, for an author and 
scholar concerned with the role of  silence in history, ghosts offer Chancy a useful narrative device for 
engaging with the past, for drawing untold stories out of  the shadow of  historical monuments. While 
the “Note to the Reader” and the prologue problematize traditional historiography and remind us, 
as Hutcheon explains, of  the “inescapable textuality” of  both history and fiction, ghosts then allow 
Chancy to move beyond this textual encounter and engage with moments of  Haitian history such as the 
revolution or the reign of  Henri Christophe (Hutcheon 129). Consequently, ghosts keep history alive 
without further mythologizing these events. 

Thus, the role of  ghosts in Spirit of  Haiti reveals both a strength and weakness of  the Haitian 
diaspora. Its malleability allows it to survive across ages and continents but also leaves it vulnerable 
to manipulation. As Chancy herself  reminds in the “Note to the Reader,” her text is not an historical 
account and should not be taken as such. Furthermore, the ghost’s dependence on human interlocutors 
suggests that the history sustained and transmitted through diasporic Haitian communities should not 
be seen as one atavistic history, but a plurality of  voices within an ongoing memory project. 

The second function can be seen in the characters’ relationship with ghosts, specifically how 
the latter draw the former back into the past. In this way, ghosts reveal a historical consciousness, an 
awareness of  the past and interaction with it, that more closely reflects what Martin Munro observes in 
post-1946 Haitian literature. As opposed to a void, history is experienced as abundant and inescapable. 
In the example of  Alexis, whose reluctance to engage with spirits only highlights their inescapable 
nature when they come to haunt him in a dream, the text attests to an unconscious, shared memory 
that exists beyond the characters’ lived experiences. Whether this historical consciousness is unique 
to Haiti, to diasporic Haitian authors or simply to Chancy’s novel is still unclear but certainly merits 
further investigation. 

Finally, ghosts have an important implication for the reader. The figure of  the ghost in Spirit 
of  Haiti prevents the past from being relegated to a region outside of  the influence of  actual time. 
What makes ghosts truly “scary,” then, is this ability to short circuit the presumed borders of  past and 
present. Refusing to let the past die, to be relegated to the unattainable realm of  history, ghosts impose 
the horrors of  the past as imperatives of  the present. Furthermore, ghosts ignore filial ties, bringing 
history to all people, not simply those who are the descendants of  a particular past. Spirits bring into 
sharp focus Paul Gilroy’s observation that these histories are not the “special property” of  those whose 
ancestors suffered these atrocities, but are “part of  the ethical and intellectual heritage of  the West 
as a whole” (49). Consequently, ghosts bring a strong sense of  accountability to such historical events 
as the slave trade. The breach of  human rights and overall inhuman treatment that this endeavor 
represents is not just the history of  a particular epoch or a particular nation, but, through the medium 
of  the ghost, comes to bear on the present. Through the use of  spirits, Haiti’s history becomes everyone’s 
history, spanning geopolitical frontiers. Indeed, as Avery Gordon suggests, “To be haunted is to be tied 
to historical and social effects” (190). The ghost is a refusal to ignore the initial violence that set Haiti’s 
history in motion. Thus, believing in spirits and hearing their stories is not a question of  faith but rather 
an ethical obligation for those who seek to understand Haiti’s history.
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Notes
1  Here I understand poetics as the codes that mediate how haunting takes place in Chancy’s text. 

While the formal elements within the novel (the “Note to the Reader”, a prologue, and a found 
manuscript) contribute to the overall poetics of  the novel, this study examines how these formal 
elements frame discussion of  historiography. With the exception of  the found manuscript, I do 
not consider to what extent formal elements “haunt” the narrative, though this topic certainly 
merits further exploration. 

2  I borrow the term from J. Michael Dash who notes “the beginnings of  a national and historical 
consciousness” in his study of  early twentieth-century Haitian literature, Literature and Ideology in 
Haiti 1915-1961 (4).

3  Each chapter of  the novel is organized around one of  these characters and bears his/her 
name as title. Léah is the only other character with such distinction. However, she only has one 
chapter devoted to her perspective. Although Léah is an integral part of  Carmen’s communion 
with spirits, I have opted to place her beyond the critical inquiry of  this study and focus on 
what I see as three main characters of  the novel. Similarly, Jo Collins’s study examines “the 
three consciousnesses through which the narrative is predominantly focalized” (127). It may be 
suggested that Léah’s one chapter, a marginal role in the novel’s structure, actually contributes 
to a formal attempt to recognize the silencing of  women in the historical archive. The aim of  
this article is to examine how ghosts facilitate the uncovering and transmission of  Haitian history 
beyond the geographical borders. Thus, Léah’s story is not silenced upon her violent death 
but actually lives on through Carmen and her daughter. The spectral connectivity is achieved 
through a necklace that links Léah, Carmen and her daughter to Henri Christophe. 

4 In the “Note to the Reader,” Chancy explains that much of  the spirituality depicted in the novel 
more closely depicts West African beliefs than Vodou. Indeed, neither Ochún nor Olokú figure 
among the pantheon of  Haitian loas. Consequently, the spirits evoked here span geopolitical and 
temporal boundaries to reach back to the African continent before the slave trade.

5  Michel-Rolph Trouillot defines historical subjects as “voices aware of  their vocality” (23). 

6  Here Trouillot is referring to Haitian history, specifically the difficulty of  understanding the 
Haitian Revolution as it happened. Based on accounts from French colonists, Trouillot explains 
that the discourse of  the time was incongruent with the historical narrative unfolding. The 
Haitian Revolution was epistemologically impossible since it was believed that “enslaved Africans 
and their descendants could not envisage freedom” (73).
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7  Martin Munro suggests that Glissant’s long-held view of  an inaccessible Caribbean history may 
not apply to Haiti. Through a reading of  post-1946 Haitian novels, Munro suggests that, unlike 
other Caribbean authors and contrary to the view that the Caribbean is a “historyless” place, 
Haitian authors reveal a historical consciousness within the Haitian imagination that expresses 
an abundance of  history (23). For Munro, the inescapable presence of  history within the Haitian 
imaginary functions as a spectral presence, and, despite efforts to silence the history of  the 
revolution, it lives on, haunting Haitian literature. While Munro is talking about the inevitable, 
unstoppable apparition of  history within post-1946 Haitian novels, Spirit of  Haiti takes the 
haunted histories he observes a step further, employing ghosts in the narrative as enunciators of  
the past in the present.

8  Since the publication of  the English translation in 1994, Derrida’s Spectres of  Marx has ushered 
in what Jeffrey Weinstock has termed a recent “spectral turn” in criticism (3). For Derrida, the 
figure of  the ghost is a deconstructive agent whose liminal existence, a simultaneous absence 
and presence, disrupts the very notion of  the present as tied to reality. Furthermore, Derrida’s 
conception of  hauntologie elaborates an ethical obligation, the acceptance of  the ghost’s 
indeterminacy that asks us “to learn to live with ghosts, in the upkeep, conversation, the company, 
or the companionship” (xviii).

9  This is most clear in Gordon’s analysis of  Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987). Here, Gordon addresses 
the “lingering inheritance of  racial slavery, the unfinished project of  Reconstruction, and the 
compulsions and forces that all of  us inevitably experience in the face of  slavery’s having once 
existed in our nation” (190). Consequently, Toni Morrison’s text haunts the reader in as much as 
it brings the history of  slavery into the present and questions whether racial inequalities in the 
United States are truly a thing of  the past.

10 One of  the earliest appearances of  Défilée is in Thomas Madiou’s 1848 monograph Histoire 
d’Haiti. For a thorough examination of  the various representations of  Défilée and the significance 
of  this figure, see Colin Dayan’s chapter devoted to the topic in Haiti, History, and the Gods. 

11 “Diary of  a Madwoman” is dated 1805 which is problematic since Dessalines died in 1806. 
While a clerical error is possible, it seems unlikely that a text that has otherwise been so attentive 
to historical detail would commit such an error. This allows the manuscript to exist in the 
disjointed space that Derrida describes. The manuscript haunts history since it is doubly out of  
place: a found manuscript from 1805 imposed on the present anticipating an event that would 
not occur until 1806. 
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Talking Back to the 
Bildungsroman:
Caribbean Literature and the 
Dis/location of  the Genre
Kaisa Ilmonen

Girls who grew up in the shadow of  the empire have scarcely had a chance to speak 
in literary history. In recent postcolonial literature, however, the genre of  the bildungsroman 

has been widely used; time and again, women writers have made use of  it to construct 
identities between cultures.1 According to Joseph R. Slaughter, “Bildung names an achieved 
state as well as a process of  humanistic socialization that cultivates a universal force of  
human personality […]that is naturally inclined to express itself  through the social media 
of  the nation-state and citizenship” (92-3). The problem of  individuality within the frames of  
society thus lies at the very core of  telling the story of  bildung, making it prone to change 
in postcolonial reality. The bildungsroman has historically been considered a genre chiefly 
related to German Romanticism; my purpose here, however, is to consider how Caribbean 

Source: Stéphane Vieillot on Flickr.
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writers, in particular Caribbean women writers, are “talking back” to the form by making use of  it for 
their own purposes. A significant number of  the Caribbean women writers who began their literary 
careers in the 1980s have written bildungsromans. I am interested in the ways these writers have 
claimed it as an identity political tool—a literary expression for the constitution of  their characters’ 
distinctiveness “that challenge[s] dominant oppressive characterizations, with the goal of  greater self-
determination.”2

It is often argued that the bildungroman emerged as a symbolic expression of  the individual 
subject who is in a state of  becoming, relative to the philosophical ideas of  Western modernity. One 
might argue that, as a genre, it institutionalizes the presentation of  an emancipated, individual and 
coherent Western self.3 Why then, have so many postcolonial authors chosen to write a bildungsroman? 
The first question I want to ask in this article is this: what makes this genre so malleable and attractive 
that the built-in Eurocentric story of  the individual becoming him or herself, searching for subjectivity, 
gets repeated again and again? My second question has to do with the character of  the bildungsroman 
when it migrates overseas: what features does it acquire when it is forced to (dis)locate to the Caribbean 
literary context? Does the postcolonial identity formation process become regulated by this Romanticist 
and colonial genre, or can the postcolonial author “twist” the genre for postcolonial objectives—in 
other words, talk back to it?

First, I will give a brief  introduction to the Caribbean literary history relevant to this study, 
offering a few guidelines within which to make my argument on the uses of  the bildungsroman genre. I 
will then address the colonialist paradox included in the form, which nevertheless can be twisted for de-
colonizing purposes. Here, I make use of  Homi K. Bhabha’s idea of  Entstellung, as defined in his article, 
“Signs Taken for Wonders.” After that, I turn to certain themes I consider particular to the postcolonial 
bildungsroman. I examine four themes in greater detail: remembering and collective memories, oral 
histories and literary folklore, the character of  a grandmother, and finally, the problematic of  space 
and the question of  localization. I suggest that at least these four themes are especially marked in the 
postcolonial Caribbean bildungsroman.

The Caribbean Bildung

An important author in the context of  the Caribbean bildungsroman is the Jamaican-born 
Claude McKay, one of  the leading figures of  the Harlem Renaissance. McKay travelled widely in 
Europe, and was strongly influenced by nineteenth-century Romanticism. Banana Bottom, perhaps his 
best-known work, is set in Jamaica and relates the story of  the growth of  a young woman who questions 
English education and finds her own culture. Even though Banana Bottom might not be considered a 
traditional iteration of  the genre, it addresses themes later established in Caribbean bildungsromans, 
including the dilemmas of  cultural dualism (Downing Thompson 122). Writings about Creole culture 
and polyphony gradually became more common in the 1960s. One of  the key figures for these 
ideas was Édouard Glissant who insisted that the syncretic multiplicity of  the Creole culture was the 
most defining element of  the Caribbean region, rather than colonial Europe or mythic Africa. The 
idea of  créolité—which for Glissant meant synthesis and annihilation of  false universalities, such 
as monolingualism and the idea of  purity—enabled new uses of  colonial novel genres, such as the 
bildungsroman (Aldrich 113-6.) Such literature, drawing from ideas of  synthesis, is neither a matter 
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of  colonial mimicry nor a means of  rejecting the colonial modes completely; rather, it is a tool for 
expressing the originality arising from creolized cultural conditions. Genres, such as the bildungsroman, 
could be creolized for purposes of  “talking back.”

According to Alison Donnell, Caribbean writers during the 1960s travelled and made exile 
their central theme, while linguistic studies validated the argument that creoles were languages in 
their own right (Donnell 15, 21). This period consolidated the thematic intertwining of  creolization 
and displacement—the lost sense of  origin common to many bildungsromans written by authors of  
Caribbean origin. On the other hand, in the context of  both African-American and Afro-Caribbean 
literature, the 1960s was a time of  various emancipatory movements, and this genre may have offered 
affirmative narrative formulas apt for political struggles. The Barbadians George Lamming and 
Austin Clarke, who were educated in England, consciously made use of  European models in their 
bildungsromans. In their work, however, the portrayal of  personal development at the same time 
reflects how colonialism affected the entire community. In the 1970s, following the emancipatory 
movements, the emphasis on grassroots resources reshaped Caribbean literature, and several writers 
turned to their particular cultural heritage. Caribbean women writers engaged with themes of  
repressive categorizations and various boundaries constraining their identities. Many novels of  the era 
explored the alienation, despair, even madness of  the individual in Caribbean “dislocated” culture, 
and considered various privileges associated with class and race in relation to Caribbean identity (See 
e.g. Donnell 2006). Alienation from home, displacement and migration emerged as central themes in 
Caribbean fiction. These themes were often explored in autobiographical literature that recalled the 
bildungsroman, portraying child characters growing up and going to school. In such autobiographical 
fiction, girl protagonists also became more common, as in Merle Hodge’s work Crick Crack Monkey 
(1970).

It is especially interesting to consider Hodge’s classic work as a colonial bildungsroman, in 
that it portrays the Caribbean girl subject becoming an outsider, rather than a “complete self ”; she 
undergoes a slow transition to a state of  cultural and gendered otherness and a dislocation of  identity. 
In the context of  Caribbean women’s writing, the process has sometimes been called a “sad initiation” 
(Leseur 150). The story of  development has been placed in the service of  portraying the protagonist’s 
understanding of  the pressures of  colonial, sexist and racial realities, where the end is defined by a 
drifting towards fragmentation of  identity or a neurotic self-image rather than towards wholeness, thus 
narrating an anti-bildung. The novel of  “sad initiation” takes its cue from the Dominican author Jean 
Rhys’s 1966 work Wide Sargasso Sea.4 

Caribbean literature saw the debut of  many female authors in the 1980s who also came to 
develop other, more feminist forms of  the bildungsroman. Writers such as Michelle Cliff, Jamaica 
Kincaid, Pauline Melville and Erna Brodber published their earliest work in the 1980s. This period was 
also marked by an emerging international awareness of  Caribbean literature with the publication of  
several anthologies and edited volumes, for example by Frank Birbalsingh in 1988, Pamela Mordecai 
and Betty Wilson in 1989, and by Carole Boyce Davis and Elaine Savory Fido in 1990. In the 1980s, 
such themes as migration, diaspora and dislocation, that had long been realities for Caribbean cultures, 
also became prominent in the region’s fiction. Central topics were race, colonialism and a particular 
creolized identity, which was seen as hybrid and syncretic, as well as related to Caribbean folklore. 
The same period saw the beginning of  a quest for a shared, collective Caribbean past, and attempts 
to rewrite a previously repressed history of  Caribbean women. The personal and the political became 
intertwined, the “self ” was seen more as a process constituted through a social/cultural context, and 
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women’s writing started to acknowledge various simultaneous mechanisms of  submission. Mothers 
and grandmothers were often constructed as bearers of  a repressed past; daughters were presented 
as alienated seekers, or as heroines who were capable of  finding the grandmother’s voice symbolizing 
resistance. 

Unlike Merle Hodge’s dislocated heroine, Caribbean girl subjects now appeared in bildung-
narratives moving towards a feminist and struggling daughterhood—simultaneously with the girl 
protagonists of  writers associated with the Black Feminist Aesthetics movement that was emerging in 
the United States. In the 1990s and 2000s, transnational spaces, migrant identities, queer and feminist 
topics, deconstructed essentialisms, and hybridities became additional features of  such stories. For 
instance, in Trinidadian-born Shani Mootoo’s Cereus Blooms at Night, the female protagonists’ sexual and 
cultural identities shift and dissolve, while the manifold levels of  narration deconstruct the sense of  a 
single history. In this sense, rather than being dislocated, the bildungsroman becomes a transnationally 
located genre in contemporary literature, shaping its form for postcolonial purposes. 

The Paradox of  the Narrative Form: Dislocating the Bildungsroman

In his influential study Human Rights, Inc.: The World Novel, Narrative Form, and International Form, 
Joseph R. Slaughter maps the formal interdependencies between narrative forms and human rights 
discourse. Articulations of  human rights laws have both preceded and enabled certain narrative 
forms. Slaughter argues that the bildungsroman shares its basic plot with a human rights discourse 
which proposes “to regulate the relations between the individual and the state most conducive to 
the free and full development of  the human personality” (89). He turns to postcolonial writing to 
explore the restrictions on this “full and free development.” Slaughter’s basic argument concerning the 
above-mentioned interdependencies is particularly fruitful if  the postcolonial bildungsroman is to be 
considered as a negotiation of  the position of  (post)colonial subjects within the state. The postcolonial 
bildungsroman appears during the epilogues to modern imperialism, and might thus be seen as a form 
of  human rights discourse: arising out of  Enlightenment humanism, but “customized” to include the 
de-colonial ethos. In the following, I take a further look at this process of  customization of  the novel 
form to postcolonial settings like the Caribbean.

The genre of  the bildungsroman is closely connected to the tradition of  the modern, its plot 
line highlighting the developing “I” emancipating itself  as a true subject of  humanist freedom. It is 
a genre that emerged in part as the manifestation of  an individualistic, modern self, as demonstrated 
for example by Georg Lukács in his influential study Theorie des Romans (1920). I argue that there is a 
paradox that follows from Enlightenment humanism which already includes the idea of  the Other: in 
the modern colonial system of  thought, evolving at the same time as the Romantic genre of  bildung, 
the position of  individual subject is reserved for a colonizer. Consequently, the process for a colonized 
character leads simultaneously towards the position of  both “I” and “other”—the colonized subject 
develops to discover herself  as an “other.” Lukács, in discussing Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister, states that “its 
theme is the reconciliation of  the problematic individual, guided by his lived experience of  the ideal 
with concrete social reality” (132). Lukács emphasizes that the necessary condition of  this reconciliation 
in the plot of  novels of  education is that such a reconciliation “between interiority and reality, although 
problematic, is nevertheless possible to achieve” (132). While evoking the process of  reconciliation, such 
reconciliation itself  is not possible for the postcolonial, othered subject within the frame of  the bildung 
genre; rather, it becomes the novel of  disillusionment.5
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How then, we can tackle this paradox? How, as postcolonial literary scholars, do we nevertheless 
conceptualize the sense of  empowerment contained in postcolonial bildungsromans? In “Signs 
Taken for Wonders,” Bhabha gives a detailed account of  the colonial presence and its discursive and 
dominating manifestations. He uses the German term “Entstellung” to describe how colonial institutions 
are installed. According to Bhabha, this installing of  institutions is always related to the perspectives of  
dislocation, distortion and re-iteration (105). Bhabha considers how the authoritative symbolic signifier 
(such as the convention of  the Bildungsroman) changes when it becomes dislocated beyond its rules 
of  recognition. According to Bhabha, the acknowledgement of  authority depends on the immediate 
visibility of  its rules of  recognition as the unmistakable referent of  historical necessity. Resistance, 
however, lies for Bhabha in the ambivalence created by the dislocated presence of  authority, as the 
rules of  recognition of  the dominant discourses start to articulate the signs of  cultural difference. An 
authoritative symbol is no longer recognized or acknowledged as such, leading to the symbol becoming 
ambivalently signifying (110). If  we consider the bildungsroman as a discourse of  power manifesting the 
Romantic idea of  subjectivity distorted by the process of  Entstellung, how does it become ambivalent? 

For Bhabha, the colonial cultural product becomes unstable when it moves, and comes to 
be signified by distortion and dislocation (107). In terms of  the genre as a product of  Eurocentric 
modernity, this creates a certain paradox. In relation to power, colonized subjects are already marked 
by difference, as non-white or non-European. How can a medium that is defined as a space for the 
manifestation of  the individualistic subject, and thus participates in creating difference, simultaneously 
function as a medium for expressing this difference for a colonized subject? I would argue that, as it 
becomes dislocated from its context, the bildungsroman, paradoxically, both participates in constructing 
the ambivalence of  the colonized subject and functions as a medium for expressing and overcoming 
this ambivalence. According to Maria Helena Lima, in the postcolonial reality, it is an internally 
paradoxical genre that “attempts both to represent the movement from fragmentation and loss toward 
wholeness and homeland and, at the same time, to deny the possibility of  such recovery” (441-2). 

In her work Ten is the Age of  Darkness: The Black Bildungsroman, where she compares and contrasts 
African-American and Caribbean literature, Geta Leseur argues that African-American and Caribbean 
experiences are impossible to describe within the “parochial” frameworks offered by the Western 
bildungsroman. On the other hand, the literature that she terms “the Black Bildungsroman” and the 
European version also have much in common, which justifies discussing them as belonging to the same 
genre (19). Leseur proposes, for example, that in both forms, the protagonists share their gender, age, 
provinciality, surrogate parentage and education. The protagonists may also leave home, experience 
isolation, experience debasing or exalting sexual experiences, move to the city or another enlightened 
place,6 change and transform, experience paranoia, have conflicts with parental characters, then leave 
childhood only to begin a new phase of  the journey to adulthood, the so-called second phase of  their 
development (19, 22). Leseur proposes that the Caribbean novel of  development in particular comes 
closest to its European counterpart (12). Still, as she notes, they also differ greatly (19). In the following 
sections, I will examine the differences and discuss the kinds of  particularities, both thematic and 
structural, that can be found in contemporary Caribbean women’s writing.7 How have Caribbean 
women writers “talked back” to the bildungsroman? I have chosen to talk particularly about Michelle 
Cliff, Marie Elena John, Shani Mootoo and Ramabai Espinet because of  their modifications of  the 
genre in question. They draw elements from the traditional form without writing an indisputable 
novel of  education—in contrast to Jamaica Kincaid whose novels Annie John and Lucy are more clearly 
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bildungsromans, as evidenced by even their titles emphasizing the protagonists’ names. Cliff, John, 
Mootoo and Espinet each have young women as their protagonists who all seek to remember their 
histories, to create a story of  their own, and find a voice lost within colonial structures—to talk back.

Talking Back: Collectivity and Remembering One’s Own Tradition

Many Caribbean women writers seem to be aiming at defining their own people’s specific 
situation in a community based on colonial values, and at constructing a more accurate cultural context 
in order to clarify the orientation of  the individual bildung. Their non-European works make it possible 
to construct wider ethnographic and collective connections, where a Creole (girl) subject needs to find 
a place for herself  in a history which has excluded her heritage. Her subjective bildung often becomes 
a metonym for the collective historical consciousness of  the colonized community. Among many works 
which follow such a pattern are Michelle Cliff’s Abeng and its sequel No Telephone to Heaven; Ramabai 
Espinet’s The Swinging Bridge; Shani Mootoo’s He Drown She in the Sea, Merle Collins’s Angel, Edwidge 
Danticat’s Breath, Eyes, Memory; and Marie Elena John’s Unburnable. 

In Caribbean novels which include the elements of  bildungsroman, a central concept is often 
collective memory, which allows the linking of  individual remembering and a national awareness 
of  history. Collective or communal remembering supports the individual’s identification with the 
colonized community. At the level of  collective memory, the novels referred to highlight feminist myths, 
folk stories, or stories about radical counter-measures where women can achieve the position of  a 
subject. The works write into visibility a particular “black female memory,” as Karla Holloway calls 
the (re)narrated memories of  a female community united by an ethnic tradition.8 The descriptions of  
remembering can be said to shape narrative forms, and to create strategies that allow the repressed or 
manipulated past to be reprocessed using narrative elements of  bildungsroman. 

In the novels mentioned, remembering helps to construct the subjugated Caribbean woman 
as an agent of  history, while the narrative forms drawn from bildungsroman are useful in depicting 
the processes of  re/membering. This is emphasized through depictions of  women participating in 
politics and through individual memories of  revolutionary events. The colonized subject constructs 
her identity in relation both to colonialist memory and to the form of  the bildungsroman, which was 
formerly in the service of  Enlightenment individualism; the genre thus limits the expressive freedom 
of  this subject, but also, paradoxically, offers a medium for this expression. The medium, in this case 
the form of  the bildungsroman, is adopted into “the Other Scene” in a Bhabhan process of  Entstellung 
(107-8). The medium is “hijacked” for (identity) political purposes; it is no longer a medium that limits 
freedom, but is adopted—and adapted—to allow it. As Roger Bromley argues in his study Narratives 
for a New Belonging, the broader problem involved in narrating the postcolonial or diasporic identity is 
“the limitations of  the Bildungsroman, as a hegemonic paradigm designed to privilege and prioritize an 
individual model of  development” (113-4). In the postcolonial rendering, location (historical, cultural or 
geographical) and the redefinitions of  this location or localization, are central structural concerns. 

According to Paul Gilroy, the form of  the novel is always constructed in relation to the 
interests of  its own culture, which also means that different cultures construct their own forms of  the 
novel. In American (and Caribbean) black literature, according to Gilroy, the themes of  collective 
re-remembering and reminiscing particularly construct a fragmentary and nonlinear framework 
for the novel (219). Terry Dehay, for her part, calls the traditional realistic mode of  narrating a 
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“metalanguage”, which minority authors’ stories of  memory deconstruct. Remembering, for example, 
is a counter-discursive way of  disturbing the invisible system of  the metalanguage and of  constructing 
for the reader an image of  the multi-perspectivity of  the real. According to Dehay, authors who belong 
to ethnic communities refuse to accept normative (Western) modes of  representation as authoritative; 
polyphony becomes a way of  challenging the unity of  a hegemonic tradition and of  “demanding” 
space for a subjugated cultural identity (28, 30, 38).

In Mootoo’s novel Cereus Blooms at Night, for instance, the protagonist Mala Ramchandin’s story 
is revealed little by little to her nurse from the present towards the past. The disintegration of  Mala’s 
mind is described in fragmented memories, breaking up the present-level narration in the novel. At the 
level of  the present, on the other hand, the nurse’s own story develops; both of  these stories relate to the 
collective history of  the island of  Lantanacamara which is constructed in the background. The nurse 
is a transgendered character whose internal change into a woman is juxtaposed with Mala’s history. 
His process of  becoming a woman is paralleled to the re-telling of  Mala’s history, to Mala’s encounter 
with her own past. Both Mala’s and the nurse’s multifaceted processes reflect Caribbean history with 
references to colonialism, immigration, people losing their identities, and forced assimilation among 
many other things. As a comparative example of  collectivity in African-American women’s writing, 
Leseur mentions Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye, where Pecola Breedlove’s story is constructed 
through Claudia’s narration. Pecola’s antibildung is intertwined with Claudia’s bildung, as Mala’s is 
with that of  the nurse (128).

Both collective and individual remembering are also intertwined in the Jamaican author 
Michelle Cliff’s Abeng. The novel consists of  an adult narrator’s memories contemplating Clare Savage’s 
childhood; the narrator’s voice occasionally resembles that of  the adult protagonist, as simultaneously 
an intra- and extradiegetic narrator. The narrator’s memory-speech is, however, crucially about re-
remembering: it relates to the repairing of  memories in the light of  wider knowledge of  colonized 
history. The narrator points to particular instances where the politics of  memory is organized by various 
(post)colonialist power mechanisms. 

In school they were told that their ancestors had been pagan. That there had been slaves in 
Africa, where Black people had put each other in chains. They were given the impression that 
the whites who brought them here from Gold Coast were only copying a West African custom. 
As though the whites had not named the Slave Coast themselves. (18)

The past may be seen through ideological frames; it may be romanticised or manipulated. As the 
narrator of  Abeng later explains: “A [Jamaican] sense of  history was lost in a romance” (30). The 
narrator also “remembers” excerpts from the Jamaican collective history, breaking up the narration 
with fragments of  the past, for example from the history of  the Maroons, a group formed of  escaped 
Jamaican slaves. Clare’s story is juxtaposed with the narrative remembering of  these elements of  the 
Jamaican past.

Angelita Reyes notes that the remembering “self ” of  black women’s writing indeed blends 
with the collective “we” subject (31). The bildung-genre is distorted; to use Bhabha’s expression, 
the authoritative sign is not recognized as such and ambivalent meanings are built into it. Both the 
“bildung” and the “roman”, the content and the form, have here been transformed. With Caribbean 
writing, it often becomes a kind of  fictitious auto/ethnography, which describes finding a Caribbean 
identity along with constructing a new past. In such auto/ethnography, the individual narrative of  
development does not dominate communal liberation, nor does the writing self  become a subject 
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consistent with the discourse of  the modern. Narrative strategies of  bildungsroman facilitate the 
exploration of  one’s own origins and roots; as Richard Barney remarks, it enables one to “consider the 
viability of  social roots, and reassess the prospects of  social cohesion” (361). In the construction of  an 
identity in terms of  social discrimination, this form helps to consider those terms. The genre enables 
moments of  epiphany, but also allows exploration of  the long-term effects of  hurtful words and deeds as 
the story of  the protagonist unfolds.

Talking Back: Literary Folklore and the Voice of  the Grandmothers

The presence of  folklore and oral tradition in the texts is also a sign of  a wider collectivity. 
An orally transmitted creole culture is (re)written into being, at the same time that it breaks up the 
traditional linear novelistic narration. The oral tradition, myths, women’s stories and folklore highlight 
the continuity and historicity of  a racialized, colonized and forgotten women’s tradition. As Gay 
Wilentz points out, once they gained the right to literary expression, postcolonial feminists have 
turned to their foremothers’ tradition in their attempts to construct a historical representation for 
their community (xi, xiv, xxv). This performative voice of  the ancestress in contemporary Caribbean 
women’s writing is often a feminist counter-discourse—the counter-speech or oral tradition of  the 
Creole woman, recalling her in history. In John’s Unburnable, the protagonist Lillian, who lives in 
Washington D.C. with her husband, suffers from several kinds of  anxieties and mental disorders. To 
ease her sense of  displacement, Lillian starts, little by little, to re-discover her maternal heritage, which 
brings her back to her native island of  Dominica. Her personal history begins to unravel when she 
learns that numerous old chanté mas songs are actually about her grandmother, who had been hanged 
years ago:

“Who is Matilda?” Lillian asked her, calmly and quietly this time.
“What is she to me?”
“She is your murdering Obeahwoman grandmother.”

There would have been hundreds of  other old chanté mas songs Lillian could have asked 
about, but now she knew exactly which ones belonged to her: because those were the 
ones that, like “Matilda Swinging,” had never been deliberately sung in her presence, 
the ones that caused Icilma to immediately turn off the radio. (229)

After learning about her grandmother’s songs, Lillian is able to move towards her destiny: she would fly 
off from the cliff like her Maroon ancestors. The novel ends with the words:

[I]t made sense to her to go back to where the Maroons had jumped; she would fly 
through the air for her country people – and at the bottom there were enough trees 
and branches to tear off her skin, so that when they found her she would be exactly 
what they wanted her to be: their nightmare come true, a soucouyant.

 It would perfect her song. (292)
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Lillian’s (anti)bildung is to become a soucouyant, a Dominican folkloric blood-sucking spirit, and to share 
the destiny of  her ancestors. In Western terms, she commits suicide, which paradoxically “perfects her 
song.” When she hears her grandmother’s songs and links herself  to her native matrilineal heritage, she 
completes her process—by becoming a soucouyant, dead. Lillian’s story distorts the Lukácsian idea of  “I” 
emancipating itself  as a “true subject of  humanist freedom” and illustrates the colonialist paradox of  
freedom included in the bildungsroman.

In many of  the Caribbean feminist bildungsromans, the stories of  mothers, grandmothers and 
foremothers are a form of  feminist history that acknowledges women’s cultural double consciousness 
between patriarchal language and feminist voice, as in Erna Brodber’s Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come 
Home. The work becomes a folkloric entity, incorporating Jamaican oral tradition, rituality, music, and 
spirituality in its narration. The quest for the voice of  the grandmother becomes an integral part of  the 
development of  the protagonist. In Ramabai Espinet’s work The Swinging Bridge, the protagonist, Mona, 
experiences anxiety living in Canada, the land to which her family has emigrated from Trinidad. She is 
finally able to resolve this anxiety when she realizes that her identity is intertwined with the story of  her 
grandmother, who was brought from India to Trinidad as an indentured labourer. She finds out that 
her grandmother was a rand, a widow who performed traditional songs. Mona can proceed with her life 
only after she hears performances of  these songs that have been preserved only in oral form. The work 
concludes with the following words: 

I heard the beat of  the hosay drum inside the steelband, heard chac-chac and dholak, 
dhantal, cuatro, and iron, coming to me in a rhythm that had transfixed me for hours. 
[…] Sometimes, in the middle of  my hustling city life, I pause just long enough to hear 
the edges of  the beat pulsating at the outer corners of  my mind. When I do, I know 
that I’m safe, memory intact, body alive, heart still felled by pain. (305) 

The work demonstrates how a certain harmony, or a safe haven, can be achieved when one finds a 
connection to oral and collective tradition, when the song and rhythm of  grandmothers can be heard. 
The stated pain of  the heart, however, reveals that individualistic fulfillment is unachievable. The agony 
of  colonialism, of  a broken past and cultural displacement, remains. 

Many Caribbean bildungsromans thus become “speaking literature,” or what Henry Louis 
Gates Jr. calls “speakerly text.” Forms of  oral tradition and local orthography are used to construct 
a particular decolonizing and dialectic feminist discourse, connecting the Western form of  the novel 
with local expression and enabling writing about minority experiences.9 At the same time, the writers 
themselves become, as it were, the voices of  their communities; on the one hand, they render a 
forgotten tradition visible through writing, while, on the other, they place it in hybrid dialogue with 
Western metalanguage, thus varying colonizing conventions (such as the bildung genre) for decolonizing 
purposes. The hybrid characters of  Caribbean folklore, and the creolized tradition described in 
them, are counter-narratives to white mythologies—or as Bhabha articulates it, questions that arise 
from heterogenic sites “besieging” the boundaries of  authority by “the other scene” (116). Stories are 
strategic counter-narratives to colonized historiography, and the act of  storytelling is ritually significant. 
They represent a collectivity, a coming together, the continuance of  an oral tradition, the recognition 
of  women’s culture and resistance. Like the ritual storyteller, the writer, in translating folk tradition into 
literary folklore, connects the colonized subject with its diasporic community in an “interpellation,” 
which is also central to a personal bildung process.10 The guide to such interpellation in Caribbean 
women’s writing often seems to be a grandmother, a literary intermediator of  tradition.
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The grandmother characters are constructed via a genealogy of  feminist resistance and 
Caribbean women’s cultural tradition. Literary grandmother characters are often not so much 
biological grandmothers as various “other-mother” characters: foremothers, folkloric warrior mothers, 
healers, spiritual leaders, anonymous women, slaves, foster mothers, great-aunts and other older 
female characters. As part of  her growth, the daughter or granddaughter must seek out her matrilinear 
tradition. In the Canadian-Trinidadian writer Dionne Brand’s work In Another Place, Not Here, the 
protagonist hears the story of  her foremother, brought over from Africa, who refused to name any 
plant, tree or bird in the new country. The girl’s need to name these on behalf  of  the foremother sets 
her growth process in motion.11 A particular challenge for the bildung processes depicted in Caribbean 
women’s writing might be the construction of  a new Mother-(is)land and the demythologizing of  
the colonial power of  a mother-country. In the British Caribbean, the colonial power is often called 
the mother country, while grandmothers are connected to the new motherland (See, for example, James 
Alexander 2001).

The relationships between grandmothers, mothers, and daughters in Caribbean women’s writing 
are often highly metaphorical. It is particularly common to describe the problematic relationship 
between mother and daughter as a metaphor for the relationship between the colony and the colonized. 
The mother may be imbued with white ideals or too deeply wounded by them to teach her daughter 
any means of  resistance. The solution is often to turn towards the grandmother’s tradition. This 
theme of  three generations, the counter-tradition of  the grandmother, the colonized mother and the 
feminist daughter, seems to become more common in the literature of  the 1980s.12 James Alexander 
connects the motherland constructed in postcolonial literature to Benedict Anderson’s understanding 
of  an imaginary community, carrying cultural, spiritual and collective values. The motherland is 
rather a mutual relationship between a diasporic people that emphasizes continuity, camaraderie and 
communality (Alexander 2, 8-12). In Caribbean women’s writing, the finding of  such a matrilinear and 
folkloric connection to the collective tradition is a particular form of  the postcolonial bildung quest.13 

Talking Back: The Problematic of  Place and the Development Crisis of  the Subjugated

As already noted, issues of  space, place and localization are central to the postcolonial 
bildungsroman, which often describes migrant identities. The relation to one’s own island, a concrete 
departure or return, is time and again a kind of  endpoint of  the Caribbean bildung process. Claude 
McKay’s classic novel Banana Bottom has a typical plot structure, in which the protagonist, Bita Plant, 
realizes that a particular experience of  a wholeness of  the self  is the result of  her return to her home 
island after seven years of  being in the “wrong place.” The scents, flavors and sounds of  the island 
create a strong sense of  the self  as connected to a place. Such a return, and the self ’s connection to 
the natural world and surroundings of  the Caribbean, are repeated again and again particularly in 
women’s writing that constructs a postcolonial identity. For instance, Cliff’s No Telephone to Heaven is the 
story of  the Savage family, who move from Jamaica to New York, but the mother and one daughter 
continue to seek connection to the Caribbean. The novel continues the story of  Clare Savage, the 
protagonist of  Cliff’s Abeng, and may thus be interpreted as part of  Clare’s bildungs-narrative, even 
though the novel might not formally follow the genre. There, the mother of  the family, Kitty Savage, 
feels extremely lonely and displaced. Her only moments of  relief  are her journeys to a neighborhood 
with Caribbean grocery stores:
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Kitty mastered the route by subway and returned with mangoes, yams, cho-cho, saltfish, 
plantains, Callaloo, goat-meat, and Jamaican curry to rub it with. … In these shops she 
broke her silence, here she felt most the loss of  home, of  voice, even as she brushed the 
loose dirt off the yam-skin, imagining its origin in the bush, stroked the rough green lips 
where the cho-cho split, stuck her finger in the sap where the mango had been joined 
to the tree […]. In these places she was unto herself, speaking to the shopkeepers as if  
solitary. (65)

Here, the self, the voice, the home and the flavors and scents of  the island intersect. Other works which 
may be mentioned as examples of  the development of  such themes include Ramabai Espinet’s The 
Swinging Bridge, Shani Mootoo’s He Drown She in the Sea, Paule Marshall’s Brown Girl, Brownstones and 
Praisesong for the Widow, Maryse Condé’s I, Tituba, Black Witch of  Salem, and Edwidge Danticat’s Breath, 
Eyes, Memory. On the other hand, the earlier-mentioned anti-bildung is not rare in Caribbean literature: 
many works, particularly earlier ones, have refused to describe the theme of  return or the experience 
of  becoming whole. Instead, they describe the disintegration of  the colonized subject, a departure and 
slow drifting into a kind of  “displacement,” a state of  being in the wrong place. Such works often end 
in departure from the island, as in Hodge’s famous work Crick Crack Monkey or in George Lamming’s 
classic novel In the Castle of  My Skin. 

From the perspective of  modern feminist criticism, the traditional European bildungsroman 
with the female protagonist also offers an unsatisfactory development story. Fulfilling the developmental 
process means that the heroine “softens” herself  into the position of  wife and is ready for marriage, 
which is seen as the sole appropriate outcome (Kleinbord Labovitz 4-5). A classic example of  such a 
story is Jane Eyre (1847), where Jane’s process of  development to wife overshadows the story of  Bertha 
Mason, a Caribbean creole woman who becomes mentally disintegrated. Such “softening” disappears 
from the novels of  Caribbean women writers discussed above: none of  the heroines accept the 
traditional positions reserved for women, but rather leave the home to search for (grand)mothers while 
making great sacrifices—or risking their lives.

I argue that this problem of  finding a home and moving away from dislocation is a central 
feature of  the contemporary Caribbean postcolonial bildungsroman that distinguishes it from the 
traditional one. Location and dislocation thematize, simultaneously, the power that supersedes the 
colonized subject of  the colonialist knowledge-power system, the creolized Caribbean culture, and the 
fractured form of  mimesis that is characteristic of  the dislocated literary genre. Indeed, Lima, in her 
analysis of  Kincaid’s novel Annie John, suggests that a certain longing and melancholy that the narrator 
cannot name are relatively common in the Caribbean bildungsroman (448). Thus, the challenge of  the 
postcolonial bildung in general, and of  Caribbean women’s writing in particular, relates to realizing 
one’s own multifaceted subjugation and growing up into a position of  otherness. The young girl is 
forced to recognize, early on in her life, the presence of  multiple mechanisms of  marginalization, 
relating to gender, sexuality, skin colour, motherhood and cultural background. This sense of  
dislocation, and the lack of  a matrilinear tradition that thematizes it, are articulated as an essential 
or existential homelessness, as in the case of  the protagonists in Jean Rhys’s works. In Elaine Savory’s 
terms, this might be called ex/isle literature, where the themes of  withdrawing and localization, in a 
sense, clash (170).14

According to Leseur, in African-American or Afro-Caribbean women’s writing, girl heroines 
may early on imagine themselves as leaders or successful human beings, but, through painful rites of  
passage, they have to recognize how restricted their individual freedom actually is (10). Cliff’s novel No 
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Telephone to Heaven describes a situation in which the creole protagonist Clare Savage, who is seen as 
extremely intelligent and very white, is about to start in a new school in the United States. The head of  
the school is bothered by her skin color, and tells her and her father what a doctor would think of  the 
matter: 

He would call you white chocolate. […] I mean, have you ever seen a child’s expression 
when he finds a white chocolate bunny in his Easter basket? He simply doesn’t understand 
[…] He thinks it strange. I do not want to be cruel, Mr. Savage, but we have no room for 
lies in our system. No place for in-betweens. (99, emphases added)

Clare learns that there is no room in the system for the likes of  her; she is called a “lie.” In a system 
where the different axes of  identity are situated in conflicting positions, and where the subject 
is marginalized by social boundaries, individual wholeness is out of  reach. In order to construct 
an identity and solve the bildung problematic, it has to be possible to find ways of  crossing these 
boundaries, with an awareness of  them. Leseur notes that non-white girls have to realize that physical 
beauty, class, gender and race are boundaries that have to be crossed, but that these boundaries function 
in ways that are disadvantageous to girl characters. Self-definition has to be conducted on conflicting, 
even hostile frontiers. The protagonists have to attempt to define new ways of  being—outside of  
cultural stereotypes and historical categorizations (14, 101-2.) It is this kind of  “evolving towards 
otherness” that creates the process of  sad initiation. In these works, the regulation of  self-definition 
takes place at the level of  both form and content.

One might, of  course, define many other features more or less particular to Caribbean 
bildungsromans by women writers. My purpose here has been to discuss larger features that nearly 
always recur. One might, however, highlight the way the Caribbean form describes a relatively limited 
period in the heroine’s life, the frequency of  sequels and “part twos” or the way some severe illnesses 
become preludes for life-altering realizations. One of  the most interesting differences, as identified 
by Lima, is the way the Caribbean protagonists read novels, which connects to the genre of  the 
bildungsroman; in the European tradition, this is something that helps develop and construct the hero, 
while, in postcolonial settings, it is an activity that creates anxiety and disintegrates the sense of  self, as 
the (literary) ideals of  the colonizer repress the protagonist (441, 443). In Cliff’s novels, Clare becomes 
acquainted with Dickens, Shakespeare, Heathcliff, Madame Bovary, and Bertha Mason, and the reader 
realizes that it is impossible to avoid colonial textuality in constituting her identity. Clare identifies 
herself  with the English orphan Pip Pirring (Abeng 36), the creole woman Bertha Mason (Telephone 116), 
Ivanhoe’s dark Rebecca (Abeng 72), and the Jewish Anne Frank (Abeng 72), and they all give her aching, 
but important realizations about her own life, illustrating the multiple contrasts of  postcolonial reality.

Conclusion

According to Slaughter, the bildungsroman narrativizes “bridging the gap between concept 
and substance—between the spiritual universe and the concrete social world” (111). I argue that this 
“gap” illustrates the developmental crisis of  the subjugated. The colonial social world does not allow 
the postcolonial subject to bridge the gap between individual needs and social reality. The idea of  
self-determination and the demands of  socialization constitute a double bind, othering the subjugated. 
By rendering this gap visible, however, the Caribbean novels are talking back. They do not keep the 
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“broken emancipatory promise of  the Enlightenment by repairing the citizen-subject divide,” to use 
Slaughter’s words (111). Rather, they rebel against “humanity’s totality” by narrativizing the very divide.

Paradoxically, then, the bildungsroman in the Caribbean literary tradition becomes a genre 
of  both colonization and decolonization. A literary genre, too, can be interpreted as mobile and 
displaced, becoming a medium that describes the colonized experience of  fragmented identities. 
Authors belonging to postcolonial cultural areas “talk back” to and with the genre. In the Caribbean, 
it has become a medium for expressing the problematic related to colonized identity; at the same time, 
the freedom of  this self-expression is regulated by formal conventions of  expression that are integrally 
connected to modern individualism. I concur with Lima: narrative forms need new topographies (432), 
which can be explored in connection with various processes of  subjectification and in diasporic social 
or political contexts. What the study of  genre needs, in fact, is a politics of  location. As Lima puts it, 
the boundaries of  the genre are like the reflection of  a prism in the mirror. They “impose their own 
shape on the reality they attempt to describe” (433). In Caribbean women’s writing, the bildungsroman 
has become an essentially hybrid form of  narrative that nevertheless reflects the ideal of  individualistic 
emancipation. 

The traditional bildungsroman is grounded in the idea of  a developing self  for whom life is like a 
form of  art; it depicts the process of  development from apprentice to Master. In the European version, 
the protagonist chooses, accepts and discards viewpoints or values on his way to a harmonious self. In 
portraying postcolonial reality, this becoming is not always directed towards harmonious closure, but 
instead towards fragmentation and friction between the self ’s different axes of  identity. As Lima puts it, 
“in the novels of  development, the I growing up in the colonial system of  values is also the I growing 
away from local social practices, resulting in the post-colonial protagonist’s inscription in a cultural 
middle passage” (434). Learning and defining ideals means an awareness of  their unreachability, 
difference and painfulness. The many cases of  Caribbean women’s bildungsromans might be 
interpreted as an expression of  this disturbing provisional state in that it offers the simultaneous 
interpellation of  both the apprentice and the Master for the colonized subject. However, as the genre 
is (dis)located in the Caribbean, it shifts towards the ambivalence that is also present in the colonized 
process of  subjectification. Perhaps for this very reason, the bildungsroman has become such a 
vital genre in Caribbean women’s writing: in becoming an ambivalent tool, it is able to express the 
ambivalence that is part of  the process of  becoming “I” in the region.
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Notes
1 The idea of  “origin” seems to continue to be present in discussions of  the bildungsroman even 

in the twenty-first century. Few literary genres mystify authenticity in this manner, or as Susan 
Fraiman has endeavored to suggest, fetishize the originality of  Wilhelm Meister (see Lima 1993, 
431). 

2  According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of  Philosophy online, “identity political formations typically 
aim to secure the political freedom of  a specific constituency marginalized within its larger context. 
Members of  that constituency assert or reclaim ways of  understanding their distinctiveness that 
challenge dominant oppressive characterizations, with the goal of  greater self-determination” 
(SEP online). Consequently, for the authors of  postcolonial bildungsromans, the genre functions 
as a means of  challenging and reclaiming the processes of  marginalization.

3  See e.g. Saariluoma 35.

4  In Caribbean literature, however, the 1960s and 1970s was also a time of  various identity politics, 
when a political consciousness, or a consciousness of  one’s own roots, which would counter the 
idea of  a Caribbean identity as inherently fractured, began to be more widely explored.

5  While “novel of  disillusionment” is a Lukácsian term, closely related for him to novels of  education 
(Lukács 132-140), I use it here to describe the disillusionment faced by the othered subject.

6  In Leseur’s view, the move from country to city is central to both the European and the black 
bildungsroman. While moving to the city might long have been central to Caribbean literature, 
such a transition is more difficult to discern in the literature of  the 1990s and 2000s. This more 
recent literature, I argue, highlights a frequent negotiation with one’s own cultural position; the 
direction of  movement gravitates towards travelling back and forth between island and metropolis. 

7  I make no claims of  completeness in my examples. I have merely named certain possible themes, 
in order to contribute to the scholarly discussion in Caribbean literary studies.

8  See Billingslea-Brown 46 and Ilmonen 129-153.

9  See Gates xxiii, Wilentz xvii, xxii and Ilmonen 124-128.
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10 In her classic work, Conjuring: Black Women, Fiction, and Literary Tradition, Marjorie Pryse discusses 
black women’s writing as a kind of  conjuring of  visions. The folkloric and magic narratives that 
underlie literature are regarded as an art which, transformed into literature, conjures up a new 
image of  the past (2). Black female writers themselves, according to Pryse, become conjurers who 
pass on the traditions of  their mothers and grandmothers (5). 

11 Although this novel certainly includes a process of  emotional development, it can be questioned 
whether Brand’s In Another Place is a bildungsroman at all. In this case, I interpret the already 
vague category of  bildungsroman quite freely.

12 The relations between mothers, daughters and the mother’s land have been central to the study 
of  Caribbean women’s writing. See for example Ilmonen; Rody; James Alexander; Daly & Reddy; 
MacDonald-Smythe; Nasta; Reyes. 

13 This quest for the mother’s tradition is central particularly to bildungsromans that describe 
Caribbean girl heroines. The theme of  Mother Africa, or maternalizing the myth of  origin, has 
undoubtedly been typical of  black Caribbean writing since its beginnings. For instance the Africa, 
African land and roots described in Aimé Césaire’s négritude aesthetics are essentially feminine, 
described through the metaphor of  motherhood.

14 The problem of  localization also connects to the convention in Caribbean literature of  naming 
the bildungsroman after the place, as in the aforementioned McKay’s Banana Bottom or by referring 
to location (Brand’s In Another Place, Not Here or Marshall’s Brown Girl, Brownstones); European 
bildungsromans, by contrast, are often named after their protagonist (Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters 
Lehrjahre, Brontë’s Jane Eyre).
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Clairvoyant Memories of  an 
“Aproned Leader”: Bearing 
Witness to the Transgression of  
Gender Boundaries in A Silent 
Life
Jean Y. Lee

In A Silent Life, Ryhaan Shah explores the intergenerational impact of  indenture 
on Indo-Guyanese gender formations. She uses madness to explore how historical trauma 
is transmitted across generations in ways that bypass Cartesian rationalities.1 To illustrate 
how ancestral pasts are embodied, Shah weds magical realism and intergenerational 
psychic trauma in the protagonist’s inexplicable memories and psychological debilities. 
Magical realism stresses the unheimlich in the banal, and jars readers to diagnose the material 
conditions that cause generations of  Indo-Caribbean men to fail at masculinity, and 
impede women from making structural interventions in economic oppression and gendered 

Source: Flickr
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relations.2 The novel’s protagonist, Aleyah Hassan, inherits from her grandmother, Baby, a keen 
intelligence and passion to fight against economic injustice by “turn[ing] everything on its head” (Shah 
28).3 However, in publicly disrupting exploitative economic logics, both women transgress gendered 
boundaries defining Indo-Guyanese social norms, and are dealt the psychological punishment of  self-
silencing. Yet these gendered silences, which are socially interpreted as madness, also resist regulatory 
discourse. Shah depathologizes the stigma of  hereditary madness to explore how silences convey 
historical trauma.

Shah investigates gendered silence through the perspective of  an exceptional student who 
goes to England for her higher education. During her studies in economics, Aleyah feels compelled to 
suppress her clairvoyant visions of  Baby’s memories because they draw alarming parallels between her 
academic labour and Baby’s activism on behalf  of  sugarcane workers. The latter emasculated Baby’s 
husband, Nazeer, and drove him to commit suicide. The mystery behind this scandal, and Baby’s 
subsequent catatonia, become embittered topics in the family. To avoid the punishments accrued by her 
grandparents’ gendered transgressions, Aleyah obtains distance in class and respectability. Nonetheless, 
traumas associated with indenture and labour activism repeat in Aleyah’s personal and professional 
lives. 

Shah’s transmission of  tabooed histories through Aleyah’s point of  view indicates that the 
classed teleology from agricultural (sugar plantation) labour to white collar labour is insufficient for 
representing Indo-Caribbean feminist histories. Yet the alternative, the Indo-Caribbean feminist project 
of  returning to the kala pani and jahaji-bhain’s matrilineal genealogies, is not solely a “regenerative…
unmitigated catalyst for feminist action”; the “aji figure…is…a site of  historical trauma that functions 
as much as a haunting” (Pirbhai, “The Jahaji-Bhain Principle” 49).4 Though the aji tradition of  orality 
empowers Aleyah by ontologically rooting her in the Caribbean, this only occurs in the last pages 
of  the novel. For the rest of  the narrative, Baby’s refusal to transmit her knowledge about Nazeer’s 
death interferes with Aleyah’s ability to reckon with the past. Being excluded from kitchen table talk 
as a child, and isolated from her family and Caribbean community in England, Aleyah is buffeted by 
metaphysical and historical conditions beyond her control. Thus, while she does everything to avoid 
Baby’s transgression of  gender norms, she unknowingly repeats the previous generations’ traumas. The 
high cost of  Aleyah’s working through intergenerational trauma includes “failing” at motherhood and 
marriage, and culminates in her returning alone to Guyana to work in a post-Burnham government. 
This trajectory indicates that restorative changes for the future rest on understanding how the past 
conditions the present. Through an exploration of  the multi-generational legacy of  indenture, Shah 
dismantles the (double) diaspora’s confidence that social mobility and respectability will transcend its 
traumas. She demonstrates how the dialectical relationship between being ashamed of  indenture and 
celebrating ancestral fortitude is overdetermined by the persistence of  patriarchal ideologies.

Aleyah’s tragic repetitions of  her grandmother’s and great-great grandmother’s traumas 
resonate with two central themes in trauma theory: firstly, the repetitive return to the traumatic event, 
and secondly, the idea that the history of  an individual’s trauma is patterned on the transgenerational 
history of  collective trauma (Caruth 71). What haunts victims, but also their future generations, “is not 
only the reality of  the violent event but also the reality of  the way that its violence has not yet been fully 
known” (Caruth 6). The shock to the mind is that the “threat of  death is...not the direct experience 
of  the threat, but precisely the missing of  this experience” (62). Because the “historical experience 
of  survival exceed[s] the grasp of  the one who survives” (66), the unconscious mind returns to the 
traumatic event, attempting to perceive it fully as it occurs (18). This explains why psychic trauma is 
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defined by an indirect referentiality, not to the accident itself, but the “absolutely opaque” departure 
from and survival of  the accident (22). Collective histories are dictated by similar returns to traumatic 
events and indirect referentiality (18). In A Silent Life, Shah revisits Baby’s generation, which dovetails 
with the abolition of  indenture, to connect the traumas from the latter half  of  the twentieth century 
with those of  the mid-nineteenth. Through Aleyah’s embodiment of  heterochronic temporalities in 
her waking visions of  Baby’s memories, Shah awakens her audience to the immanence of  multiple 
historical traumas in the present. Specifically, she illustrates how the transgenerational trauma of  the 
kala pani and indenture manifests in repeated familial traumas centring on the struggle over gender 
roles. 

Therefore, A Silent Life contributes to a literary project of  establishing a postmemory of  Indo-
Caribbean indenture. Postmemory, a concept from Holocaust studies, indexes the affective impacts 
of  historical traumas across generations. It describes how the powerful transmission of  trauma from 
one generation to the next makes the latter feel as if  their progenitor’s experiences constitute their 
own memories. However, the “post” in postmemory foregrounds the highly mediated nature of  this 
negotiation (Hirsch 106).5 Shah’s novel is a powerful example of  a “[p]ostmemorial work” because it 
“strives to reactivate and reembody more distant social/national and archival/cultural memorial structures 
by reinvesting them with resonant individual and familial forms of  mediation and aesthetic expression” 
(111). However, it does not produce an “over-empathetic, or appropriative response” to indenture 
(Ward 279). Though categorically engaging with postmemory and trauma theory, A Silent Life’s narrative 
strategies also exceed them. For instance, the details of  Baby’s traumatic event are scrupulously 
enshrouded in mystery. In response, Aleyah does not create memories of  the past; she witnesses them 
in magical realist visions. Her spectatorship highlights the mediated nature of  transgenerational 
memories. Lastly, her waking memories upset the relationship between sleeping and awaking central to 
psychoanalysis. 

In the first section of  the essay, I put magical realism in conversation with Indo-Caribbean 
feminism’s recuperation of  marginalized histories. I argue that Aleyah’s “near-psychic visions of  her 
grandmother’s past” make possible multiple convergences across generations (“Jahaji-Bhain” 49). Shah 
frames Aleyah’s academic endeavors with Baby’s labour activism to compare their ideals for material 
change, and establish their inexorable twinning despite Aleyah’s reluctance to identify with Baby. This 
twinning is also an extension of  Aleyah’s inheritance of  her great-great grandmother’s bravery, hopes 
and traumatic loss from the kala pani.  

In the second section, I analyze Aleyah’s waking dreams of  Baby’s activism and Nazeer’s 
decline. Aleyah’s waking visions critique how the contradiction between patriarchal ideologies and 
the material demand for women leaders produces social pathologies. I also examine how Aleyah 
and Dean’s professional and personal lives echo her grandparents’ marital disputes and gendered 
failures. Though Aleyah feels obligated to support her husband’s unrealistic goals of  becoming a bank 
manager so that he is not emasculated by her explicit skepticism, the pressure to downplay her own 
professional accomplishments ultimately renders her deeply depressed, mute and unable to fulfill 
domestic and professional duties. After a nervous breakdown, Aleyah convalesces at a nursing home, 
and she describes her experience with tropes from kala pani narratives. In the juxtaposition of  these 
two generations, Shah highlights the absurdity of  men and women simultaneously reinforcing and 
transgressing gender roles that are impossible to fulfill. 
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Magical Realism, Indo-Caribbean Feminism and Clairvoyant Memories

Magical realism is a genre of  art and fiction in which realism is not “transfigured by the supplement 
of  a magical perspective, but a reality which is already in and of  itself  magical or fantastic” (Jameson 
116). Like Indo-Caribbean feminism, its sublime aesthetic is an intervention in reclaiming the ontological 
and epistemological validity of  the marginalized. Departing from the postmodern practices of  dismissing 
truth claims or the real, magical realism and Indo-Caribbean feminism privilege “alternative practices, 
obscure to Euro-American Reason” and “sites of  contradiction that classic realism would flatten out” 
(Puri 142). Both function as correctives, “requiring readers to scrutinize accepted realistic conventions of  
causality, materiality, and motivation” to produce alternative politics (Zamora 3). Thus, magical realism’s 
phenomenological disruptions, which enable readers to “transgres[s] boundaries and explor[e] the co-
existence of  worlds, spaces and time,” amplify Indo-Caribbean feminism (Zamora 5).  

Kala pani discourses, for instance, stress feminist critiques of  the kala pani experience. The kala pani 
is not just a journey, but also a poetics of  migration, “a discourse of  rupture that initiates transgressive 
boundaries through creative (self-) assertions in literary production” (Mehta, Diasporic 4). Brinda Mehta 
recodes the negative connotations of  the kala pani rooted in the loss of  caste and spiritual purity, and 
associated with the expatriation of  undesirable social members (convicts, low caste, etc.), to valorize 
the unexpected agency of  single women and widows who migrated from India between 1838 and 
1917 (Diasporic 5). In representing these women, female writers subvert the Indo-Caribbean politics of  
respectability (Mehta, “Engendering History” 21). The kala pani’s spatial, cultural and religious crossings 
produce liminal and hybridized subjectivities that provide fertile ground for elaborating new cross-
racial, feminist “[d]iasporic solidarities” (Diasporic 11). The kala pani hybrid subjectivity conceptualizes 
journeys across the “black waters” as a diasporic space marked by spatial transgressions, displacements 
and dislocations (15). This transformative and tabooed site allows Caribbean women to voice 
marginalized and subjugated experiences.  

The “jahaji-bhain principle” is also a “female centered principle of  affiliation” (“Jahaji-Bhain” 39) 
that reinforces Mariam Pirbhai’s theorization of  the kala pani narrative. The bond of  the jahaji-bhain 
“foregrounds proto-feminist agency and precarity…and intervenes in the hegemonic portrayals of  
ideal femininity garnered from Hindu epics such as Ramayana and Mahabharata” (Goluch 20) that lie at 
the heart of  the “religio-centered” diasporic poetics of  loss and transformation (“Jahaji-Bhain” 38). In 
foregrounding women’s strategies for resisting their dehumanization as exploited agricultural labour, 
however, the jahaji-bhain principle also must be invariably feminist and racially inclusive. Existing in 
the interstices of  the jahaji-bhai’s “essentializing narratives of  exclusion” (“Jahaji-Bhain” 39), the jahaji-
bhain principle contests patriarchal discourses about “Indianness” and “Afro-Creoleness” that condition 
Indo-Caribbean woman’s “simultaneous deployment and erasure” as male leaders vie to control her 
sexuality and mobility (Puri 122). Like kala pani discourses, the jahaji-bhain principle creates an “ethics of  
inter-relation that includes the racial other and [fosters] more fluid conceptions of  Indo-Caribbeanness 
itself ” to disable these patriarchal and racialized discourses (“Jahaji-Bhain” 38). The jahaji-bhain principle 
is also a critical intervention in Caribbean feminism where “woman” in the twentieth century generally 
meant a woman of  African descent (Baksh-Soodeen WS51).  

Magical realism’s “subversive in-betweeness…all-at-onceness encourag[ing] resistance to 
monologic political and cultural structures” (Zamora 6) resonates with Indo-Caribbean feminism’s 
transgressive challenges to linear temporality, historical methodology, “double patriarchy”, discrete 
racial categories, and the purely secular treatment of  experience (Pirbhai 25). Through magical realism, 
“historical narrative is no longer chronicle but clairvoyance” (Zamora 6). Specifically, it is an “objective 
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clairvoyance” (Adorno 42) that works through and against Eurocentric historical methodologies that 
create “ideological blockade[s]” which erase collective memories and populist histories in the Caribbean 
(Glissant 62). For postcolonial writers striving to reclaim counter histories, Glissant argues that: 

history comes to life with a stunning unexpectedness…emerg[ing] at the 
edge of  what we can tolerate…The past, to which we were subjected, which 
has not yet emerged as history for us, is, however, obsessively present. The 
duty of  the writer is to explore this obsession, to show its relevance in a 
continuous fashion to the immediate present. This exploration is therefore 
related neither to a schematic chronology nor to a nostalgic lament…This is 
what I call a prophetic vision of  the past.” (63-64, emphasis in original) 

Glissant calls upon the writer to capture how the past is “obsessively present” in producing revisionist 
histories. She must also attend to the “tormented chronology” of  Caribbean histories that have been 
designated as “nonhistory” by dominant methodologies (65).  

Shah’s magical realism conveys the full force of  the past’s “stunning unexpectedness” through 
Aleyah’s inexplicable “near psychic visions” of  her grandparents’ past (“Jahaji-Bhain” 50). It is similar 
to Lakshmi Persaud’s Raise the Lanterns High, in which an Indian mirror is a heterotropia that allows the 
protagonist’s unconsciousness to “perceive unseen” the past (Mehta 9). However, it is different because 
Aleyah is conscious as she embodies heterochronic multiplicities. Aleyah is the point of  suture between 
“fissured realities” that hybridize her subjectivity, as seen in scenes where kala pani discourses overlay 
Aleyah’s experiences with Baby’s or Gaitree’s traumas.

Aleyah and Baby are both exceptionally bright, and use their intelligence to change the material 
conditions of  the dispossessed. In her youth, Baby led the labour activism of  sugarcane workers on 
plantations. She martialed Marxist theory gleaned from her pundit, and pamphlets mailed from the 
Community Party, to organize strikes and pay raises. Though Baby positioned her husband, Nazeer, 
as the spokesperson for these movements, when pushed for deeper explanations of  the power of  the 
proletariat, Nazeer faltered. In these moments, Baby “could not stand by and be silent” (Shah 182). 
She would raise her fists in the air and rouse the crowd. But in upstaging Nazeer, she catalyzes his 
deep shame, premature aging and death. After the trauma of  Nazeer’s suicide, Baby whirls about in a 
manic state until she perceives her maternal duties as fulfilled when her daughter marries. Baby then 
withdraws into an almost comatose and nonverbal state, except for her constant humming of  Muslim 
prayers. 

While Baby’s family rationalizes this behavior as an inevitable punishment for her role in 
Nazeer’s death, only Aleyah sees that this meditative and resistant stance also preserves the mystery 
about his death:

…stories heavy enough to kill a man would crush a child easily…I listened 
to Nani carefully, but heard no words drop stone-heavy from her lips. Those 
must be the ones clapped down tight under her tongue. If  they escaped they 
would shape stories again and someone else would get crushed. That was 
why Nani hummed: it was to guard her tongue from talking. (9) 

In Aleyah’s naïve yet prescient observation, Shah poetically addresses how power coheres through 
discourse. Stories and words seem to have a desire to spread like a virus and escape into rumour. 
Baby’s enormous effort to stop this process by humming prayers, and occasionally screaming, is read 
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as madness. However, Shah “remind[s] the reader the ‘language’ encompasses speech and silence. 
Silence…is ‘not identical with not speaking;’ rather it is an ‘empty space’ where the regulatory power 
of  discourse is inoperable” (Jackson 675). Baby’s lack of  coherent speech can be read as silence, which 
marks her as a deficient human. But Baby’s silence and humming also exceeds speech, and aurally 
signal the fullness of  “not speaking.” Silence is “a political realm, a site of  contestation” that can 
“function as an alibi for power” but also neutralize the assumption that “silence [is] privation and 
therefore inhuman” (Jackson 675). Thus, while many believe that Baby’s muteness or humming attests 
to her guilt and madness, her narrative restraint preserves a truth that would not make sense within 
dominant discourses (Hartman 12).6 

From childhood, Aleyah tries to piece together Baby and Nazeer’s tragedy from rumours and 
hushed kitchen table conversations. Yet the extent to which Baby is directly responsible for Nazeer’s 
death remains a mystery. Despite her deliberate exclusion from the truth, Aleyah has involuntary and 
cinematic visions of  Baby’s memories. These waking dreams or visions are the most important plot 
devices in the novel, as they seamlessly weave the past and the present. As a child, Aleyah reasoned, “I 
thought everyone’s eyes could do this, that it stood to reason that nothing that lived could ever be laid 
aside and forgotten…we carried around inside us the voices, the stories, all the history that lay behind 
us and that without these we would be ghosts without form or substance” (Shah 12). Magical realism 
makes possible Indo-Caribbean feminist reclamations of  the past through temporal collapse. As Aleyah 
clearly perceives her grandmother’s memories, she inhabits the past’s impact immanent in the present, 
and enacts Shah’s critique that Indo-Caribbean diasporic narratives are inscribed with patriarchal and 
bourgeois exigencies that excise proto-feminist resistance from collective memory. Shah contributes to 
Indo-Caribbean feminist revisions of  history by exploring how matrilineal genealogies of  indenture 
refuse elitist denigrations of  agrarian histories. She also advocates for the subaltern indentured woman 
by insisting that though her history remains dormant across generations, it is not “laid aside and 
forgotten” (12).  

A scene which addresses the reality of  Aleyah’s waking visions takes place the night before she 
leaves for England. Aleyah sleeps with Baby for comfort during an intense thunderstorm, and suddenly 
awakens as Nazeer bursts into the room to hang himself. Baby stares silently and impassively at the 
hanging body, while Aleyah screams continuously and pounds Baby’s chest “to tear at her, to tear away 
her silence, and hear her screams as well” (57). Exhausted from being unable to elicit a reaction from 
Baby, Aleyah falls into bed. When dawn arrives, Aleyah questions if  she has had a bad dream, but 
finds threads of  the golden rope Nazeer used to hang himself  on the floor. This clichéd trope, which 
makes ambiguous whether the incident was dream or reality, repeats at the end of  the novel. As Aleyah 
prepares to return to Guyana years later, she finds the hanging rope’s threads stashed in her suitcase. 
The magical realism at play insists that this traumatic and disorienting episode was real, or at least a 
manifestation of  the Lacanian real.

After witnessing Baby’s dispassionate gaze at Nazeer’s hanging body, Aleyah adopts her 
community’s suspicions regarding Baby’s culpability in his death. Aleyah attempts to distance herself  
from Baby’s radical activism after arriving in England, and hesitates to share her grandmother’s story 
with her friends or professors. Desiring a fresh start, Aleyah also refrains from writing to Baby during 
her first year abroad. This antipathetic behavior is a significant reversal for Aleyah, as she has a unique 
relationship with her grandmother: Aleyah is the only person who can persuade her to speak. Yet the 
adoption of  dominant and rigid mores is often a sign of  adult socialization. Nevertheless, Shah frames 
this transitional moment, which includes Aleyah’s academic progress, with waking visions of  Baby’s 
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youth, making the past unavoidable. In one attempt to avoid writing to Baby, Aleyah turns to The 
Communist Manifesto:

I push the letter to the back of  the drawer and try to lose myself  in Marx’s 
and Engel’s stirring rhetoric: ‘The lumpenproletariat, that passively rotting 
mass thrown off by the lowest layers of  old society…’…the stark language 
of  the book before me, it breaks up into brightly coloured leaflets that 
proclaim in big block letters: ‘Every class struggle is a political struggle’; 
‘Working People Arise’; and, ‘Workers of  the World Unite.’ (69) 

Baby had written these slogans for the sugarcane workers who solicited her aid in fighting against 
unfair land costs and wages. Baby, with “fight in her fisted hands fir[ing] her eyes and giv[ing] power 
to her voice,” lectured on the dignity of  workers, the pride of  their gods, and the power of  the masses 
against the bourgeoisie (70). Yet “the victories the poor seek in my grandmother’s kitchen are small 
ones and they shout and clamour until she draws back her words from all those foreign places” (70). 
They want “only a little ease-up…we asking for, Sister…Fair is fair” (70). Pressured by the crowd, or 
the lumpenproletariat who cannot be stirred to participate in an international Communist revolution, 
Baby’s hands, which had been in fists, begin to “fly about in the air…then are plunged deep into 
the pockets of  her apron. An aproned leader. I smile at this” (70). The physical placement of  Baby’s 
hands follow the trajectory of  her political ambitions. Baby’s fists in the air are visually linked to other 
raised fists symbolizing solidarity and resistance. They allude to the prevalence of  internationalism 
in the early twentieth century, and the tensions represented by the Communist International and 
Marcus Garvey’s growing popularity in colonial territories. Baby’s opened hands flying about, however, 
signify a surrender to the immediate needs of  the sugarcane workers. When they land in her apron, a 
maternal and protective layer that evokes pragmatism and the resourcefulness to make ends meet, they 
communicate Baby’s frustration at being inhibited, but also determination to organize for grassroots 
change. 

But Baby’s labour, such as her speeches in the kitchen or yard, can only go so far. Negotiations 
with managers or unions are a homosocial activity, so Baby instructs Nazeer how to make petitions to 
the plantation manager by reciting The Communist Manifesto. Baby’s voice bleeds into Aleyah’s reading 
out loud, “[t]hese labourers, who must sell themselves piecemeal, are a commodity like every other 
article of  commerce…and are consequently exposed to all the vicissitudes of  competition, to all 
the fluctuations of  the market” (71). In this twinning, Shah critiques how Indo-Caribbean women’s 
labour activism is erased doubly by masculinist Marxist rhetoric, and the exclusion of  women from 
occupational leadership.

Another twinning that frames Aleyah’s education is seen during a meeting with her thesis 
advisor. Professor Roberts summarizes her argument by saying, “…economics must fit itself  to cultures 
and not the other way around, or even that goodness and altruism—God, if  you like—should drive 
economics” (79). While Professor Roberts speaks about Aleyah’s need for practical experience if  
she is going to upend dominant material relations, Aleyah suddenly sees Baby’s face superimposed 
on Professor Robert’s reflection against the window. This merging suggests that Baby’s wisdom has 
the same authority as academic knowledge; the latter also won’t protect Aleyah from the portentous 
hanging rope if  she pursues her passion to “turn the world on its head” (78). In the darkness, past 
Baby’s face, Aleyah sees “a golden glow and I want to laugh at the piles of  pumpkins, some split open 
to show the golden insides” (79). Aleyah shares her grandparents’ delight in the surfeit of  pumpkins, 
squash and eddoes the cane workers have provided in gratitude for the small improvements Baby has 
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secured. “Yes, Baby, this is a nice-nice thing,” Nazeer declares (79). But the scene darkens suddenly as 
Baby speaks to Nazeer’s implicit hope that they could live as middlemen, and on the generosity of  cane 
workers. She steelily reminds him, “[W]e can’t live on pumpkins forever” (79). Nazeer, who is sensitive 
about his predisposition to reject wage labour, walks away, offended that Baby, instead of  indulging his 
glib wish, broaches his damaged masculinity as a capitalist subject.

The scene returns to Professor Robert’s office as he coolly dismisses Aleyah’s concerns about 
returning to Guyana to be with her family during the Burnham regime. He charts her future academic 
and elite professional career path, blind to Aleyah’s concern that if  she remains in England and 
prioritizes her ethical, intellectual and professional goals, she will learn like Baby of  “the fragility of  
a world that breaks from being held too tight, of  words gone wrong, and a length of  a rope as long 
as eternity” (80). Also, as a postcolonial subject associated with a plantation village, Aleyah’s theories 
of  how to intervene in structural injustices are not abstract, but are shaped by personal experience. 
Though her economic theories uproot capitalism at its racist and patriarchal core by privileging 
altruism, reciprocity and a diversity of  economic systems, Aleyah’s ambitions are to be a civil servant 
“overseeing such projects as installing new water pumps for a village well, adding a canal or bridge to 
a rice field, building a new cottage hospital for a riverside town. It would be reward enough to make a 
difference to the lives of  small communities around my country” (84). Aleyah’s problem is the obverse 
of  Baby’s constrained political goals, as Aleyah has the privilege of  choosing at what scales she will 
make an impact. Aleyah reflects, “I wanted to work at something that made me feel good and made the 
world a little better than I found it. If  I had said that, the professors would have guffawed and pressed 
me to seek, instead, the ladders runged with power and wealth. To help the world’s poor—a waste of  
talent, dear girl; that’s not real ambition” (123). Feeling the immeasurable distance between theory and 
praxis, ambition and scale, Aleyah suddenly “feel[s] a scream rising in my throat, but it is shut-in, silent. 
I stop and look around thinking there is no one to hear it anyway. Would Nani? Would she hear it and 
think it was her voice and put a hand to her mouth to stop it up?” (81). In this brief  doubling, Aleyah’s 
agitation emphasizes the “coloniality of  gender relations” (Lugones 5). Professor Robert’s conservatism 
imports capitalist and imperialist priorities into Aleyah’s education, and diminishes her compassion for 
communities deemed expendable through biopower. This tension demonstrates that, regardless of  how 
evolved and genteel Aleyah’s labour may become, it will still be connected to the patriarchal constraints 
Baby encountered on the plantation. In addition, if  Aleyah choses to pursue her politics, she may 
even repeat Baby’s penance by transgressing gendered, classed, and racialized norms expected from a 
scholarship student from the Commonwealth.

After Aleyah earns her master’s degree in economics, she works for World Aid, a nonprofit 
organization. She has substantial capital at her disposal to help improve poor people’s lives. In this 
respect, Aleyah’s global impact surpasses Baby’s internationalist ambitions. But Aleyah’s lack of  
community activism is a glaring deficiency, as her primary tasks are to balance budgets and distribute 
foreign aid. Though Aleyah’s administrative reach is farther than Baby could have dreamed of, the 
transformational ethos in her work becomes calcified. She joins the nonprofit industrial complex, whose 
good works barely compensate for its complicity in the rise of  neoliberalism and neoimperialism during 
the 1980s.    

Even though Aleyah succeeds in fulfilling the diasporic promise of  social mobility in the 
metropole through her education and career, Shah consistently frames Aleyah’s story within Baby’s. 
The reader also realizes that Aleyah embodies Gaitree’s past. Gaitree is Baby’s grandmother. She is a 
chamar—a Harijan or “untouchable”—woman, and a survivor of  abuse at the hands of  her husband 
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and mother-in-law.7 After giving birth to twin boys, her mother-in-law prohibits Gaitree from raising 
her own children, so her sons only knew her as a servant. One day, after being beaten particularly badly, 
Gaitree runs away, and like Aleyah, is forced to leave her sons behind to find coherence, autonomy 
and sanctuary outside of  the home. Gaitree meets Janki Khan at a portside barracoon. Because they 
speak different languages, they use their hands to shape words and dreams in the sky. As Baby recounts 
Gaitree’s biography, Aleyah interrupts her to finish the story, as Aleyah had already witnessed it in her 
dreams. Aleyah’s inexplicably clairvoyant knowledge of  Gaitree, which no one had told her before, 
speaks to the convenience and ontological capacity of  magical realism in combating the impossibility 
of  witnessing the past. Also, Gaitree’s loss of  her sons, and her enthusiastic dreams written in the sky 
uncannily reminds the reader of  Aleyah as a child. Aleyah had also used the sky as a repository of  
dreams: it was “a huge canvas that needed me to make my mark on it to save it from emptiness” (7). 
With Aleyah’s head on Baby’s lap, and Baby’s head resting on Aleyah’s, their “twinned faces would 
glow in the brilliance of  another dream unfolded” (7). In Aleyah’s daydreams, granddaughter and 
grandmother embodied an unconscious return to Gaitree’s kala pani narrative and bore witness to their 
ancestor’s hopes, sacrifices and proto-feminist agency.8  

Transforming Gender Roles and Pathologizing Patriarchal Ideologies 

In Aleyah’s waking visions of  Nazeer’s loss of  izzat, depression and suicide, Shah contemplates 
the dialectical tension between the persistence and change of  gender roles across generations.9 To this 
end, Shah twins Nazeer with Aleyah’s husband, Dean, as both are dreamers who are bent on material 
success despite their incompetence in economic matters. Also, both seem like progressive men who 
appreciate their wives’ intelligence and ambitions though they are beholden to ethnic expectations 
of  being a patriarch. While Baby does not brook Nazeer’s “lil boy attitude,” and emasculates him 
by revealing unintentionally his deficiencies to the public, Aleyah endeavours to avoid Baby’s fate by 
quietly supporting Dean’s faltering career at the expense of  her own (44). In trying to be the opposite 
of  her grandmother, Aleyah unwittingly reproduces Baby’s self-censoring and withdrawal from life. In 
comparing these two couples, Shah uses mental illness to pathologize the effects of  patriarchal gender 
ideologies on men and women.

In A Silent Life, Shah compares gender roles in the early half  of  the twentieth century with 
those in the 1980s and 1990s. Both eras were defined by political and cultural transitions impacting 
the “ongoing construction of  both masculinity and femininity” (Mohammed 88). Studies on gendered 
relations during and after indenture usually agree that by the 1930s, equalizing gender ratios were 
accompanied by Hindu and Islam orthodoxies prevailing over the religious syncretism of  the “long 
time ways” (Khan 71). In this context, the debate about preserving an Indian ethnic identity was 
mediated by modernization and creolization, and resulted in a convergence of  Victorian and Brahmin 
values that domesticated women’s labour (Mehta 5). These studies also agree that the hegemonic 
ideal of  “the husband/father,” “regardless of  his socio-economic status, and the size of  his economic 
contribution to the upkeep of  the family…is ascribed a dominant position as household head and the 
primary intermediary between family and the wider society” (Parsad 52). Though this archetype was 
institutionalized by Indo-Caribbean plantation villages and communities, scholars comment on the 
significant gap between ideal values and everyday practices (52). Oftentimes, material necessity required 
women to labour outside of  the home. But despite their economic contributions, “the counter effects 
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of  an ideal culture, stressing deference to male authority in the household, often lead to a discounting 
of  women’s resources” (55). This “cultural lag” between ideal ethnic values and structural changes also 
resulted in domestic and social tensions that manifest in A Silent Life as madness (56).

The historical condition of  Baby’s public transgressions was the working-class struggle in 
grassroots and unionized labour organizations during the 1920s and 1930s. In Baby’s old age, she 
recalls that it was “[a] big strike” that disrupted her new marriage, motherhood, and domestic bliss: 
“I forget now what it was about—better pay, something. But they shot people with long guns. Shot 
people in the back. Some died. And I could not stand by and be silent. I spoke and these two hands 
rose high up in the air and closed like this” (182). Baby’s references to the ambiguous goals of  the 
strike and the civilian casualties directly allude to the Ruimveldt Massacre of  1924. Estimates show 
that there were approximately 7,000 to 8,000 people marching to Georgetown when the police and 
military shot into the crowd, killing 13 and wounding 24 (De Barros 162). This strike is considered 
a watershed in Guianese labour organizing because of  the diversity of  ethnicities, regions, ages and 
professions participating in the strike (Wilson 3). The solidarity shown by Afro-Guianese and Indo-
Guianese labourers caused significant alarm in the government, and contributed to their harsh reaction 
(De Barros 320). Still, Baby’s sharp insight that urban unions, like the British Guiana Labour Union, 
or middle-class ethnic associations, would be useless in intervening when managers took advantage 
of  estate workers is historically correct. As Baby prepares Nazeer to remonstrate the plantation 
managers for doubling of  rent for land and water supplied to sugarcane workers, she states that the 
“union isn’t helping; this is too small-time for them. They’re busy with big-shot affairs in the city” 
(71). Indeed, at the time, estate workers “could only rely on the communal, rather than labour-based 
East Indian Association and the protection they received from the official known as the Immigration 
Agent General” (Spackman 318).10 For Baby, news that strikers were shot in the back compounded the 
craven injustice of  the colonial government’s neglect of  sugarcane workers during this time of  popular 
mobilization. At the same time that the women in Georgetown enacted the long tradition of  women’s 
participation in strikes, Baby also raised her fists in the air, and rallied her people (182). 

Though the sugarcane workers regularly appealed to Baby’s leadership, Marxist knowledge, fiery 
rhetorical skills, and organizational talents, they also maligned her audacity for upstaging her husband, 
who is an ineffectual orator. Aleyah’s mother, Shabhan, recounts how: 

[t]hey used to come and stand around in our kitchen every day.  They came 
from the sugar plantations and the rice fields: poor women with sunk-in eyes 
and rickety children, and men with rum bellies and swear words that Ma 
used to hush up quick-time. They used to bring her their troubles…because 
mother fed them hope. They were hungry for it. She fed them hope from 
torn-up leaflets that had words like ‘power’ and ‘ownership,’ and how the 
workers must come together and manage the land and the tools of  their 
labor. (23)  

Despite their pragmatic, yet also tragically humble, desire for Baby to secure one cent more per 
bag of  rice, their reliance on Baby’s critical perspective creates a conundrum. Public leadership 
roles are coded as masculine, so Baby pushes Nazeer into the limelight. Nazeer is many things, 
including a beautiful dancer, and a breezily optimistic, fast-talking salesman of  used goods, but 
he is not an organic intellectual and organizer. Nazeer lives for the promise of  an imminent 
windfall, and begins every morning with the sanguine belief  that “Today is the day” (43). But 
when perpetual poverty and debt pushes Baby’s frustration over the edge, she cries, “Your kind 
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of  talk is cheap and empty; it piles up to a whole heap of  nothing” (44). Baby’s intention in 
making Nazeer the spokesperson is to “put something heavy and solid in [his] mouth instead” 
(44). 

Though Nazeer’s meticulous fashion-sense and good humor make him a popular person, his 
pride in being his “own man,” and refusing to work on the plantation or for others compromises his 
obligation to support his family financially. But, as it is his prerogative to be the patriarch regardless of  
his financial contributions, his response to Baby’s frustration is to charmingly drawl, “Baby, Baby, have 
some faith in me no?” (110). To this, Baby snaps, “That’s my life’s work? It’s my life’s work to sit and 
watch you make sport? No, Nazeer, it’s time for you to get serious. I talked to Ram this morning…” 
(111). She has already seen about securing a job for her husband with the car mechanic. Baby refuses 
to privilege Nazeer’s short-term endeavours over her survival and activist labour. She also undermines 
Nazeer’s masculinity by exposing his inability to support his family financially to another man in her 
attempts to negotiate a job for him.

After witnessing this row in a waking dream, Aleyah has another vision of  Nazeer’s 
emasculation. At a public meeting that Baby has organized in the market square, Aleyah sees Nazeer 
goaded for his incompetence as a public speaker. “A man calls, ‘Look. He needs his wife to come 
and help him out now. Let Baby come help you, boy’” (26).  Almost immediately, Baby “whips the 
microphone from her husband’s hand and breathes fire into it. She takes the same words that Nazeer 
had mouthed and lifts them high into the night sky where they burn with a hard brilliance” (26). As the 
crowd’s cheers die down:

…a woman’s voice carries from the back of  the crowd: ‘But how she can show up her husband 
so in front of  all these people?’
‘How she can make him look so small?’ another asks.
‘She’s forgetting her place.’
‘Baby’s gone too far now.’
‘Trouble is here. See, even the moon hides its face from the night.’ (26)

Just as Baby had disciplined Nazeer for his deficient masculinity, other women, who rely on Baby’s 
expertise to plan their actions, censure her for upstaging and humiliating her husband. In addition 
to men, women actively participate in reproducing and regulating normative gender roles to secure 
stability and a coherent ethnic identity (Mohammed 88). In this case, the women would rather have 
Nazeer’s humiliation be delivered by other men than by his wife. They would prefer their community 
meeting to devolve into a comic catharsis rather than be salvaged by Baby’s incisive speech. This 
dynamic points to the tensions that arise when material conditions necessitate female public leadership 
despite patriarchal gender ideologies consolidating since the end of  indenture. The preference for 
a failed masculinity over an acquisitive femininity indicates how rigid gender roles incapacitate 
community growth and individual fulfillment. These contradictions are explored through Nazeer’s 
premature aging, depression and suicide.

In the excitement of  Baby’s speech, only Aleyah sees her grandfather slowly walk away, and then 
run, “cutting his way into the night like a ship’s prow” (26). The nautical metaphor is prescient, as it 
evokes the sin associated with the kala pani. Nazeer then slips and falls into a dry punt trench and falls 
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asleep outdoors.11 Aleyah witnesses his thick black hair turn white overnight. When he returns home, 
a frantic Baby screams and cries, swearing that she will stop her activism, burn her books and focus 
solely on being a wife and having another child. She implores Nazeer to just dance instead of  leading 
protests: “I’m sorry, so sorry. I won’t talk to anyone but you from now on. I’ll stop-up my mouth, I’ll 
throw away the words, I’ll put them all on a fire today and burn every last one of  them” (28).  Yet this 
is the last thing Nazeer wants from Baby. Despite the conflicts from their failed and excessive gender 
performances, Nazeer has always loved Baby for her intelligence. When they courted, he would sit at 
her knee and listen to her read books that he couldn’t understand. Even after shame has “gone deep to 
the roots,” Nazeer maintains that Baby should not “stop-up” her words: 

‘You aren’t like other women round here who just keep to their skirts and 
their kitchens. I like the fire in you, it’s true, but I can’t be who you want. 
You want to go and change the world. Me, I just want to enjoy it. You push 
me how you want to go and I try to speak your words and fight your fights. 
Now I’m “Baby’s boy.”  That’s what the men call me. That and worse. All 
they know is that their women know their place and don’t look to make 
themselves headmen. They understand it to be so from the gods...but you, 
Baby, you want to turn everything on its head.’ (28) 

Nazeer wants Baby to “breathe out words that shake up the world and burn a hole in the sky,” but he 
cannot stand how this tips his compromised masculinity into a failed one per society’s expectations (28). 
As his subjectivity is communally determined, he is blocked from fostering an individual admiration 
of  Baby without further humiliation. This paradox ages him so that, at thirty-six, his shoulders droop 
and he shuffles his feet (29). He locks himself  in his room, and becomes a hermit-like zombie. Baby 
flies into a busy frenzy, dedicating herself  to domestic tasks. She also takes her daughter out of  school, 
training her to be a wife instead of  a scholar. Lastly, Baby refuses people who come to her kitchen from 
the plantations. Shabhan recalls that the “walls wept…the wood was always damp…and on rainy days 
it was like the rain was falling inside the house. The house got quiet as a grave” (30). These drastic 
transformations, including the setting mimicking the despair of  the household, point to the absurdity 
that arises when gender ideologies rooted in religion and myth confront material needs that require 
characters who defy social prescripts.

Aleyah, who had grown up with her schooling couched in a lingering debate about the 
usefulness of  a woman’s education, had internalized Baby’s mystery as a cautionary tale warning 
against exceptional women who privilege their ambitions over patriarchal prerogatives. When she 
meets Mohammed Dean Yacoob, an Indo-Guyanese man who moved to London when he was seven, 
she hopes to have found a man who can help her balance tradition and modernity. His nuclear family 
emigrated in the 1950s to meet labour needs after World War II. His father was a radio engineer 
for the BBC World Service for over 30 years, and his mother was a secretary at the Commonwealth 
Institute in London. As his family was already middle class, Dean was burdened with the promise of  
accruing more social capital in elite employment and graduating towards a genteel living. However, 
due to a combination of  external factors, such as the increasing racism under Thatcherism, and Dean’s 
own mediocre capacities, he is unable to be promoted to international banking manager. Nonetheless, 
he researches future real estate options and cars, which embarrasses his friends. He insists on taking 
more banking courses, which he barely passes. Dean’s refusal to consider other career options, such as 
retail, deeply strains his marriage. Though Aleyah had assumed that Dean was a “modern man,” who 
would support her employment, she intuitively falls into a staid, silent life. “I am part of  a silent life, 
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and I cannot help but think of  Nani and Pa Nazeer.  But I push the thought away just as Dean shifts 
around in his chair and looks at me…I listen and smile. I am not expected to speak” (97). Striving to 
avoid Baby’s fate, Aleyah attempts to overlook Dean’s similarities to Pa Nazeer as he strains towards a 
financial success just out of  his reach. She is careful not to share her own professional achievements, 
which have long eclipsed Dean’s in banking. Aleyah’s rise in the nonprofit World Aid sees her travelling 
the world to attend conferences, and counselling government officials on economic and humanitarian 
polices. 

While Aleyah’s plot follows the bildungsroman of  an exceptional subject—with a dazzling 
academic career in economics, a life in England, a prestigious job, a husband and children—her self-
effacement, “holding my silence” and “spirit being broken” make her realize that she has repeated 
her grandmother’s marital dynamics while striving to solve global poverty (128). After her husband’s 
cold and violent reaction to her incredible opportunity to head a Caribbean office for World Aid, she 
recognizes that: “I had stepped over his authority. I had overstepped mine” (124). In an attempt to be 
conciliatory, Dean pleads:

‘O, Alli, come on, I have such plans for us, for the boys. Give me a chance, 
my dear. You don’t really want to uproot us so? Just for a promotion? You 
are not so selfish a person…We have so much here, you and I, our family. 
Don’t throw it away for such a little thing.’ A little thing! I gasped! A basket 
of  fruit…a chiffon scarf…these were little things. But a career, a life’s work, 
the fulfillment of  promise, of  self—were these too so little? (124)  

Faced with the déjà vu of  Nazeer’s entreaty for Baby’s faith in him, Aleyah finally embraces Baby’s 
refusal to entertain rigid and unfulfillable gender roles. However, Aleyah’s psyche crumbles in the face 
of  a horrifying moral and gendered inversion: Aleyah’s and Baby’s dreams for concrete reforms against 
poverty are seen as the pipedreams, whereas Dean’s and Nazeer’s bourgeois fantasies are conferred 
social approval.  

Similar to Baby and Nazeer, who withdraw from normative sociality as they reckon with its 
senseless gendered logics, Aleyah falls into a deep depression and removes herself  from all obligations. 
Aleyah refuses to explain her condition for she realizes how thoroughly patriarchal the parameters of  
speech and silence have become in her household. She depicts her home as “a wasteland, yawning and 
barren. To survive…one would have to yield to the sterile order. There was no room for challenge or 
disobedience…an alien country, the empty horizon” (126). This description harkens the apotheosis of  
Enlightenment rationality and Foucauldian discipline rather than a nurturing space. It points to how the 
burden and promise of  socioeconomic mobility is intertwined with double patriarchies. As a racially-
marked subject isolated from her family and ethnic culture, Aleyah’s survival in bourgeois culture was 
conditioned on her assimilation into its “sterile order.” However, she realizes that this integration is an 
empty promise. 

While in a psychiatric facility, Aleyah dreams of  a woman alone on an island, “afraid of  the 
sea around her…she has no faith in miracles…she is banished here, a sinner, shunned lest she befoul 
the air and her sinning seeps into the body of  the sacred world” (129). Aleyah frames her withdrawal, 
despair and resistance through the kala pani. Repeatedly referring to herself  as an unintentional sinner, 
the kala pani nonetheless provides an opportunity to recode gendered transgression from polluting to 
transformative and self-affirming. The deviance of  madness becomes productive through kala pani 
discourses as it reassesses the value of  coherence, as well as the impossibility of  obtaining it. However, 
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Aleyah’s exile and isolation is mapped onto an island rather than the sea. This foreshadows Aleyah’s 
imminent decision to leave England, the dead island, and return to Guyana, confronting yet another 
kala pani as she decathects from the material trappings symbolizing certainty, respectability and prestige.

When Aleyah returns from the nursing home, she asks Dean for a divorce, and finally voices the 
simple, yet damning suggestion she had suppressed for many years: “Now is the time, Dean, to get out 
of  the bank and get a job that you can really make a go of. Let it be for our sons’ sake. There, it’s said, 
at last” (138). Dean’s response is a cold disappointment “that I am not a simple girl from back home 
after all, someone comfortable with the old ways” (126). Though Dean appreciated Aleyah’s higher 
education, it was only to the extent that it signified she was “always good” and happy to assimilate 
into a patriarchal and neoimperial modernity (123). Unlike Nazeer, Dean only wants someone to 
reproduce the “old ways,” though his family’s solvency depends on more. Despite the family’s reliance 
on a double-income, Dean’s baseless hope in climbing the corporate ladder is what sustains his sense 
of  masculinity. This pushes Aleyah to suppress confronting his foregone failure, and bear the emotional 
neglect as Dean withdraws into his studies. 

Ultimately, Aleyah returns alone to Guyana to convalesce, and the novel ends with her 
grandmother speaking extensively of  four generations of  female agency. Despite Aleyah’s father 
insisting that her life be her own, Aleyah’s biography tells otherwise. It repeated Baby’s struggles, and 
the feminist genealogies of  the kala pani. Through Aleyah’s waking dreams and shared psychological 
incapacity with Baby, Shah makes it possible for readers to access the political significance of  female 
resistance against global poverty within subaltern histories of  indenture. This combination of  kala pani 
discourses with magical realism produces a postmemory of  indenture. In Aleyah’s clairvoyant visions, 
Shah also demonstrates how silence and madness, rather than rupturing intergenerational transmission, 
preserve the deviance, deficiency, and excess of  intergenerational gendered transgressions. The affective 
and embodied memories of  these transgressions urge present day Indo-Guyanese society to question 
how dislocation and indenture influence gender relations today. 

Notes

 1 I rely on Letizia Gramaglia’s definition of  madness in this essay: “Throughout this work the 
term madness and its numerous cognates are used interchangeably and in a very broad sense to 
include severe mental illness, emotional breakdowns, temporary fits of  insanity, derangement, 
frenzy, despair, or any other manifestation that is usually identified as a departure from the 
real and the rational” (Gramaglia 1). However, because of  the psychoanalytic underpinnings 
of  magical realism and trauma theory, I consider madness not as a break from the real, but a 
redefinition or intolerable confrontation of  it.

2  Unheimlich, translated as the uncanny, describes that which is unfamiliar and strange, but connotes 
that which is unconcealed. Its antonym, heimlich, denotes the familiar or belonging to the home, 
but connotes that which is concealed. Freud theorizes this chiastic relationship to explore the 
aesthetics and sensations of  the uncanny as a product of  repression or alienation. 
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3  Aleyah refers to Baby as Nani, Hindi for maternal grandmother, to show her deference and 
affection.

4  Kala pani is translated as “black waters,” and signifies the loss of  caste from crossing the ocean. 
Jahaji-bhain refers to ship sister bonds, and the ties forged among indentured women. In Indo-
Caribbean feminism, the “aji figure” refers to the first generation of  indentured women who 
depart from “an idealized ‘symbol of  female familial authority (an authority which is in turn 
compatible with patriarchal ideology)” (“The Jahaji-Bhain Principle” 47). Rather, she is a “highly 
dynamic symbol of  reconstitutive identities in flux” (47). She transmits the history of  gendered 
agency and survival during indenture.

5  The self-reflexive empathy for ancestors fostered by postmemory also resonates with Caribbean 
literature’s political project of  creating a “sense of  living connection” with ancestral histories of  
deracination, exploitation and survival (Hirsch 104). Through postmemory, Caribbean literature 
reclaims suppressed pasts, and decathects readers from imperialist and elitist ideologies. 

6  Though Hartman reflects on the enslaved woman, narrative restraint is also an ethical praxis 
when dealing with the subalterneity of  indenture:  “Narrative restraint, the refusal to fill in 
the gaps and provide closure, is a requirement of  this method, as is the imperative to respect 
black noise—the shrieks, the moans, the non-sense, and the opacity, which are always in excess 
of  legibility and of  the law and which hint at and embody aspirations that are wildly utopian, 
derelict to capitalism, and antithetical to its attendant discourse of  Man” (Hartman 12).

7  Chamar is one of  the largest Dalit communities living primarily in Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, and Bihar. 

8  By proto-feminist, I refer to how women’s strategies to survive gender oppression prefigure the 
feminist politics of  their future generations.

9  Izzat is the Hindi/Urdu word for pride, honour, and respect. The loss or violation of  honour can 
be a motivation for acts of  vengeance, honour killings, suicides, etc.
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10 Women also gained increased visibility as significant participants in popular labour actions 
during this time. While newspapers portray the labor protests of  low-class, urban women 
as disorderly, their brazen and defiant tactics to enforce strikes and recruit protesters further 
dissolved the boundary between social and political labor. The women “entered houses, 
boarding houses, and hotels along Main street,” danced in the streets, looted, waved flags, and 
armed themselves with sticks and stones (De Barros 164).

11 A canal used to transport sugarcane to the sugar mill on flat-bottomed boats called punts. The 
punts were often dragged by mules that walked on the sides of  the canal.
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Indo-Caribbean Working-Class 
Masculinities at Home and 
Abroad: David Chariandy’s 
Soucouyant and Ian Harnarine’s 
Doubles with Slight Pepper
Anita Baksh

Caribbean literature has been a fruitful site for explorations of  Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities. Perhaps the most well-known examples are Seepersad Naipaul’s The Adventures 
of  Gurudeva, Samuel Selvon’s A Brighter Sun and V.S. Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas.  While 
these mid-twentieth-century fictions provide rich and varied depictions of  Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities in the colonial period, as Rhoda Reddock states, “It is time however for a 
scholarship that seeks to document, dissect, analyze, and present new understandings of  the 
complexities and contemporary realities of  Indo-Caribbean men’s lives. Much of  this work 
has to be undertaken by Indo-Caribbean men themselves, open to critically reflecting on 

Source: Ian Harnarine
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their own situation, and that of  their peers” (277). Building on important work conducted in the areas 
of  literature, social sciences and gender studies, this paper examines representations of  Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities in two twenty-first century works by men of  Indo-Caribbean heritage: David Chariandy’s 
2007 novel Soucouyant and Ian Harnarine’s 2011 short film Doubles with Slight Pepper.

I expand discussions of  Indo-Caribbean masculinities by interrogating how emigration to North 
America, race and class impact Indo-Caribbean men’s sense of  themselves and their relationships as 
husbands, fathers and children. In the Caribbean, Indo-Caribbean masculinities are commonly defined 
in terms of  competition between Afro-Caribbean and Indo-Caribbean men and within heterosexual 
gender relations between Indo-Caribbean men and Indo-Caribbean women. Departing from these 
representations, the narrative structure of  each text revolves around a parent-child bond: Soucouyant 
centres on a mother-son relationship and Doubles with Slight Pepper on a father-son relationship. By 
presenting these narratives primarily from the perspectives of  sons, Chariandy and Harnarine bring 
attention to intergenerational tensions around constructions of  masculinity and the impact both 
fathers and mothers have on these formations. Identifying work and home as important sites in which 
masculinity is shaped and performed, Soucouyant and Doubles define Indo-Caribbean masculinity in 
terms of  economics and affect, specifically the ability of  men to earn wages outside of  the home and 
the ways in which men care, or fail to care, for family members.

Chariandy’s novel and Harnarine’s film differ from representations of  Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities by earlier generations of  Indo-Caribbean writers in important ways. In Seepersad 
Naipaul’s The Adventures of  Gurudeva, Samuel Selvon’s A Brighter Sun and V.S. Naipaul’s A House for Mr. 
Biswas, we encounter Indo-Trinidadian male characters who negotiate identity, power and status within 
the home and the outside colonial world. Seepersad Naipaul’s Gurudeva believes that, to obtain respect 
from family members, peers and community elders, he must instill fear in others through assertive 
behavior and violence. Tiger’s performance of  masculinity in Selvon’s A Brighter Sun takes the form of  
smoking, drinking alcohol and exerting control and violence over his wife, behaviors he copies from 
his father. Tiger’s performance is as much an attempt to convince himself  that he is a powerful man 
as it is to persuade others.  Lastly, V.S. Naipaul’s Biswas negotiates masculinity within the context of  
Hindu patriarchy embodied in the novel by his in-laws and the demands of  being an Indian male in an 
increasingly creolized colonial society. Even though the three texts vary in form and setting, all present 
the complex ways in which Indo-Caribbean men define masculinity within family (often as husbands), 
within community (usually exemplified by extended family) and the larger colonial world (often seen 
through relations with characters of  other ethnic groups). What is missing from these representations 
is the expression of  affection between men and their partners and a direct focus on men’s relationships 
with their children. Thus, Souyouant and Doubles not only fill gaps within studies of  Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities by giving us current representations of  Indo-Caribbean men’s lives and identities both in 
the Caribbean and in the diaspora, but also by depicting men who desire an emotional connection to 
partners, parents and children. Affective bonds are emphasized and seen as integral to the manhood of  
these characters. 

Neither do we see fears about the loss of  Indian culture as a primary concern of  characters in 
Soucouyant and Doubles. The anxieties about belonging to Trinidad and negotiations involved in moving 
from a predominantly Indian rural landscape to more creolized semi-urban and urban spaces that we 
see in A Brighter Sun and A House for Mr. Biswas are not expressed in these twenty-first century works. 
This important difference signals the shift in perceptions of  Indians and Indian culture as foreign to the 
Trinidadian landscape and sense of  national identity that were present during colonialism and during 
the period following independence. 
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Historical and Cultural Constructions of  Indo-Caribbean Masculinities 

Research has shown that Indo-Caribbean masculinities have been defined primarily in relation 
to Indo-Caribbean women’s femininity and Afro-Trinidadian masculinities. Patricia Mohammed argues 
that, at the end of  indenture in 1917, three competing masculinities existed: “the dominant white 
patriarchy which controlled state power as it existed then; the ‘creole’ patriarchy of  Africans and the 
mixed group, functioning in and emerging from the dominant white group; and the Indian patriarchy 
found among the Indian population” (35). Within this configuration, men of  different racial groups 
struggled for “power of  one sort or the other—economic, political, social, and so on. In the face of  the 
hegemony of  the white and ‘creole’ population, and the increasing struggle on the part of  the black and 
Indian populations to assert themselves, the contest was for a definition of  masculinity between men of  
different races” (Mohammed 35). For Indian men who were positioned at the bottom of  this hierarchy, 
“this involved, as well, a retrieval of  their masculine pride from the demeaned status it had suffered 
during indentureship” (36). Assertion of  control over Indian women was key “for a masculine definition 
of  the Indian community to emerge clearly in the contestation of  patriarchy in the wider society of  
Trinidad” (37). These circumstances largely led to re-inscription of  a heterosexual nuclear family unit 
with Indian husband/father as head and Indian woman/mother as subordinate.1 

The struggle for Indo-Caribbean males to construct a sense of  masculinity in relation to the 
dominant Afro-Creole society has been explored in an important study by Neil Sampath. In his 1980s 
study, “An Evaluation of  the ‘Creolisation’ of  Trinidad East Indian Adolescent Masculinity,” Sampath 
found that Indian males in a village in rural Trinidad, which was made up of  primarily Hindu residents, 
presented Indo-Caribbean masculinity simultaneously as a struggle to resist and a desire for acceptance 
within the dominant Afro-Creole society. For them, creolization offered access to certain signifiers of  
masculine power such as status and privilege but threatened to disrupt their relations with women and 
other men, specifically their ability to establish Indian domestic patriarchal power. Reddock points 
out that, in his later work, Sampath identifies public performance as a significant site in which Indo-
Trinidadian males attempt “to establish their manhood in an Afro-dominant society” (272). She goes on 
to say that this performance “includes the everyday—as in hegemony over their women as well as in the 
publicly accepted values of  success, e.g. wealth, politics, sport, and sexual performance (not necessarily 
in that order)” (272).

Chariandy’s Soucouyant and Harnarine’s Doubles with Slight Pepper do not define Indo-Caribbean 
masculinities in relation to the dominant Afro-Creole models or through heterosexual gender relations. 
I am not suggesting that these systems do not influence the shaping of  identities in Soucouyant and 
Doubles, but assert they are not the primary concerns of  these narratives. In Soucouyant and Doubles, Indo-
Caribbean masculinities are tied to labour and family in a contemporary global context. The characters 
exemplify strong work ethics and duty to family—qualities that have been commonly associated with 
Indo-Caribbean males since indentureship. Moreover, the constructions of  Indo-Caribbean masculine 
identities that we see are not rooted in Indian patriarchal norms, such as maintaining control over 
women and their sexuality, and do not display images of  Indo-Caribbean men as alcoholics and/or 
perpetrators of  domestic violence. These stereotypes are rooted in indenture history but continue to be 
prevalent in contemporary representations of  Indo-Caribbean men.2 Instead, the affective relationships 
Indian men have with their loved ones (fathers, sons, wives and mothers) are foregrounded as significant 
to constructions of  their identities. 

In the following two sections, I examine the novel and the film, showing how each engages 
with and departs from dominant models of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity. Soucouyant shows how, in 
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the absence of  a dominant Afro-Creole masculinity in the North American context, Indo-Caribbean 
masculinity is negotiated in relation to Canadian white masculinity. Focusing on the home, Doubles 
demonstrates how emigration causes a shift in power relations within father-son and mother-son 
relationships. Both narratives explore intergenerational constructions of  masculinities, showing how 
younger generations negotiate masculinity in relation to older male relatives. 

“Like white people could tell him something about heat”: Indo-Caribbean Masculinities 
in Soucouyant

Soucouyant, Chariandy’s debut novel, relays the story of  a Trinidadian family who live in 
Canada. While not an autobiographical tale, Chariandy draws on his own family composition and 
his background as a first generation Canadian of  Caribbean parentage. Like the author, the narrator 
is a mixed-race Canadian-born child—his father (Roger) is Indo-Trinidadian and mother (Adele) 
is Afro-Trinidadian. The couple have two boys and live in a home located in a fictional town called 
Port Junction that is set in a real location: Scarsborough, Toronto. The novel’s present is 1989 and it 
begins when the younger son—the unnamed narrator—returns home to Port Junction after a two-year 
absence to care for his mother who suffers from dementia. Fragmented memories and flashbacks reveal 
approximately 30 to 40 years of  the family’s history in Canada and the circumstances that lead to the 
mother’s illness in Trinidad. Most critics have centered on the ways in which Adele’s dementia shapes 
the plot and structure of  the narrative as well as the narrator’s experience as a mixed-race, visibly black 
first generation Canadian.3 Little attention has been given to the father’s presence in the story and the 
subject of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity. For the purposes of  this essay, my analysis focuses on Roger 
and his two sons. Chariandy’s choice to set the narrative in a predominantly white Canadian suburb 
allows us to see how immigration, citizenship, race and class influence notions of  family, identity and 
masculinity. We see the pressures placed on Indo-Caribbean masculinity through the experiences of  
the narrator’s father, Roger, who negotiates life as an immigrant in 1960s Canadian society. Through 
the book’s focus on intergenerational narratives, we see how Roger’s sons (the narrator and his older 
brother) construct masculinity differently from their father as Canadian-born citizens, and differently 
from each other, based on their birth order and age. In the novel, masculinity is negotiated in two 
primary ways: in public areas such as the workplace, school and restaurants; and within the home, 
through roles men hold as fathers and sons. However, the novel does not compartmentalize home and 
the outside world. In the scenes I examine, we see how men negotiate masculinity in public spaces in 
relation to Canadian citizenship and, often, simultaneously as a means to gain respect and admiration 
from loved ones at home. 

In Soucouyant, Chariandy strategically traces the circumstances of  each parent’s emigration 
during the 1960s rather than solely focusing on the novel’s present in 1989. Roger and Adele leave 
Trinidad for Canada under separate circumstances, but they both travel as a result of  the changes in 
Canada’s immigration policies. Roger was “one of  the first to take advantage of  the new Immigration 
Act allowing coloured people into the country in greater numbers” (72). Adele immigrated “as a 
domestic, through a scheme that offered landed status to single women from the Caribbean after a year 
of  household work” (47-48). Here the novel calls attention to the Household Service Workers Scheme, a 
1955 agreement between the Canadian government and some Caribbean countries, including Jamaica, 
Barbados and Trinidad, that brought hundreds of  women from the Caribbean to work in middle-class 
and upper-class homes (James 309). Before the 1960s, Canada regulated immigrants based on country 
of  origin, welcoming those from Western Europe and limiting those from other parts of  the world. Its 
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history as a French and British colony shaped its immigration policies and sense of  cultural nationalism. 
In their research on Caribbean emigration to Canada, Alan B. Simmons and Dwaine Plaza write:

After 1967 immigration selection came to be based on individual attributes - such as 
occupational skills, schooling, language skills, and age. Country of  origin (as an indicator 
of  ethnicity and race) was no longer relevant for immigration selection. As a result of  this 
policy shift, from the late 1960s through the mid-1970s, some eight to twelve thousand 
immigrants arrived in Canada from the Caribbean each year. […] Various forces 
contributed to the size of  this flow, including high unemployment and low wages in the 
Caribbean relative to Canada and the preexisting culture of  migration in the Caribbean. 
Also important was that many individuals in the Commonwealth Caribbean had skills 
and attributes that met Canadian immigration-selection criteria, such as an ability to 
speak English and/or French and possession of  at least middle levels of  schooling and 
occupational skills. (135)

By outlining the circumstances of  Caribbean immigration to Canada during the 1960s, Chariandy 
disrupts images of  Canada as being a nation that is benevolent and welcoming to non-white 
populations. The text’s depiction of  the intergenerational experiences of  Roger and Adele and their 
children links Canada’s exclusionary immigration history to the Multicultural Act of  1988. 

Roger’s negotiation of  masculinity is tied to employment, citizenship and family. The text 
does not present these entities as separate; rather, the depictions suggest they are intricately linked. 
Throughout the text, we see Roger consistently struggle with insufficient jobs and unemployment due 
to discrimination. Despite having much experience in carpentry and construction, “businesses and 
unions” “suspicious about his skills” prevent him from gaining adequate employment (72). At first 
glance, he appears to be unconscious of  the racial discrimination he faces in the workforce:

He doesn’t care, though. He has his job distributing newspapers, and he is still intoxicated 
with possibility […] He spends foolishly at restaurants, and he acts recklessly and with 
little foresight […] He treats horseradish like mashed potatoes during his first roast-beef  
dinner, bringing a first and massive forkful of  the condiment to his mouth and shrugging 
off the waiter’s warning about the heat. Like white people could tell him something about 
heat. (72)

Roger’s nonchalant attitude and spendthrift behavior can be read as an attempt to combat his inability 
to change the economic circumstances that shape his life. In his work on global masculinities, Keith 
Nurse argues that: 

Masculine identity is very bound up with work. [...] The role of  the breadwinner is an 
important source of  authority for men within the context of  patriarchy. A decline in this 
role, for example through unemployment, has been manifested to result in the loss of  self-
esteem and problems like domestic violence and reduced sexual potency. (25)

Rather than present an Indo-Caribbean man as a wife-beater, suicide victim or alcoholic in response 
to such disempowerment, Chariandy casts an alternative image of  an Indo-Caribbean character who 
performs masculinity in less destructive ways. Roger attempts to protect his self-esteem and manhood 
through his role as a consumer and by exhibiting small acts of  resistance.  His defiance of  the white 
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waiter’s advice against eating too much horseradish shows his awareness of  racial hierarchies in 
Canadian society. In the restaurant, he feels a sense of  status as a paying customer being served by a 
white man and attempts to exert this power in a minuscule gesture of  eating what he wants and how he 
wants. 

Daniel Coleman’s concept of  cultural refraction proves useful to understanding Roger’s 
experience. Coleman argues that “when men emigrate, they take a familiar, though not necessarily 
unified, set of  masculine practices with them; when they immigrate, they encounter a second, less-
familiar set of  masculine practices” (3). The experience “troubles the immigrant’s relation to cultural 
norms, and in the disjuncture, many of  the masculine ideologies that so often remain assumed become 
objects of  conscious attention” (Coleman 7). In addition, “[b]ecause the migrant man moves physically 
from one geocultural location to another, his narrative emphasizes in spatial and temporal, as well 
social and political, terms the uneven history of  his masculine subjectivity” (7). Roger’s mediation of  
Canadian social norms must be read then in relation to the colonial history of  indentured labour and 
post-independence Trinidadian politics.

The novel gestures to historical constructions of  Africans and Indians in Trinidad as economic 
and social competitors in its description of  Adele and Roger’s interracial union as an African woman 
and Indian man: 

…both born in the Caribbean and the descendants of  slaves and indentured workers, 
they had each been raised to believe that only the other had ruined the great fortune 
that they should have enjoyed in the New World. They had been raised to detect, from 
a nervous distance, the smell that accompanied the other. Something oily that saturated 
their skins, something sweet-rotten and dreaded that arose from past labours and traumas 
and couldn’t ever seem to be washed away. (70)

Their union suggests Roger’s rejection of  rigid forms of  Indo-Trinidadian identity and the emergence 
of  fluid notions of  Caribbeanness and community in the diaspora. In Canada, Roger does not 
feel pressured to retain Indian cultural heritage and ethnic identity as he may have in Trinidad. 
The political climate of  1960s Trinidad was characterized by heightened mistrust between Afro-
Caribbeans and Indo-Caribbeans who were perceived as competitors for state control. Within this 
context, Roger and Adele’s relationship would have been discouraged. Roger’s lack of  connection 
to an Indo-Caribbean extended family or community in the diaspora further enables his union with 
Adele. Simmons and Plaza argue that, in Canada, Indo-Caribbean identity is usually negotiated in 
relation to more dominant identities: black West Indian identity and South Asian identity. Soucouyant 
does not directly explore the complexities of  belonging to a particular ethnic group in Canada, 
particularly in its 1960s suburban setting with a majority white population. Had the novel been set 
in a more urban part of  Toronto where Caribbean communities were emerging, Roger’s and Adele’s 
communal identifications may have looked different. Instead of  constructing Indo-Caribbean identities 
and masculinities in relation to dominant Afro-Creole models as is the case in the Caribbean space, 
Soucouyant presents the struggles of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity as being negotiated in relation to the 
dominant masculinity in Canada: white hegemonic masculinity.  

Drawing on R.W. Connell’s notion of  “hegemonic masculinity,” Nurse states that “the 
characteristics of  the ‘ideal’ male in modern, globalized society are that he is white, heterosexual, 
married, middle-aged, university educated and upper middle class” (6). While hegemonic masculinity 
is normalized, subordinate masculinities (working-class men, gay men and non-Western men or ethnic 
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minorities) are marginalized (Nurse 6). The notion of  the “ideal male,” however false, is particularly 
impossible for Indo-Caribbean working-class men, and working-class men of  colour in general, 
to achieve because of  their race, but also because they often do not have access to networks and 
educational opportunities that might more easily lead to economic and social mobility.  In Soucouyant, I 
read the male characters’ engagements with masculinity as both a resistance to hegemonic masculinity 
and a desire for the privileges associated with it including belonging and citizenship. The novel also 
foregrounds an aspect of  masculine identity not tied to economics: emotional bonds between family 
members.  

Despite persistent unemployment, Roger gains a sense of  manhood through his roles as a 
husband and father. There are several moments in the text where Roger’s performance of  these roles 
is linked to his negotiation of  masculinity in the wider Canadian society. For instance, early in their 
relationship, Roger wears “a white rhinestone-embroidered cowboy suit and drags Adele to country 
music taverns and bars, places she wouldn’t before have dreamt of  entering. He doesn’t seem to notice 
the people either staring icily or laughing. He waves back smiling, oblivious. He’s so innocent, she 
thinks” (73). Roger’s donning of  the cowboy suit can be viewed as emblematic of  pressures to form 
a sense of  masculinity in relation to hegemonic masculinity. A quintessential image of  American 
manhood, “the cowboy was fierce and brave, willing to venture into unknown territory [...] and tame it 
for women and children and emasculate civilized men” (Kimmel 188). With its origins in the nineteenth 
century, the figure of  the cowboy gained iconic status through twentieth-century Hollywood westerns. 
The novel suggests that Roger’s admiration for the cowboy figure emerged from his childhood in the 
Caribbean where he watched American westerns and other films, studying “phrases, gestures, and 
postures of  possibility” such as “Bogart’s smoky manhood” (73). Adele’s presence in the scene is also 
important because it partly motivates Roger’s performance. Her female gaze motivates him to display 
male confidence and bravado despite the risk of  being ridiculed by the predominantly white customers. 
In addition, Roger uses his male privilege to take Adele into spaces she would not enter by herself  
as a woman of  colour. When juxtaposed to another moment in the novel, this point becomes more 
meaningful. Before meeting Roger, Adele builds the courage to go into a restaurant that she passed on 
her way home from work every day. However, when she enters the restaurant alone, she is mistaken for 
a prostitute and politely asked to leave (50). With Roger present, this situation does not recur. Through 
the recurring acts of  resistance we witness in the novel—whether small acts like eating horseradish or 
more meaningful acts like occupying public spaces unofficially deemed as white—Roger is constructed 
as a pioneer who, like a cowboy, takes on the hostile Canadian landscape and attempts to create safe 
spaces for his wife, children and himself.

We see Roger’s adoption of  a daredevil persona as a strategy to obtain recognition from a loved 
one recur at another moment in the novel when his youngest son unexpectedly visits his workplace. 
According to the narrator’s flashback, he was unable to see Roger because of  the factory’s dangerous 
conditions, but noticed “a man in grey-white overalls and gloves, his face hidden behind a battered gas 
mask, glaring portholes for eyes.” The man “climbed on top of  the assembly line table in front of  him. 
He started to balance himself  on the rollers, hands outstretched but miraculously steady, one hugely 
booted foot placed after the other across the narrow surface, a serrated blade jutting up at least a foot 
between his ankles at one point. Steady though. A tight rope act in the bustle around him” (81). From 
the above scenes in the restaurant and the bar to this one, Roger’s stunts seem to get more dangerous 
as his frustration with the family’s increasingly dismal situation and his lack of  economic progress 
grows. The presence of  his child motivates Roger’s performance, giving him an opportunity to exhibit 
a sense of  masculine power in a way that is impossible in a factory job or a home life where he is often 
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absent, tired and ill as a result of  working meager jobs. Validation from loved ones allows Roger to show 
presumably masculine qualities of  power, control and confidence in a society where racist and classist 
structures do not allow this, especially in the workplace. Moreover, Roger’s longing for his family’s 
validation exemplifies my argument that the affective relationships Indo-Caribbean men have with their 
loved ones are foregrounded in Soucouyant as integral to the formation of  masculinity. Roger not only 
cares about the wellbeing of  his family members, but is also concerned about whether they care about 
him. In other words, the respect he desires is not one of  patriarchal dominance as head of  household 
that includes strict control over women and children but one of  mutual love and emotional need, a 
need that cannot be filled by socio-economic mobility. 

Roger’s resilience in the face of  modes of  oppression is linked to his Indo-Caribbean heritage. 
The narrator discloses that Roger’s family came from Madras and spoke Tamil. This fractured 
history is described in the following passage: “[O]rigin of  caste and wealth that had no business 
being remembered. Hushed stories of  desperate flights, of  cutlasses and sweat. Bodies broken in the 
canefields. Some surviving rituals of  belief, though. Fire coal walking by his grandfather and men 
of  this generation on certain obscure days” (79).  The passage establishes a cycle of  back-breaking 
labour, dangerous working conditions and powerlessness that has been inherited from colonialism 
and continues to plague working-class Indian men and their families even in the diaspora. Secondly, it 
suggests that Roger’s identity as Indo-Caribbean is not based on religious hierarchies such as caste or 
on status (“wealth”) but on his Madrasee ethnicity and practices passed down to him from his ancestors 
(such as walking on fire). The strength he inherits from his ancestors shapes his perseverance, ability 
to do manual work and work ethic. Like his fire walking relatives, Roger is able to manipulate mind 
and body to push aside racial and class discrimination. But also like his indentured ancestors’ “broken 
bodies in the canefield,” Roger’s own working-class male body is metaphorically and literally broken by 
the factory. As a result of  his factory work, “heated metal parts rip the skin from his hands. He either 
throws up his dinner or complains that the solvents and paints have made him too dizzy to eat” (74). 
Eventually, Roger dies when a machine accidentally slices his neck. His body becomes a waste product 
of  capitalism.4 The mutilation of  his body represents the plight of  the working-class man of  colour 
whose value is measured by standards of  hegemonic masculinity under global capitalism. Roger’s death 
can be read as a metaphor for the failure of  the myth of  immigration North as a path to liberation and 
for the toll of  capitalism on the lives of  working-class men and their families. 

The novel links the racism faced by both parents in the 1960s and 1970s to the discrimination 
faced by their children in school and in their neighborhood. Chariandy’s choice to set the present of  
this novel in 1989 is significant because it is a year after the Canadian Multiculturalism Act was passed. 
Despite its claim to promote equality for all Canadians in all spheres of  life, critics have pointed out that 
the act does little to decentre Canada’s two hegemonic cultures, French and English, and subordinates 
other cultural traditions and peoples. Black Canadian writer of  Caribbean heritage, Marlene NourbeSe 
Philip argues that the act “has no answers for the problems of  racism, or white supremacy—unless it 
is combined with a clearly articulated policy of  anti-racism, directed at rooting out the effects of  racist 
and white supremacist thinking” (quoted in Mergeai 86). By weaving together disparate and fragmented 
memories that span a 30 to 40 year period of  the fictional family history, Chariandy shows that racism 
and anti-immigrant sentiments in Canada were not only historical but also contemporary. His focus 
on intergenerational experiences of  discrimination demonstrates how Caribbean migrants and their 
Canadian-born children experience race, class and identity differently. 
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Although Roger’s two sons also negotiate identity and masculinity in relation to white hegemonic 
masculinity, they do so differently from Roger and even from each other. As poor, visibly black children, 
the race and class discrimination they experience in school and the neighborhood prevents them from 
identifying with Canadian national or cultural identity. As I argue above, one reason Roger was able 
combat everyday discrimination was because of  his identification with Caribbean heritage. Knowing 
little about Trinidad and socialized in a white supremacist society, the sons are not able to develop a 
strong sense of  cultural identity and Roger’s model of  masculinity proves insufficient in their world. In 
some ways, the older brother suffers the most from Roger’s absence and pays the higher price of  the 
two sons, because he is forced to take on the “role of  the working man in the family” (27).  Although 
the narrator believes that his brother will become a famous writer, in reality, his older brother is illiterate 
and stops going to school because he is labelled as disruptive and in need of  vocational training. As 
he grows older, the brother is unable to deal passively with the discrimination he encounters. He 
“came to be ‘known’ by teachers, neighborhood watch volunteers, and police throughout ‘the good 
neighborhood’ where [he] lived” (28). The text’s use of  singular quotation marks to highlight ‘known’ 
and ‘good neighborhood’ emphasizes the irony that the individuals who were supposed to provide 
support to him label the young mixed-race man as deviant and a threat.

The pressures placed on him to meet gendered expectations are painfully seen in a scene where 
he is pressured by a mob of  white school boys to sexually abuse Meera, one of  the few other students 
of  colour at their school (159). In this scene, he is called upon to perform racial, class and gender 
stereotypes for the white male gaze. While he gives into the demands of  the mob because of  fear, his 
participation can also be read as an attempt to gain approval from his white peers based on gendered 
identification and male privilege. When Meera relays the episode, she says the older son “could have 
fought them off. He could have done something to resist, but he didn’t” (159). In other words, sexually 
abusing Meera, because she is a woman of  colour, allows him to prove his manhood over the limitations 
of  race and class. If  he had violated a white woman, the mob would have violently retaliated and he 
would most likely have been arrested. The white boys use him as a pawn to play out their racialized and 
sexualized fantasies about the brown girl’s body. In their minds, he proves the negative stereotypes they 
have about people of  colour by following their vicious instructions. By pitting the brown boy and brown 
girl against each other, the white boys psychologically abuse both and free themselves from directly 
inflicting physical abuse. 

The incident painfully reinforces the disconnection the brother feels at home because no one 
there “could have understood or even begun to grasp the contradictions” (159). Since Roger and Adele 
grew up in a place where racial dynamics were different, their sons felt that they would not understand 
their experiences as Canadian-born citizens who experienced discrimination in overt and subtle forms 
in aspects of  their everyday lives. Speaking on the disconnection between Caribbean immigrants 
and their children, Chariandy states that the children of  immigrants, what he terms the “second 
generation”:

…possess moods and aspirations that are considerably different from those of  the first 
generation. Simply put, the second generation possesses intimate and lifelong knowledge 
of  Canada as a complex and sometimes outright painful space to grow up in as a visible 
minority. The second generation is Canadian—intimately so. And yet, as recent polls 
suggest, they appear to identify far less with Canada than their parents, who might feel 
less comfortable about articulating their ambivalences about their “adopted” country, or 
else might believe, quite sincerely, in the multiculturalism and social equality that Canada 
often represents to the outside world. (Dobson 810-811)
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The younger generation seems to be more aware of  the inequalities that shape their experiences 
because, unlike their parents, Canada is the only nation they know. They are not “gifted” citizenship 
like their parents were: it is their birthright. The older brother’s inability to meet expectations of  
masculinity in the outside world and at home as the breadwinner ultimately leads him to withdraw and 
become silent. He abruptly leaves, severing ties with his mother and younger brother. 

While the narrator’s sense of  masculinity is shaped by expectations of  the dominant white 
society, it is also informed by his position in the family as the youngest child and his relationship with his 
mother. Unlike the older son and Roger, the narrator is not called upon to take economic responsibility 
for the family, so his sense of  identity is not tied to labour. Moreover, as the youngest, he spends a lot 
of  time with Adele and seems to be closer to her than his brother. Flashbacks disclose embarrassing 
memories of  his mother’s illness such as her roaming around the neighborhood during a heritage 
parade in her undergarments. Still a young boy, he waited on the porch for her to return. He watched 
paralyzed as an older white couple mercifully brought her home while other white parade-goers 
gawked and made derogatory statements (60). The closeness between mother and younger son is seen 
by her choice to take him rather than his brother on her trip back to Trinidad to visit her mother. In 
his memories and in moments in the novel’s 1989 present, Adele repeatedly says to him: “I knew you 
wouldn’t leave me” (20, 99). Although he initially abandons Adele like his brother does, he returns after 
two years to take care of  her. I argue that the caring relationship that the narrator has with his mother 
and the model Roger provides as a loving and hardworking father and husband, leads the narrator to 
transcend gender expectations more effectively than his brother. His close connection to Adele allows 
him to learn fragments of  his family’s past and teaches him how to express love and show affection.  

In her review of  Soucouyant, Donette Francis takes up the issue of  gender and care work in 
Caribbean families, posing the question “had the children been girls, would they have exercised the 
right to leave?” (77). I agree that, in Caribbean families, care work is often gendered. From a young age, 
girls are often socialized to care for others and to perform domestic work. However, Soucouyant presents 
a sense of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity that troubles these gendered roles. The narrator returns to care 
for Adele and stays with her until she dies, demonstrating a sense of  masculinity based on affect rather 
than power. There are tender moments when he shows immense patience and love like when he cuts 
her nails (83) and cleans up after her ritual of  covering the kitchen counters and floor with flour and 
grated coconut during her multiple attempts to make coconut bake (133). These acts of  caretaking show 
that the narrator’s sense of  masculinity is profoundly shaped by his sense of  duty as a son. It is not tied 
to labour or acts of  male bravado as with his father, but to care work and emotion. 

Roger’s masculinity is compromised by a desire to succeed in a world that subordinates him. The 
older brother is twice-alienated, with no sense of  either Caribbean or Canadian identity. It is only the 
youngest son who creates a sense of  self  from the experiences of  his male relatives and from his close 
relationship with his mother. Chariandy presents Indo-Caribbean masculinity in relation to race and 
class, labour and family. For these men, their ability to care for family members financially and through 
acts of  love are essential to their sense of  manhood. Like Chariandy, Ian Harnarine’s film Doubles 
with Slight Pepper also reconfigures models of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity based on gender relations 
and images of  male status. Similar to Soucouyant, the film explores how migration, class, labour and 
intergenerational relationships—father and son relationships and mother and son relationships—affect 
men’s perceptions of  themselves. In contrast to the novel, the film is set entirely in the Trinidadian 
context and centres on the dynamics of  constructing Indo-Caribbean masculinity within the home. 
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“Yuh stupid doubles business”: Indo-Caribbean masculinities in Doubles with Slight 
Pepper

Ian Harnarine’s 2011 award-winning film, Doubles with Slight Pepper, is the story of  a 
contemporary Indo-Trinidadian family who earn their livelihood selling doubles: a small sandwich of  
fried flour and lentil bread with a chickpea filling. The film opens with the son, Dhani, who appears to 
be in his late teens or early twenties, riding a bike in rural San Fernando selling doubles from a cooler. 
He wears the full-length coat and pants of  a Santa suit, festively promoting his struggling business 
during the Christmas season. Dhani’s body and facial expressions stiffen when he recognizes that his 
customer is his estranged father, Ragbir. After his emigration to Canada years ago, Ragbir did not 
contact Dhani or his mother, Sumintra. This first scene sets up the film’s central concern: the pressures 
emigration places on the father-son relationship, family dynamics and notions of  masculinity. Doubles 
with Slight Pepper shows the ways in which emigration to North America influences constructions of  
Indo-Caribbean masculinities at home and in the diaspora. The father’s supposed abandonment of  
his family is partly the result of  his perceptions of  the standards of  masculinity in Trinidad and a 
sense of  his failures in Canada. The son’s construction of  masculinity is negotiated in relation to his 
father’s departure and his father’s model as head of  household and family member. The film ties Indo-
Caribbean masculinities to roles traditionally attributed to men as breadwinners but also to the ways in 
which men show or do not show love. By focusing on intergenerational relations, the film demonstrates 
how one generation’s sense of  self  is shaped in relation to previous and following generations. 

The son of  Trinidadian parents, Harnarine grew up in Toronto and now lives in New York 
City. As scriptwriter and director, he consciously chose to set and shoot the film in Trinidad and to 
cast Caribbean actors, ensuring that they spoke “in a more ‘informal’ Trinidadian accent than what 
actors might be trained for” (Deonarine, “Island People”). In fact, the sole language of  the script is 
Anglophone Creole, the everyday language of  Indo-Caribbean working-class people. Harnarine admits 
that, although the film is not autobiographical, “it was conceived during the recent experience of  [his] 
Father’s terminal illness.” He states:

In the latter days of  his life, he became a person that was completely different from the 
man that I knew. It was like meeting a stranger for the first time. I began to wonder what 
it would have been like to have never known a Father until his final days. Is there an 
intrinsic affinity between a Father and Son that cannot be destroyed? What could test 
this fundamentally human relationship? These questions inspired me as I investigated the 
dynamic between Father and Son. (capitalization in original Press Kit)

Despite its short length (15 minutes and 54 seconds), the film complexly explores the tensions between 
father and son through its depiction of  a man who migrates North in search for a better life for 
his family, but leaves his son and wife behind, hoping they will join soon after. Ragbir’s absence is 
prolonged without explanation and Dhani is forced to take over the doubles business to provide for 
himself  and his mother. As the film progresses, we find out that Ragbir returns because he has been 
diagnosed with a rare blood disorder. He needs a blood donor and Dhani is a “prime candidate.” Hurt 
by his father’s abandonment, Dhani initially refuses to help. To Dhani, Ragbir’s motive for returning 
confirms the assumption that Ragbir is an opportunist who only thinks of  himself. 

Throughout the film, the father-son dynamics are exhibited through body language and 
dialogue. For example, when Dhani arrives home after his encounter with his father, he finds Ragbir 
sitting at the dining room table. Dhani asks his father, “What the hell you doin here? We living like you 
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dead for years.” Here, Dhani doesn’t display the respect traditionally expected of  a son towards a father. 
His words and the high, aggressive tone of  his voice signal that he sees himself  as a person of  authority 
in the home space and within the dynamics of  the relationship and that Ragbir must now earn Dhani’s 
respect and forgiveness. This idea is also demonstrated by the placement of  the actors’ bodies. For most 
of  the scene, Dhani stands tall and the camera focuses on him directly, while Ragbir sits at the table 
and remains at the periphery of  the camera’s view. The dialogue, body language and camera angle 
emphasize where the power lies within the father-son relationship, the doubles business and the home.

 A second important scene of  confrontation occurs after Dhani discovers his father’s condition. 
Dhani is outside fixing a bike and Ragbir comes out to help. The broken bike can easily be read as 
a symbol of  the fractured bond between the two characters. Fathers often teach their young sons to 
ride and are often the ones to repair bikes when needed. In fact, the scene begins with Ragbir stating: 
“Yuh applying too much pressure,” revealing his knowledge and perhaps suggesting that he taught 
Dhani how to do this as a child. The reversal of  their roles is demonstrated by Dhani’s refusal to accept 
his father’s help. The ways in which their bodies are positioned provides a visual image of  this point. 
Both are crouching, facing each other as equals with the broken bike in between them. What is most 
interesting about this moment is the dialogue between the characters:

 Ragbir:   Yuh tink Ah’m happy to see how yuh’re all struggling?
      Yuh tink Ah really expect yuh to help me? 
      Because I ruin everything for all of  yuh.
      Things didn’t turn out the way Ah wanted
 Dhani:    The way yuh wanted?
      Yuh tell me to take over your stupid doubles stand.
      For a few months. Until yuh send for we [...]
      Ah used to wonder what I would say to yuh. 
      But, now?
      All Ah want to do is look yuh in the eye, 
      And make sure Ah don’t see myself.5

Ragbir’s comments and his low tone of  voice suggests a sense of  remorse and failure. In contrast, 
Dhani’s response indicates bitterness. Ragbir’s departure destabilized the patriarchal order of  the home. 
His physical absence and inability to provide financially for his loved ones from abroad forced Dhani 
to step up as the primary income earner. We get the sense that if  Ragbir had remained, Dhani may 
have had access to other educational or employment opportunities. These missed opportunities and 
the role he has to take on within the family to ensure its survival are at the root of  the bitterness and 
hatred toward his father that we witness. Importantly, his attitude also seems to be a result of  a feeling 
of  desertion since Ragbir never sent for them or maintained contact. Dhani’s declaration that “All Ah 
want to do is look yuh in the eye, An make sure Ah don’t see myself ” suggests that his sense of  self  as a 
man is based on his father’s model. He learns what not to become from his father’s inability to take care 
of  his family, for lying to them about the circumstances of  his emigration and for not showing affection 
or care towards them when he was in Canada. Dhani’s sense of  masculine authority is displayed in the 
scenes discussed above and in other parts of  the film where he stands up to his father and speaks to him 
as an equal. 
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In addition, Dhani’s sense of  masculinity suggests shared power with women since, in his 
father’s absence, he gained power in the home as a decision maker alongside his mother. Through its 
presentation of  Sumintra, Doubles challenges stereotypes of  Indian women as housewives occupying a 
subordinate position in the home. While Dhani treats his father with disdain and contempt, Sumintra 
acts as if  Ragbir never left. Pragmatically, she believes they have to treat Ragbir well so that he will sign 
over the deed of  the house to them, which will secure their future. She tells Dhani, “…we need to get 
the land. Get what we deserve.” Sumintra’s words and Dhani’s treatment of  her shows a shared sense 
of  accomplishment and work.  It is unclear whether or not Sumintra works outside of  the home, but 
her contribution to the business is apparent and both men value her opinion. Unlike Chariandy, who 
presents the mother’s story as equally important as the protagonist’s, and perhaps privileges it over that 
of  the father, Harnarine chooses to place Sumintra somewhat in the background of  the film in order 
to foreground father-son relations. However, there is no doubt that her role is integral to the family’s 
economic survival and bond. The absence of  the father strengthens the mother-son relationship which 
is integral to the shaping of  Dhani’s masculinity. He does not take over financial power or control the 
decisions in the home, but shares power with his mother. For instance, he listens to her advice to be 
patient and try to convince his father to give them the house and Ragbir does indeed sign it over. 

A significant turning point occurs after Ragbir signs over the house. The family begins to 
reconcile as is apparent in a scene where they are in the kitchen preparing doubles to sell the next day. 
This moment is significant for two reasons: it shows the important role Ragbir plays within the family’s 
doubles business; and Ragbir reveals the reason for his silence when he was up North. First, Ragbir 
reveals the secret ingredient for the doubles recipe. In the beginning of  the film, it is made clear that 
the business had not been doing well, and in this moment we find out why. Ragbir adds a dash of  
what appears to be food essence into the channa filling, showing that he was integral to the business 
not only as its initiator and worker but also as the cook. By presenting the family preparing doubles 
together, the scene shows each member sharing work responsibilities within and outside of  the home 
through doubles making and selling. In other words, no one person is solely in charge of  the business or 
producing the goods to sell. In this section of  the film, the symbol of  the doubles transforms from one 
of  working-class economic struggle and family strife to one of  unity. Like the channa filling that acts as 
a glue linking the two fried flat breads, the tasty dish is the glue that brings the family together. In this 
moment, Ragbir reestablishes his role within the family, not as breadwinner and decision maker, but as 
caring father and husband.

In the kitchen scene, Ragbir also exposes the reason for his lack of  communication when he 
moved North: “Ah wanted to start a roti and doubles shop in Canada. And the three of  we woulda been 
running it. Selling only to white people. But instead I end up in a basement apartment, living with two 
other people, washing dishes in a cafeteria [...] Ah keep telling myself, when Ah have enough money, 
Ah will send for all of  yuh. Ah still saying that.” Here, the film disrupts assumptions that emigration 
to North America (and other western nations) is a path to liberation and economic and social mobility. 
Harnarine states that he “wanted to challenge the clichés of  the standard immigrant story, by having 
a character that has failed in his new country and returned home” (Press Kit). Although Ragbir does 
not explicitly delve into the complexities of  race and class within the Canadian context that shape 
his experiences, his description of  limited economic opportunities and overcrowded living conditions 
alludes to them. Many Caribbean immigrants (and others from non-European nations) are relegated 
to unskilled jobs even when in some cases they enjoyed privileged educational and class positions in 
their home countries. Ragbir presents the economic situation at home as more promising than in North 
America. The film is set entirely in Trinidad and relays the events of  a few days, so we do not see the 
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circumstances in Canada. They are conveyed by Ragbir whose reasons for returning seem suspect. 
What we do know is that the family owns a home in Trinidad and would have to start from scratch 
and all work together to purchase a home in Canada. In addition, as street vendors and independent 
small business owners, they are not under the direct management of  a supervisor or corporation as they 
might be if  they were to move to and work in Canada. Establishing a business and obtaining a home 
in Canada might be difficult given the social, economic and political barriers placed on immigrants of  
colour in this space. 

More explicitly than the novel, the film shows how assumptions about gender identity and 
gender roles travel from the home country to the host country and influence performance of  
masculinity in the new space. As a working-class visible minority male in Canada, Ragbir is unable to 
live up to expectations of  hegemonic masculinity and transcend unequal, racialized structures of  global 
capital. Through Ragbir’s character, the film shows how, consciously or unconsciously, immigrants 
have to negotiate the norms of  gender, race and class categories from home in relation to the ways 
in which those systems are normalized in the new space. Ragbir’s inability to live up to standards 
of  masculinity in Canada, however false these standards are, wounded his sense of  manhood. The 
traditional notion that Indian men (and arguably men in all societies) should be the breadwinner of  the 
family shapes Ragbir’s perception of  himself  as a failure. Arguably, like the older son in Soucouyant, this 
failure manifests inward as feelings of  low self-worth and shame that directly affect Ragbir’s relations 
with his family. In contrast to the father figure in Soucouyant, Ragbir is unable to construct a strong sense 
of  masculinity to persevere in the face of  unequal racial and class structures. But similar to Roger, 
family respect and admiration are important to Ragbir’s understanding of  manhood. He did not have 
the comfort of  having his family in the same national space. Having his family’s support may have 
motivated Ragbir to continue to work hard and would have allowed him to seek medical treatment in 
Canada. Not wanting to admit failure to Dhani and Sumintra, Ragbir severs his connection to them 
instead.

By signing over the house to his family, Ragbir demonstrates both the economic and affective 
elements of  the conception of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity that I argue the film exhibits. Instead of  
selling the house to pay for medical treatment and seek out a donor, he puts the family’s wellbeing first; 
the home provides current and future stability for Dhani and Sumintra. The father-son reconciliation is 
apparent towards the end of  the film, when the family celebrates Christmas and suddenly Ragbir falls 
ill. Dhani comforts his father saying: “You’ll be alright, Pa. Cool yourself  Pa. You’ll be alright.” His use 
of  the endearing term “Pa” hints at a transformation in his views of  and attitudes towards his father. 
Not caring for his father would emulate the kind of  masculinity his father’s abandonment represented. 
By agreeing to be tested as a blood donor and through the act of  forgiving, Dhani emulates the care he 
witnessed at an earlier time when he was a boy and his father affectionately gave him his first doubles. 

Importantly, in Doubles with Slight Pepper, Indo-Caribbean working-class struggles are linked to an 
intergenerational cycle of  poverty, hard physical labour, and lack of  opportunities for education and 
social mobility rooted in the conditions of  the indentureship system. The film opens and closes with 
Dhani’s voiceover humorously referencing terms linked to Indianness and indentureship. It begins with 
the lines:
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I am a 104th generation Brahmin.
Dats’ a lie. 
I come from a long line of  poor and stupid coolies.
I work under the blazing hot sun for donkey years.
Yeah man. 
That’s me.

This cycle is also visually presented since, while these lines are heard, the audience sees Dhani riding 
in the hot Trinidadian climate fully garbed in a Santa suit, carefully balancing the cooler on his 
bike. Dhani’s reference to being a 104th generation Brahmin signals the ways in which Hindu caste 
distinctions as markers of  hierarchy within Indo-Caribbean groups have disintegrated. They remain 
symbolically and are often employed to buttress claims for religious purity and exclusionary practices, 
such as those that present Indo-Caribbean working-class people as inferior to Indo-Caribbean elite 
classes. At the end of  the film, Dhani repeats and modifies these lines: 

I am a 104th generation Brahmin.
Dats’ a lie. 
I come from a long line of  poor and stupid coolies.
They work under the blazing hot sun for donkey years, making English man rich rich.
They make children that do the same thing. 
That’s me.

These changes signal the film’s interest in linking contemporary forces of  global capital to colonialism. 
The film’s bleak ending—Dhani does not qualify as a blood donor, Ragbir’s health is failing, and there 
is little hope of  the family’s economic circumstances improving—indicates the continuation of  local 
and global systems of  oppression that impact the everyday lives of  workers and their families. The 
film vividly depicts how global capital impacts the intimacies of  Indo-Caribbean family and selfhood, 
particularly formations of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity.

Importantly, Doubles with Slight Pepper calls attention to informal economies such as doubles selling 
that allow working-class individuals and families to gain economic and social mobility in a society 
marked by class divisions and unemployment. Through his ownership of  the doubles business, Ragbir 
is able to participate in the Trinidadian economy, exercise agency and some sense of  freedom; these 
acts are all significant to the formation of  masculine identity. Even though vendors are regulated by 
government laws, their day-to-day activities are not monitored as closely as if  they worked for a factory 
or in a business place. The selling of  doubles also fosters a sense of  community between sellers and 
their customers, providing a way for working-class people connect to each other and to their larger 
community. Doubles selling may also facilitate cross-cultural and cross-class encounters, as sellers serve 
a diverse consumer population.

Soucouyant and Doubles with Slight Pepper both present Indo-Caribbean masculinities as linked to 
economic productivity and family and investigate the roles men occupy within families as breadwinners, 
husbands, fathers and sons. In various ways, each shows how unemployment, the struggles of  
emigration, and racist/classist structures cause tension within these relationships and alienate men 
from loved ones and from themselves. They also gesture to the negative consequences of  such pressures 
on the Indo-Caribbean working-class male body including severe health consequences and death. 
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Although it is unclear whether Ragbir’s illness is tied to labour conditions, his limited economic 
circumstances suggest bleak possibilities of  a cure or finding a donor. 

In their portrayals of  male characters of  Indo-Caribbean ancestry, Chariandy and Harnarine 
challenge images of  Indo-Caribbean masculinities that are defined through wealth, property, status, 
sexual performance and Indian patriarchal control over women and their bodies. In so doing, these 
works offer alternatives to the traditional image of  the Indian patriarchal family that places the 
husband/father as head and wife/mother as subordinate. Within these alternative models, women 
are respected and valued and parent-child relationships are centered. Moreover, alcohol and violence 
are not seen as viable options for men to release the frustrations and low self-esteem that result from 
economic hardships and lack of  opportunity. Exploring a plethora of  relationships that exist within 
families (between partners, mother-son and father-son), the importance of  care, mutual love and 
respect within all of  these relations is highlighted and intergenerational perspectives give insight to the 
continuities and discontinuities in the ways in which different generations experience race, class and 
identity formation.  Thus, Chariandy’s and Harnarine’s works provide us with a better understanding 
of  the contemporary realities of  Indo-Caribbean men and the ways in which they navigate and redefine 
masculinity in continuously changing local and global landscapes.

Notes

 1 Since their immigration to the New World, Indo-Caribbean women have worked inside 
and outside of  the home. While initially they enjoyed some forms of  economic and social 
independence, as the indentured population became a settler community, colonial and Indian 
patriarchal forces pushed them into the domestic sphere. For instance, the 1880s marriage laws 
in Trinidad and British Guiana were created through the joint efforts of  the colonial government 
and the Church to encourage the establishment of  East Indian families and to curb Indian 
women’s freedom.  For instance, by the 1890s the marriage ordinances in Trinidad had been 
changed to protect husbands whose wives had left them for another man. In such a case, the 
husband had the right to seek civil damages and criminal prosecution of  the wife; however, 
a wife whose husband abandoned her for another woman was afforded no such protection 
(Mohapatra 250).

 2 Mohapatra argues that colonial administrators commonly attributed the violence indentured 
Indian men inflicted on indentured Indian women to the “violent instincts” of  Indian men. In 
other words, rather than acknowledge the violence as a result of  the disproportionate ratio of  
indentured women to men (in the initial period of  indenture) and the failure of  colonial planters 
to meet the basic needs of  the worker, Indian men were labeled as inherently violent (250). 
Nurse and others have identified violence and alcoholism as manifestations of  unemployment 
and a decline male authority (25). For more on the subject of  Indo-Caribbean men, violence and 
alcohol, see Reddock 270-272.
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 3 For example, see the works of  Jennifer Bowering Delisle and Mathilde Mergeai.

 4 Here my analysis is influenced by Michael Niblett’s reading of  Indo-Martinican author Michel 
Ponnamah’s Dérive de Josaphat. Niblett presents the concept that the Indo-Caribbean male body 
and life is presented as a waste product of  the plantation after the collapse of  the cane industry 
in Martinique in the 1970s (291).

 5 To record the dialogue, I drew upon Francesco Nacchia’s transcription of  the film’s audio, 
recorded in his M.A. thesis.
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Daryl Cumber 
Dance, In Search of  
Annie Drew: Jamaica 
Kincaid’s Mother and 
Muse

In her most recent book, In Search of  Annie Drew, Daryl Cumber Dance tasks herself  
with unearthing and delivering from oblivion Annie Victoria Drew, the mother of  renowned 
Afro-Caribbean author Jamaica Kincaid. A self-appointed biographer of  Annie Drew, 
Dance discloses that, in her exploration of  Annie Drew’s life, she not only relied on Kincaid’s 
writings, but also on her “speculations on the inner workings of  [Annie’s] mind and emotions,” 
citing that her credentials as “a woman, wife, mother, and daughter” served her well in the 
construction of  this biography (3). Dance is hell-bent and adamant about filling in the gaps: 
“Throughout [Kincaid’s works] are some of  the details that I believe beg to be discovered, 
filled in, and corrected – and I shall do it! I shall try to do for Annie Drew what Toni Morrison 
does for the similarly silenced and vilified African Americans….[I shall] tell the half  that has 
never been told....” Dance proposes to do so by entering the physical world of  Dominica and 
Antigua, and the literary world of  Kincaid (4-5). Notably, even as she shares Kincaid’s views 
that her job as a writer is “not to say it all,” she refuses to “talk half, lef  half.” By the same 
token, Dance expresses some ambivalence about her self-appointed role as biographer. As 
she embarks on giving Annie Drew a voice of  her own, on introducing readers to the views 
of  “the flesh-and-blood Annie Drew,” she acknowledges the impossibility of  writing about 
the mother without writing about her daughter (9). After confessing to being an unabashed 
devotee of  Kincaid, she voices her concern that this book will be perceived as “an attack upon 
Kincaid’s works” (9). Dare I say it, “Honey, Hush!”1

Simone A. James Alexander
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University of  Virginia Press, 2016, ix + 246 pp.
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Subverting the trope of  the evil stepmother, Dance stresses that the goal of  her study is to provide 
at “least one mirror that provides a fuller, fairer and more even reflection of  this mother, one not restricted 
to the daughter’s expectations and perceptions. It is conceivable that one might even reveal, not just 
Jamaica’s mother, but Annie Victoria Richardson Drew” (8). This literary excavation is compounded by 
what Jana Evans Braziel refers to as “autobiographical ambivalence” (7). In other words, Kincaid’s works 
resist easy classification, reflecting her dismissal of  European classifications of  literature and refusal to 
accept “the purity of  genres” (Dance, In Search 7). Kincaid’s manipulation of  memory, her “contradictory 
stories and reflections,” blur the lines between truth and fiction (8). Dance’s proposal to embark on this 
literary journey through an intertextual reading of  Kincaid’s work is effective, as are the many interviews 
she conducted with a wide cross-section of  people who offer wholesome perspectives and insights into the 
life and times of  this extraordinary Caribbean mother and daughter. 

In Search of  Annie Drew chronicles not only the famously tumultuous mother-daughter relationship, 
but also Annie Drew’s rapport with her three sons, her grandchildren, and her island homes: Dominica 
and Antigua. As the title “Beginnings in Dominica” suggests, Chapter One traces Annie’s life on the 
island of  Dominica with her parents, Josephine Claudette and Alfred John Richardson, known as Ma and 
Pa Chess. It also explores the “beginnings” of  Dominica: its geography, its rule by the colonial powers, 
France and England respectively, its celebration of  the Carib Indians, and its transformation from colonial 
rule to self-governance. Beginnings, namely birth, is contrasted with endings, as the only son of  Ma and 
Pa Chess, Johnnie, tragically and inexplicably dies, resulting in the symbolic death of  the marriage. 
Dance claims that the dysfunctionality of  the Richardson family was due in great part to Johnnie’s death. 
This, however, does not bear weight. Rather, her speculation of  sexual abuse that occasioned a rupture 
between Annie Victoria and her father appears to be the likely source of  the family’s conflicts. Dance is 
quick to point out that what might appear a far-fetched theory is corroborated by Kincaid’s suggestive 
declaration that her grandfather and her aunt, Mary, had “a particularly close relationship or something” 
(Dance 22; emphasis in original).  Dance also sheds light on the oddity of  Pa Chess presenting Annie 
Victoria with her mother’s wedding ring even before her mother had moved out of  the conjugal home 
(22). In the same breath, Dance surmises that the rupture could have been caused by rebelliousness. Like 
Kincaid, Dance resists easy classifications and leaves the reader with contradictory stories, disclosing the 
complexity of  Caribbean family life.

Chronicling Annie Victoria’s migration from Dominica to Antigua, Dance parallels Annie’s escape 
and Antigua’s unique history wherein it subverted the August 1, 1834 Emancipation Act that initiated 
a four-year apprenticeship of  labourers that, in effect, extended slavery in the British West Indies (26). 
Annie’s freedom was manifested not only in her escape from the patriarchal reign of  her father but also 
in her attainment of  sexual freedom. Positing Kincaid as a reliable witness, Dance shares that Kincaid 
corroborated her argument that “Annie may even have embarked on a lifestyle of  uninhibited sex as the 
Kincaid character is portrayed as doing a generation later when she fled to America” (29). However, 
Kincaid’s own account of  what constitutes engaging in a reckless lifestyle requires further examination by 
Dance. In the same work from which Dance quotes, Kincaid offers a counterargument, confessing that 
the list of  persons she had slept with was long only compared to the strict and conservative upbringing 
she had. For she “was brought up to marry one man and to have children with only this one man 
who would be the only one man to go in and out of  [her] bed” (Kincaid, “Putting Myself  Together” 
101). Similarly, the consumption of  rum by Annie Victoria and its link to wanton sexual behavior and 
promiscuity is suspect. This conservatism is modelled after Victorian ideology; consequently, drinking 
rum—an “unladylike” practice—challenges Victorian ideals of  proper womanhood, of  decency and 
respectability. As with Annie’s “illicit” affairs, Kincaid’s illegitimacy, her being born out of  wedlock, is 
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the subject of  debate and contention. We witness a classic case where the “sins” of  the mother have 
befallen the daughter, Jamaica. There is also the tension, here, of  two gendered value systems in the 
Caribbean: reputation and respectability, where respectability reflects the value system of  colonizers and 
reputation is the counter system that grows out of  the Caribbean’s challenging respectability (Besson). 
Annie’s challenge to the politics of  respectability resulted in her daughter being barred from attending the 
Antigua Girls’ High School. Like Antigua in the apprenticeship period when it was discovered that slaves 
were not “full free,” neither was Annie (Wilmot 3). She was still beholden to norms of  respectability and 
was punished for defying them.  

Furthering the theme of  motherhood, Dance examines the fictional Annie’s treasured relationship 
with her mother as an only child (modeled after Kincaid’s real relationship). According to Dance, 
Kincaid’s short story “Girl” is one of  her harshest satires of  her mother’s efforts at raising her. While the 
story does “consist...of  the mother’s cautions to her daughter” and lends voice to a “frustrated mother 
dictating rules of  behavior to her recalcitrant daughter,” it also functions as a guide, a roadmap, to 
achieving and defining black womanhood (118). The mother advises how to navigate the terrains of  
masculine prowess and patriarchy, and teaches her daughter how to resist patriarchal abuse and how to 
conduct a successful abortion if  the need arises (Kincaid, “Girl” 5). This is not a single story: it is double-
voiced, as the mother speaks as both a mother and a daughter, who herself  was once subjected to these 
patriarchal mandates (Alexander 211). This treasured relationship is later strained as Dance details in 
Chapter Four, “After Eden,” which describes Kincaid’s estrangement from her mother and her palpable 
disdain for her siblings, whom she refers to as her “mother’s other children” (87). Annie’s alleged action of  
discontinuing her daughter’s education—that resulted in the loss of  a prestigious island scholarship—in 
order to facilitate the care of  her sons (Kincaid’s half  brothers) exacerbated Kincaid’s unrelenting disdain 
for her mother and brothers alike.  

Seemingly enacting a clean break from her mother, Kincaid’s escape appears to be complete as 
she lands in New York. Illuminating Kincaid’s numerous omissions in her fictional renderings of  her 
experiences, specifically her coalescing of  “the two families for whom she worked into one,” and her not 
revealing specific names of  cities in which her character Lucy worked or resided, Dance concludes that 
the omissions function as cover for her “layover” in Puerto Rico. Dance, however, never reveals what 
the purpose of  the cover was. Critical of  Kincaid’s assessment of  her mother’s “expectation of  support 
as a reprehensible affront,” Dance draws attention to Kincaid’s selfishness, while underscoring that the 
expectations—the economic needs—of  Third World families are fueled by destitution (109). Indeed, 
while remittances are important to ameliorating the lives of  many families back home, they are not 
motivated exclusively by what Dance refers to as destitution. What Dance calls selfishness can be seen 
as Kincaid’s frustration at being unable to escape her mother who had been a source of  pain for her.  
Kincaid is resentful that, despite being able to escape Annie physically, she is still emotionally connected 
to her through the remittances. We therefore witness a double play on the word “finally”: as the title “In 
America…Finally” intimates, Kincaid is finally in America but she is also finally becoming her mother. 
She is her mother’s “double” and, like her mother who is not fully free, neither is she. Establishing that 
Kincaid has become her mother, Dance argues that Kincaid is “just as judgmental of  her own daughter’s 
love of  singing” as her mother was of  her love of  writing (113). 

The theme of  estrangement continues in Chapter Six, “The Silent Years and the Reconnection,” 
that details the lengthy separation of  Annie Victoria and Kincaid and the dissolution of  Kincaid’s 
marriage to Allen Shawn. Assessing the Shawns’ treatment of  and institutionalization of  their daughter 
and sister, Mary, Dance seizes the opportunity to bring attention to Annie’s role as protector and nurturer: 
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“I couldn’t help but imagine the kind of  support and care Annie Drew would have undoubtedly provided 
her—in her tiny cottage” (129). Dance’s thoughtful assessment of  Annie Victoria as a sacrificing mother 
and a consummate nurturer exposes Kincaid’s uncritical stance towards her mother-in-law’s relationship 
(or lack thereof) with her own daughter, Mary. Kincaid appears to be sympathetic to her mother-in-law’s 
inability or unwillingness to mother her own children, let alone her only daughter, even while refusing 
to extend the same courtesy to her mother, Annie. Mary, who received visits from her family only once 
a year, was allowed to return to her family home for the first time almost fifty years after she had been 
removed; this visit, that lasted a mere two hours, was occasioned by her mother’s impending death (128). 
Suffice it to say, the Drews’ dysfunctionality pales in comparison to the Shawns’. Consequently, Dance 
views Kincaid and Shawn as strange bedfellows, “partners in crime,” who deny their blackness and 
Jewishness respectively.  

Furthering the image of  Annie as a nurturing mother, Dance portrays her as patient, loving, and 
self-sacrificing, despite the fact that her relationship with her sons was complicated and as intense as the 
relationship with her daughter, Kincaid. Dance’s careful choice of  the term “Annie Drew and Her Boys” 
as a chapter title suggests a less contentious relationship than the one between Annie and her daughter. 
The term of  endearment also reinforces Caribbean patriarchal systems where boys are privileged and girls 
are socialized to support them. Female subjugation and subordination via domestication is exemplified 
in Kincaid’s earlier-referenced “Girl” and in the story about the sacrifice of  Kincaid’s scholarship. At the 
same time, Kincaid’s silence surrounding the Shawns’ dismissal and denial of  Mary—Allen confesses that 
he erases his twin sister by leading people to believe that he only had a brother—speaks volumes.  

The theme of  silencing is further examined in Dance’s book with a chapter on Kincaid’s brother, 
Devon, focusing on his battle with, and ultimate death from, AIDS. The chapter also deals with 
homophobia and the silence around homosexuality in the Caribbean. In addressing Kincaid’s indifference 
even in the midst of  tragedy, Dance reveals that Kincaid’s accusation that her mother thrives on others’ 
weakness and vulnerability is a classic case of  the pot calling the kettle black. This argument needs to 
be complicated further, however, as Kincaid’s indifference towards Devon may be attributed to what she 
sees as the differential affection her mother has shown the brothers, while remaining seemingly uncaring 
about her, a girl-child.  

Paying a fitting final tribute to Annie, depicting her as the consummate mother, griot and ancestor, 
Dance invokes scriptural imagery from Isaiah 43:2 to suggest that Annie has walked through the proverbial 
fire and was not set ablaze by the flames. By the end of  Dance’s book, Annie has attained ancestral 
status; she has “a very sort of  wise perspective” and is “clearly a strong and worldly-wise woman” (190). 
Dance furthers Annie’s lionization by pointing out that she had outlived her long-time foe and Antigua’s 
first National Hero V. C. Bird. In the epilogue, “I Married My Mother,” Dance also shows how the 
relationship between Annie and her daughter lives on, replicated in the dynamics between Kincaid and 
her husband, with the former ties broken only by death and the latter by divorce. 

Dance’s repetitions of  specific events compete with Kincaid’s literary cannibalism of  her own 
works. Proverbs are randomly dispersed throughout the book; no justification is given as to why some 
are interpreted and others are not. Names of  some individuals enter the text at will and, only pages 
later, are we introduced to them. Overall, In Search of  Annie Drew provides an exhaustive reading of  Annie 
Drew. While Dance is convinced that the book is about Annie Drew, it is equally about her daughter, 
Jamaica Kincaid. One can argue that the chapters are equally dedicated to/divided between mother 
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and daughter. Nevertheless, Dance has offered an exclusive and intimate snapshot into the world of  the 
flesh-and-blood Annie Drew, one that responds to the memorable ways in which she was depicted by her 
daughter and allows her to have the final word, even from beyond the grave. 

Notes
1 This phrase, “Honey, Hush”, borrowed from Dance’s anthology with the same name, expresses 

caution to someone telling truths that are prohibited.   
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Tanya Shirley, The 
Merchant of  Feathers 

Taking its place within a now well-established tradition of  Caribbean poetry and, 
more specifically, Caribbean women’s poetry, Tanya Shirley’s The Merchant of  Feathers is a 
marvelous demonstration of  the balance between what T.S. Eliot terms “tradition and the 
individual talent.” Shirley simultaneously inhabits a Caribbean, female-centred literary 
landscape and charts new territory. The collection is divided into three sections: “The 
Alphabet of  Shame,” “Standing Outside the Circle,” and “Let This Be Your Praise.” These 
48 poems run a wide gamut of  themes that recur in Caribbean writing but are presented 
here with fresh insights and through modernist lenses. Exploring such issues as male-female 
and parent-child relationships, social mobility and its costs, love and loss, nostalgia, and 
a range of  social ills, this collection is undoubtedly anchored in a female sensibility—a 
woman-centred poetics—that explores issues well known to readers of  Caribbean literature. 

Yet in her candid presentation of  themes such as society’s treatment of  homosexuals 
and in her unflinching confrontation of  attitudes towards the fat female body, Shirley walks 
a few less-travelled paths. And while she channels these themes through a voice, tone, 
and timbre that are shifting and varied, the collection still retains a fine balance between 
variation and cohesiveness because, regardless of  subject, all of  the poems in The Merchant 
of  Feathers probe deeply into Caribbean societies, challenging some of  their most entrenched 
shibboleths.  

For example, although the poems treat the wide variety of  themes mentioned, 
the celebration of  woman remains at the centre and is sustained through the strategic 
placement of  the three flagship poems, “The Merchant of  Feathers I,” “The Merchant of  
Feathers II” and “The Merchant of  Feathers III.” In addition, one would be remiss in not 
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mentioning how, in this collection, Shirley harnesses the immediate—the recent, the live event, popular 
culture—to capture the current moment and document its social significance. This aspect of  Shirley’s 
work is especially noticeable in “The People are Deading,” which records both the discontent and the 
terror felt by many Jamaicans during the hunt for Dudus, the West Kingston community leader who 
was eventually extradited to the United States on racketeering charges. And “Dining at Customs” 
captures a new kind of  migration, the back and forth between the Caribbean and primarily European 
and North American locations in which many Caribbean people are engaged. 

The language throughout the collection is elegantly simple; and readers will encounter 
exceptionally resonant lines that will compel them to turn back the page and tarry for a little while 
longer—for example the closing lines of  “How Dreams Grow Fat and Die,” the second poem in the 
collection: “In dreams I am a feather, buoyed and buoyant/and you are the barbed wire that kills me” 
(28-29). This work, and these lines in particular, cast a well-earned critical eye on, not just destructive 
attention to body image (or in common Western parlance “fat shaming”), but also on cultural practices 
of  adult-child cruelty and female-to-female denigration. The closing lines, with their well-aligned 
alliteration and evocation of  hurt made palpable by the “barbed wire,” tightly capture the enduring 
negative impact of  adult cruelty, fed by society’s gender limitations. 

Similarly, in just three stanzas, “Summer Days” lays out the complex links between Jamaica’s 
racist, colonial and economically imbalanced past and the events and dis-ease that now haunt the 
nation, links that were highly visible in the socio-political climate of  the 1970s. In its focus on the 
vestiges of  colonialism and its use of  physical structure, specifically the (great) house as the symbol of  
(neo) colonialism, Shirley’s work here calls to mind Derek Walcott’s “Ruins of  a Great House.” Shirley’s 
poem begins: 

Our house sat on a hill
three-story remnant of  whites
who made money here
but fled to Florida 
in the ’70s when independence 
was fresh in our mouths
and riots smelled like burning cane (1-8)

In the last line, “and riots smelled like burning cane,” Shirley’s craft epitomizes the meticulous brevity 
of  great poets as she links the mood of  the 1970s to a long “genealogy of  resistance” (Philip).

Continuing with this work’s attentiveness to the links between past and present, Shirley shows 
how a girl’s self-fashioning, the way she imagines and constructs herself  as a woman, is intertwined with 
a deep history of  white domination and black mimicry: 
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A girl in her prime,
I would stand on the upper balcony,
watch the neighbourhood boys play ball,
                      while wearing a brown towel on my head;
  clasped in the back,
             the cascading cotton  —
my very own ponytail (9-15)

Arguably, the most significant feature of  the work is its foregrounding of  woman through its treatment 
of  female sexuality and the way that it circuits multiple other themes and commentaries through 
discourses on womanhood and female experiences.   

In a collection well-oiled but not oozing with sensuality and sex—particularly female sexuality—
The Merchant of  Feathers foregrounds sex as a subject in and of  itself; but these poems also move beyond 
the usual male-female encounters, differences and disappointments to address an array of  other 
concerns. Notably, it is through sexuality that the poems assert female strength, challenges some 
presumed boundaries between men and women, and turns on its head the shame often associated 
with female sexuality in general and sexual taboos in particular. For example, societal pressure on 
men to mask their vulnerability is one of  the concerns in “When the World is Sleeping,” in which the 
persona reflects on human, specifically male, vulnerability, and a kind of  death as an inevitable result of  
lovemaking. Moving from a man who surrenders to one who resists, “he wanted to return unwounded,” 
the speaker concludes that, “loving is always the/act of  dying” (23-24).

Even as it asks men to confront their vulnerabilities, the poems here show women claiming 
sexual gratification as a right. Thus female desire and the link between sexuality and commitment are 
embraced by the speaker in the poem “Matie Shall Not Conquer,” as the female speaker espouses the 
view that keeping a man to herself  and away from other women (“matie” is a late twentieth-century 
slang term for mistress) is the wife’s responsibility. The poem opens: “You know all men are weak/
You see the way she watches him…/but this is the man that made you come more times than you can 
count…/You are willing to use the wisdom of  women long dead to keep his eye on your skin” (1-2; 
7-8). The speaker turns to Afro-Caribbean spiritual practices to bring this man back into her arms to 
the point where the matie’s “…name will be mud on the soles of  his feet” (30). What marks this poem 
as significant is that it is not for the sake of  the children, a good face in the community, or for the 
saving of  her marriage that the female speaker contests the matie; it is for her sexual satisfaction. This 
choice marks a sharp turn away from the societal expectation that a “good” woman keeps her marriage 
together even in the face of  infidelity and abuse in order to protect her family from shame. This work 
then typifies the kind of  bold declaration of  female sexuality and an unabashed claim to sexual rights 
that pushes boundaries and stakes out a place in the tradition of  woman-centred writing that Shirley 
inhabits.      

But sex serves a different purpose in the poem “Away from Home.” Here sex is mobilized as a 
discursive tool as it becomes the means of  engaging questions about home, displacement and belonging. 
In this work, the persona’s disconnection from her lover merges with and also mirrors her loneliness and 
displacement in a foreign land: “Next door they turn on the TV…/They will not hear my mind wander 
to days under mango trees/or sipping beer at the beach” (15). The inadequacy of  sex as a stand-in for a 
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homeland much missed is made most poignant in the final stanza: “They will hear me coming/But they 
will not hear how it is tinged with sadness” (14-15).

“Away from Home” stands out among these works, in which sexuality is mostly empowering for 
women. It suggests that there are times when sex comes up short. In this instance, it is pitted against the 
pull of  nostalgia for the homeland and a partner whose insensitivity—“The islands is such a good place to 
live/they were all the same to you”—and disconnection from the woman’s life aggravate her feelings of  
displacement and longing (2-3). In its inability to quench the thirst for home, sex is rendered as purely 
physical and ultimately inadequate in and of  itself. 

Most significant though are the ways that Shirley’s collection folds a diverse range of  concerns 
into discourses and observations about women and female experiences. For example, the mother-
daughter hair-straightening rite of  passage in “Flower Girl” takes readers into this particular 
community of  women—mother, daughter and hairdresser—to revisit and trace the entangled issues of  
race, body image and Caribbean childrearing practices. In “On a New Kingston Corner,” curiosity and 
speculation about the contents of  a woman’s bag, in this instance a sex worker’s “scandal bag” (usually 
a black plastic shopping bag nicknamed thus in part because it is quite noisy), creates a peephole into 
the social conditions that could have driven this woman to sex work. For instance, “…a picture/of  
her mother who no doubt migrated and left her with a grandmother” (22-24) succinctly highlights the 
effects of  parental emigration on the children left behind. 

The Merchant of  Feathers serves not just as the title of  the collection, but also the title of  three 
poems that address women’s lives, work and roles in diverse circumstances. More substantially, the 
title “The Merchant of  Feathers” also functions as a structuring idea for the collection’s positive 
representation of  different kinds of  women. The emphasis on women’s work and their indispensable 
role in society underscores the varied ways in which women are represented in “The Merchant of  
Feathers I” and aligns Shirley’s writing with a black diasporic community of  other womanist-feminist 
writers who celebrate all facets of  women’s work. For example, it calls to mind African-American 
poet Kate Rushin’s poem “The Black Back-Ups” that celebrates the diversity of  support roles that 
black women have historically played in ensuring a fully functioning society (Rushin 18). In “The 
Merchant of  Feathers I,” the woman steps into the role relinquished by a man who, so tired of  being 
unappreciated, now stuffs “his socks with rocks” (8-9). In what appears to be an act of  resignation, 
the man withdraws and, as Shirley’s speaker suggests here, it is the woman who now fulfills multiple 
roles, and significantly does so with featherlike tenderness because she is now “selling softness in hard 
times” (11). As the new merchant of  feathers, the woman’s responsibilities are manifold and include 
her unwavering commitment and willingness to take on whatever role is necessary to do the proverbial 
“dirty work.” Being “… the domestic worker/tireless in her cleaning of  the country’s sores” (14) does 
not prevent her from belting out a “song [that] lifts like mists from the Blue Mountains” (15-16), nor 
does it undermine her capacity and willingness to protect because still “[s]he is standing between us and 
evil spirit” (19). 

The crux of  this poem is the way in which the speaker holds in balance the woman’s strength 
and her gentleness. Gesturing to the maternal, courageously claiming a stereotype and simultaneously 
turning away from one, the poem ends: “so often we praise her for being the rock/but let us praise her 
too for bringing feathers/to buoy us up, beauty so easy now to forget (53). “Feathers to buoy us” evokes 
a woman’s unique capacity to embody both gentleness and strength.   
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“The Merchant of  Feathers III,” the last of  this three-part movement, is the most daring in 
terms of  the kind of  woman it centres and in its use of  the dancehall space as the site of  restoration. 
Ironically, the epigraph for this poem is the bible verse from Psalm 91: “He shall cover thee with 
feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler.” The male 
person in the poem, presumably the Lord of  the Christian tradition, whose feathers provide protection, 
is recast as a female exotic dancer in a secular, even profane space. This woman’s strength and healing 
derive from the way she uses her performance in the dancehall to provide regeneration and restoration 
for the men who line up for their turn to dance with her: “Street vibes Night at the Building and men 
are hungry/for amnesia floating on the wings of  weed smoke/in the soft word whispered by her hips” 
(1-3). Here the dancehall space, often regarded as a male-dominated space, but which Carolyn Cooper 
has consistently argued is also a liberating space for women (Cooper 100), is presented as not just 
liberating for the dancehall queen or princess here, but more importantly as her domain—the place 
where she “holds court” (4). 

In this rendition, the woman’s gyrating body in the dancehall space is framed in positive terms, 
as movements are described as “…soft words whispered by her hips” (3); her characteristic dancehall 
attire, “sky-blue bikini, knee-high silver boot” (5), “peacock lashes” (12), “her store-bought skin” (13), 
and the “cascading curls of  a jet black wig” (16) are represented as becoming adornments. However, 
what is most striking is the power that this woman wields in this therapeutic-performance space: it is she 
who dictates the choice of  music because the DJ “selects new tunes to match the rhythm of  her stance” 
(7). And with her body, she controls both her performance and how to manage each man: “She will save 
the dutty wine for the last in line/This one gets the slow anointing of  tick tocking/hips, the panorama 
of  an arched back” (17-19). Ultimately, she uses her power for soothing the woes of  these needy men: 
“When night turns to morning. She sends them home/feathers falling behind them” (24-25).  

Among the three title poems, “The Merchant of  Feather II” shines both stylistically and for 
the way in which it confronts the sensitive issue of  attitude towards, and treatment of, homosexuals in 
Jamaican society. Here, Shirley critiques a society so obsessed with homosexuality that senseless acts of  
violence are not only tolerated, but actually perpetrated by law enforcement and “educated fools” (7). 
“The mother whose son is found/In a compromising position with a man” (lines 1-2) provides physical and 
emotional care as well as fierce protection: “She stand[s] stark and poised to kill” (18), and will “pacify 
[the boy’s father] with what he needs to prove he is not like his son” (21-22). 

And in the morning she will stir soft words
into the cornmeal porridge, carry it to her son’s bed,
blow a benediction into each spoonful she brings 
to his bruised and beautiful lips (24-27)

It is through the exploration of  this mother’s capacity to love, to embrace a womanist vision of  
femininity and turn to a stereotype of  womanhood, the nurturer, so often rejected in some feminist 
renderings, that a society is called out for its violent insistence on inflicting lasting wounds on some who 
are different.

With its depth, range and compelling style, Tanya Shirley’s The Merchant of  Feathers is 
undoubtedly a valuable addition to the steady flow of  exciting Caribbean poetry, affirming this poet’s 
well-earned place among a new generation of  promising writers.
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